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This article describes the basic aspects of the phonology of Jumjum, a little-known Western Nilotic language. The treatment includes syllable structure and word shapes, vowels and vowel harmony, consonants and consonant assimilation, and tones and tonal processes.

1. Introduction

Jumjum is a little-described Western Nilotic language spoken in the southern part of Blue Nile Province in Sudan. It belongs to the group of languages which Evans-Pritchard (1932) called Southern Burun, and which also includes Mabaan and Ulu. In Köhler’s (1955) internal subgrouping of the Western Nilotic languages, Southern Burun and the neighbouring Northern Burun languages constitute one of three branches of Western Nilotic, the two other branches being Dinka-Nuer and the Luo languages. There are no previously published studies of Jumjum, except for two short word lists in Evans-Pritchard (1932: 28-31) and Bender (1971: 268).
The present article describes the basic aspects of the phonology of Jumjum. Section 2 deals with syllable structure and segmental word shapes. Section 3 describes the vowel system and accounts for the distribution of the vowels in terms of three types of harmony: [ATR] harmony, rounding harmony, and total harmony. Section 4 describes the inventory and distribution of consonants and accounts for certain constraints in terms of assimilation. Finally, section 5 describes the tonal system, accounts for the variability in the manifestation of the underlying tones in terms of three general tonal processes, and illustrates the functions of tones.

Morphophonological alternations abound in Jumjum as in many other Western Nilotic languages, but because of space limitations they are not dealt with in this article.

2. Syllable Structure and Segmental Word Shapes

As illustrated by means of monosyllabic words in (1), there are four syllable types in Jumjum. All syllables begin with a consonant, they are open or closed, their vowels are short or long, and there are no intrasyllabic consonant clusters.

(1) a. CV bí (future tense particle)
   b. CVC jáŋ ‘crocodile’
   c. CVV wô ‘away, out’
   d. CVVC jáän ‘tree’

The length of a word is from one to at least four syllables, and all four syllable types also occur as the first and last syllables of disyllabic and trisyllabic words, as seen in (2)-(3), in which, respectively, the attested disyllabic and trisyllabic word shapes are listed and exemplified. Here points indicate syllable

---

2 There seem to be two dialects of Jumjum. The dialect described here is said to be spoken by people of Watkey.

3 Tone marks indicate underlying tones, except that the tone marking of forms enclosed in brackets indicates surface tones, as in section 5 below. Lack of tone marks indicates that the underlying tones have not been identified.

4 Here and in similar displays, morphologically complex words are normally followed by a morphemic translation in parentheses after the English translation. The following abbreviations are used in morphemic translations: 1DUIN first person dual inclusive; 1PL first person plural; 1PLEX first person plural exclusive; 1PLIN first person plural inclusive; 1SG first person singular; 2PL second person plural; 2SG second person singular; 3 third person; 3PL...
boundaries, while hyphens indicate morpheme boundaries. The middle syllable of trisyllabic words has been attested as CV or CVC, but not as CVV or CVVC.

(2) a. CV.CV  wàŋ-ì  ‘my eye’ (eye-1SG)
b. CV.CVC  kàbál  ‘sheep’ (sg.)
c. CV.CVV  ?ǐkēë  ‘you’ (2PL)
d. CV.CVV  ?ǐkòôn  ‘we’ (1PLEX)
e. CVC.CV  kùm-mú  ‘egg’ (egg-SG)
f. CVC.CVC  kòttャ  ‘tortoise’
g. CV.CCV  ?õl-l-ãa  ‘you pushed me’ (push-PST-2SG>1SG)
h. CVV.CV  wïl-è  ‘its tail’ (tail-3SG)
i. CVV.CVC  tàaatャ  ‘ash’
j. CVVC.CV  ?’aat-tャ  ‘chicken’ (chicken-SG)
k. CVVC.CVC  ?ĩn-ñañ  ‘intestine’ (intestine-SG)
l. CVVC.CVV  nùù-k-åà  ‘you tell me’ (tell-BEN-2SG>1SG)
m. CVVC.CVVC  nùù-k-õñ  ‘you tell us’ (tell-BEN-2SG>1PLEX)

(3) a. CV.CV.CVC  pátis-ìkày  ‘bark’ (bark-SG)
b. CV.CV.CV  pátis-ìngá  ‘barks’ (bark-PL)
c. CVC.CV.CV  mïn-néñí  ‘child’ (child-SG)
d. CVC.CV.CVC  yàntャ-gá  ‘names’ (name-PL)
e. CVV.CV.CV  ?àät-án-å  ‘I came’ (go:CP-PST-1SG)
f. CVV.CV.CVC  ?àät-ìn-å  ‘we came’ (go:CP-PST-1PLEX)
g. CVV.CV.CV  pëettャ-nì  ‘garbages’ (garbage-PL)
h. CVVC.CV.CV  mëëñkà-nì  ‘spiders’ (spider-PL)
i. CVVC.CV.CVC  cáày-g-õñ-ån  ‘we have it’ (be.present-BEN-PST-3PL>1PLEX)
j. CVVC.CV.CV  nìj-g-åd-åa  ‘you cook for me’ (cook-BEN-PRS-2SG>1SG)
k. CVVC.CV.CVC  nìj-g-åd-õñ  ‘you cook for us’ (cook-BEN-PRS-2SG>1PLEX)
l. CVVC.CV.CV  jàäl-dàññí  ‘pythons’ (python-PL)

third person plural; 3SG third person singular; AG antigenitive; ANTIP antipassive; ATT attributive; BEN benefactive; CF centrifugal; COM comitative; CP centripetal; FUT future tense; M multiplicative; NMLZ nominalizer; PL plural; PREP preposition; PRO pronoun; PRS present tense; PST past tense; PTCP participle; SG singular or, sometimes, singulative; X>Y X as subject and Y as object in a cross-reference suffix.
A few examples of words with four syllables are given in (4).

(4) a. CV.CV.CV.CV  qùgùlúŋ-ŋí  ‘leopards’ (leopard-PL)
b. CVC.CV.CV.CV  kúrkú-génén  ‘their nails’ (nail:PL-3PL)
c. CVVC.CV.CV.CV  níj-g-èn-ènì  ‘I cooked for you’ (cook-BEN-PST-1SG>2SG)

Morphologically, a word consists of a root and zero or more non-radical morphemes. In verbs and in many nouns, the root is the first $CV(V)C$ part of the word. Non-radical morphemes are either derivational or inflectional, and they are expressed by means of suffixes and/or changes in the root, which concern vowel quality, vowel length, final consonant, and/or tone. There are no prefixes.

3. Vowels

3.1 Inventory and distribution of vowels. Jumjum has ten vowel qualities, which are divided into two symmetric sets distinguished by the feature [ATR] (Advanced Tongue Root), as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Vowel qualities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[-ATR]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high  i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid  e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low  a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In monosyllabic words, however, there are only eight vowel qualities, the mid [+ATR] vowels [e] and [o] not occurring in such words. Thus, [e] and [o] only occur in words in which an adjacent syllable contains /i/ or /u/, i.e. a high [+ATR] vowel, as illustrated in (5). Hence, [e] and [o] must be analysed as allophones of the [-ATR] phonemes /ɛ/ and /ɔ/, respectively.
There is a binary length contrast for all eight phonemic vowel qualities, as illustrated by monosyllabic nouns in Table 2.

Table 2. Contrastive vowel qualities and lengths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>wín</td>
<td>‘head’</td>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>?íη</td>
<td>‘woman’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>mën</td>
<td>‘person’</td>
<td>/ε/</td>
<td>déη</td>
<td>‘cow’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-ATR]</td>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>kán</td>
<td>‘leopard’</td>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>pån</td>
<td>‘moon’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɔ/</td>
<td>dön</td>
<td>‘neck’</td>
<td>/ɔ/</td>
<td>? ön</td>
<td>‘man’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>bùñ</td>
<td>‘arm’</td>
<td>/uu/</td>
<td>gûñ</td>
<td>‘dog’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ATR]</td>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>jín</td>
<td>‘stomach’</td>
<td>/ii/</td>
<td>dùñ</td>
<td>‘bird’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>düñ</td>
<td>‘lip’</td>
<td>/uu/</td>
<td>pâm</td>
<td>‘mountain’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 [ATR] harmony. The allophony of /e/ and /ɔ/ results from a more general rule of vowel harmony to the effect that a high [+ATR] vowel spreads its [ATR] value to a non-low [-ATR] vowel of an adjacent syllable. The [+ATR] spread may occur in either direction: from root to suffix, or from suffix to root. The effect of this rule is illustrated in Table 3, which shows possessive inflection of some body part nouns. Before the 2nd person singular possessive suffix /-u/ ‘your’, the stem vowels /i, u, e, o/ become [i, u, e, o]. Moreover, the 1st person singular possessive suffix /-i/ is manifested as [i] after stems with /i/ or /u/, and the 3rd person singular possessive suffix /-e/ is manifested as [e] in the same environment.

---

5 Singular nouns with the morphemic gloss “:SG” exhibit replacement of a root-final plosive with a homorganic nasal, see Andersen (to appear).

6 A similar type of vowel harmony is found in the Northern Burun language Mayak, see Andersen (1999).
Table 3. Possessive inflection of body part nouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unpossessed</th>
<th>1SG</th>
<th>2SG</th>
<th>3SG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/v/ wîn</td>
<td>wîn-î</td>
<td>wîn-ù</td>
<td>wîn-ê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɛ/ lêk</td>
<td>lêk-î</td>
<td>lek-u</td>
<td>lêk-ê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-ATR] /a/ wàn̂</td>
<td>wàn̂-î</td>
<td>wàn̂-ù</td>
<td>wàn̂-ê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɔ/ dàn̂</td>
<td>dàn̂-î</td>
<td>dàn̂-ù</td>
<td>dàn̂-ê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/ bùn̂</td>
<td>bùn̂-î</td>
<td>bùn̂-ù</td>
<td>bùn̂-ê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+ATR] /ɔ/ kàn</td>
<td>kàn-î</td>
<td>kàn-ù</td>
<td>‘stomach’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/ tük</td>
<td>tük-î</td>
<td>tük-u</td>
<td>tük-ê</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the verbs forms (6b) and (7b), similarly, the root vowel harmonizes with the [+ATR] cross-reference suffix /-în/.

(6) a. ?iŋt̃ -5n
    push: M-3SG>1PLEX
    ‘he pushes us’

   b. ?iŋt̃ -în
    push: M-3SG>1PLIN

(7) a. nîc-k -òt -5n
    cook-BEN-PRS-3PL>1PLEX
    ‘they cook for us’

   b. nîc-k -ît -în
    cook-BEN-PRS-3PL>1PLIN
    ‘they cook for us’

3.3 Rounding harmony. In suffix position, the vowel [ɔ] varies with [u] and [u]. The quality [ɔ] occurs after unrounded root vowels, while [u] and [u] occur after and in [ATR] harmony with rounded root vowels. Thus, the suffix vowel harmonizes with the root vowel for rounding, and if the root vowel is [+round], the suffix vowel also harmonizes with the root vowel for [ATR]. In (8) this variation is shown in a -CV suffix that forms verbal nouns from verbal roots, and in (9) it is shown in the plural suffix -gV.

7 [ATR] harmony restricted to rounded vowels seems not to have been attested in other Western Nilotic languages.
Another example is the 1st person singular subject suffix of intransitive verbs, \(-V\), see (19) in section 4.2 below.

Suffixal [\(\Lambda\)] always varies with [\(u\)] and [\(u\)], and suffixal [\(u\)] always varies with [\(\Lambda\)] and [\(u\)], but suffixal [\(u\)] does not always vary with [\(\Lambda\)] and [\(u\)]. Thus, the 2nd person singular possessive suffix /-u/ ‘your’ is always realized as [\(u\)], and as shown in section 3.2 above, it spreads its [+ATR] feature to the root vowel. Hence, what is neutralized in suffix position is the contrast between underlying /\(\Lambda\)/ and underlying /\(u\)/.

### 3.4 Total harmony

In some word-medial suffixes the quality of the vowel is copied from the following vowel. Such vowels may be analysed as underlyingly unspecified. One example is the past tense suffix \(-Vn\), as in (10), where it occurs between the root \(\text{daam-}\) and suffixes which cross-reference a 3rd person plural subject and an object.
(10) a. ɗáam-án-à ‘they looked at me’
    b. ɗáam-ín-ì ‘they looked at you (2SG)’
    c. ɗáam-ìn-í ‘they looked at us (1DUIN)’
    d. ɗáam-ìn-ín ‘they looked at us (1PLIN)’
    e. ɗáam-ìn-ńn ‘they looked at us (1PLEX)’
    f. ɗáam-ǹ-ǹ ‘they looked at you (2PL)’

4. Consonants

4.1 Inventory and distribution of consonants. The inventory of consonants is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Inventory of consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>bilabial</th>
<th>interdental</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>voiceless plosive</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced plosive</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trill</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glide</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The occurrence of the consonants in three different positions of a word is exemplified in (11)-(12): initial position, final position of a monosyllable or disyllable, and intervocalic position. Some consonants are excluded from some of these positions: (i) The interdental nasal [ŋ] does not occur word-initially, intervocally or word-finally; (ii) the glottal stop [?] occurs only word-initially; (iii) the voiced plosives and the alveolar voiceless plosive [t] do not occur word-finally.

8 The transcription deviates from IPA in that [j] is a palatal plosive and [y] a palatal glide. Moreover, the diacritic [_.] indicates interdental rather than dental place of articulation.
(11) **Word-initial**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| /p/     | );
| /t/     | );
| /c/     | );
| /k/     | );
| /r/     | );
| /b/     | );
| /d/     | );
| /j/     | );
| /g/     | );
| /m/     | );
| /n/     | );
| /y/     | );

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| /p/     | );
| /t/     | );
| /c/     | );
| /k/     | );
| /r/     | );
| /b/     | );
| /d/     | );
| /j/     | );
| /g/     | );
| /m/     | );
| /n/     | );
| /y/     | );

(12) **Intervocalic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| /p/     | );
| /t/     | );
| /c/     | );
| /k/     | );
| /r/     | );
| /b/     | );
| /d/     | );

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| /p/     | );
| /t/     | );
| /c/     | );
| /k/     | );
| /r/     | );
| /b/     | );
| /d/     | );

---

/p/ and /w/ have not been attested word-finally in disyllables, but that is possibly due to scarcity of data.
As seen in section 2 above, there are heterosyllabic consonant clusters. Many, but far from all logically possible, clusters have been attested, and some of the non-attested ones are excluded for phonotactic reasons rather than being accidental gaps. Table 5 shows, by means of “x” in the respective cells, which $C_1C_2$ combinations have been attested out of all logically possible ones. $C_1$ is shown vertically, $C_2$ horizontally.

The following gaps seem to be systematic:

- Plosives with different voice values cannot be adjacent.
- The sequence plosive + nasal does not occur. This is a result of assimilation, see section 4.2 below.
- Liquids and glides do not occur as $C_2$ in any cluster, except in geminates. The reason probably is that no suffixes underlyingly begin with any of these consonants.
- There are no heterorganic nasal clusters, except /$n$/m/. This is a result of assimilation, see section 4.2 below.
- Labial plosives do not occur as $C_2$, except in geminates. This is probably an accidental gap due to the fact there are no suffixes which underlyingly begin with a labial plosive.
• The alveolar plosives /t/ and /d/ do not occur as C₁, except that /t/ occurs in a geminate. The reason for this gap is a historical sound change, see section 4.3 below.

Table 5. Heterosyllabic consonant clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C₁</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>j</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>n̂</th>
<th>n̂</th>
<th>l</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>w</th>
<th>y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n̂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n̂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ĵ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ĵ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The large number of different consonant clusters is a feature that distinguishes Jumjum from the more well-known Western Nilotic languages, so it seems worthwhile to exemplify these clusters, as done in (13)-(17).¹⁰

¹⁰In some cases, the function of some of the morphemes contained in the words has not been identified (with certainty), as indicated by question marks.
(13) **Voiceless plosives as C₁**

1. **/pp/**  
   - yèep-p-é  
   - ‘he threw it thither’ (throw:CF-PST-3SG>3)
2. **/pc/**  
   - yèep-c-é  
   - ‘he throws it thither’ (throw-CF-PRS-3SG>3)
3. **/pk/**  
   - kùp-k-ì  
   - ‘they opened for him’ (open-BEN-PST:3PL>3)
4. **/tt/**  
   - pìt-t-à  
   - ‘he sowed’ (sow:ANTIP-PST-3)
5. **/tc/**  
   - gìt-càn  
   - ‘leaf’ (leaf-SG)
6. **/tk/**  
   - gìt-kà  
   - ‘leaves’ (leaf-PL)
7. **/tt/**  
   - kìt-tà  
   - ‘star’ (star-SG)
8. **/ct/**  
   - ṭàx-c-tànj  
   - ‘to smell’ (smell-NMLZ?)
9. **/cc/**  
   - wìc-c-á  
   - ‘he swept’ (sweep:ANTIP-PST-3)
10. **/ck/**  
    - mác-kà  
    - ‘fires’ (fire-PL)
11. **/kt/**  
    - wàx-k-tànj  
    - ‘to breathe’ (breathe-NMLZ?)
12. **/kc/**  
    - yáx-càn  
    - ‘fish’ (fish-SG)
13. **/kk/**  
    - láx-kà  
    - ‘urine’ (urine-PL)

(14) **Voiced plosives as C₁**

1. **/bb/**  
   - tíb-blà  
   - ‘shadow’ (shadow-SG)
2. **/bd/**  
   - nùb-dón  
   - ‘heel’
3. **/bj/**  
   - yíb-j-à  
   - ‘you throw them thither’ (throw:M?-CF-2SG>3)
4. **/dò/**  
   - kìd-d-è  
   - ‘he drives them’ (drive-M-3SG>3)
5. **/dj/**  
   - nùud-jón  
   - ‘you teach us’ (teach-2SG>IPLEX)
6. **/dg/**  
   - tùd-gù  
   - ‘cocks’ (cock-PL)
7. **/jd/**  
   - kúj-d-ù  
   - ‘I pick up’ (pick:ANTIP-?-1SG)
8. **/ji/**  
   - nàj-j-à  
   - ‘I know him’ (know-CF-1SG>3)
9. **/jg/**  
   - pùuj-gù  
   - ‘hares’ (hare-PL)
10. **/gj/**  
    - yùuj-j-é  
    - ‘he kicks them thither’ (kick:M-CF-PRS-3SG>3)
11. **/gg/**  
    - tùuj-gù  
    - ‘lips’ (lip-PL)

(15) **Nasals as C₁**

1. **/mm/**  
   - yìm-mànj  
   - ‘blood’ (blood-SG)
2. **/md/**  
   - kìm-dànjí  
   - ‘hearts’ (heart-PL)
3. **/mj/**  
   - dàm-j-ád-à  
   - ‘I look thither (?)’ (look.at:ANTIP-CF?-PRS-1SG)
4. **/mk/**  
   - pàm-kà  
   - ‘mountains’ (mountain-PL)
5. **/mg/**  
   - kùm-gù  
   - ‘eggs’ (egg-PL)
6. **/nm/**  
   - kànmà  
   - ‘work’
7. **/nt/**  
   - pìnj-tà  
   - ‘hand’ (hand-SG)
8. **/ŋ/**  
   - wùnj-ñà  
   - ‘buttock’ (buttock-SG)
9. **/nt/**  
   - nàn-tà  
   - ‘place’ (place-SG)
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/nd/ dûndûl ‘bell’

/nn/ tîn-nlà ‘breast’ (breast-SG)

/nk/ tîn-ka ‘hands’ (hand-PL)

/ng/ màñ- gà ‘women’ (women-PL)

/nd/ tîn-d-è ‘he gives him (smth)’ (give-?-3SG>3)

/npj/ tîn-jà ‘you give me (smth)’ (give-2SG>1SG)

/npj/ tîn-nù ‘granary’ (granary-SG)

/ng/ yûn-gû ‘they rub it’ (rub-3PL:3)

/npj/ gòn-d-è ‘he pulls it’ (pull-M-3SG:3)

/npj/ dèn-j-è ‘he shoots it thither’ (shoot-CF-3SG>3)

/b/ mëëká ‘spider’

/ng/ yàn-gà ‘meats’ (meat-PL)

/np/ yàn-nà ‘meat’ (meat-SG)

(16) Liquids as C1

/lt/ bil-t-i ‘it is present’ (be.present?-?-3)

/ld/ ñàl-dàñjá ‘pythons’ (python-PL)

/lw/ bëël-Á ‘cane’ (cane-SG)

/lc/ pòl-càñ ‘cloud’ (cloud-SG)

/lj/ ?òl-j-è ‘he pushes him thither’ (push-CF-3SG>3)

/lp/ dèl-jàñ ‘penis’ (penis-SG)

/lk/ ñàl-kà ‘rains’ (rain-PL)

/lg/ kòlg-ôn ‘fat’ (fat-SG)

/rk/ tòr-ô-in ‘to pull’ (pull-M-NMLZ)

/rr/ yòor-rú ‘to see’ (see-NMLZ)

/rl/ tòr-c-éq-è ‘he pulls it thither’ (pull-CF-PRS-3SG>3)

/np/ dûr-nù ‘young man’ (young.man-SG)

/rk/ kùrkôn ‘nail’

/rg/ dùrr-gà ‘birds’ (bird-PL)

/rr/ bùñù ‘cloth’

(17) Glides as C1

/ww/ yèwwè ‘two’

/wd/ pòw-dînî ‘homes’ (home-PL)

/wn/ ñàw-nà ‘bone’ (bone-SG)

/wc/ kàw-càñ ‘seed’ (seed-SG)

/wk/ kàw-kà ‘seeds’ (seed-PL)

/wg/ ñàw-gà ‘bones’ (bone-PL)
In verbs, all consonant clusters occur across morpheme boundaries. In nouns, by contrast, there are consonant clusters within morphemes, namely in some (presumably) monomorphemic disyllabic nouns, such as ɲùbdʒn ‘heel’, díndúl ‘bell’ and méenyká ‘spider’.

4.2 Assimilation in /C-n/. Assimilations take place when a consonant-final stem is followed by a suffix which underlyingly begins with the alveolar nasal /n/. Table 6 shows the underlying representation (UR) and the surface representation (SR) of the consonant sequences in question. As can be observed, (i) the nasal spreads its nasality to a preceding plosive, which in return spreads its place of articulation to the nasal; (ii) stem-final nasals also spread their place of articulation to the suffixal nasal; (iii) the nasal totally assimilates to stem-final liquids; but (iv) no assimilation takes place if the stem-final consonant is a glide.

Table 6. Surface representation of underlying /C-n/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>p-n</th>
<th>t-n</th>
<th>c-n</th>
<th>k-n</th>
<th>m-n</th>
<th>n-n</th>
<th>n-n</th>
<th>n-n</th>
<th>l-n</th>
<th>r-n</th>
<th>y-n</th>
<th>w-n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>m-m</td>
<td>n-ŋ</td>
<td>n-ŋ</td>
<td>n-ŋ</td>
<td>m-m</td>
<td>n-n</td>
<td>n-ŋ</td>
<td>n-ŋ</td>
<td>l-l</td>
<td>r-r</td>
<td>y-n</td>
<td>w-n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One suffix that behaves in this way is -nV, which forms an abstract verbal noun from a verbal root, as illustrated in (18) for each of the twelve underlying consonants that can occur finally in a monosyllabic root. The root-final consonants surface more overtly in some verb forms, as also shown in (18). The verb forms cited consist of a transitive root and the suffix /-è/, which cross-references a third person singular subject and a third person object, except that in (18f), the verb consists of an intransitive root and the suffix /-à/, which cross-references a first person singular subject. In these verb forms, root-final underlying plosives are manifested as voiced plosives. It might be suggested that the nasal of the nominalizing suffix is underlyingly unspecified for place of articulation. How-
ever, since it is alveolar after the labial glide /w/ and after the palatal glide /y/, it must be alveolar underlingly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(18)</th>
<th>Root-final</th>
<th>Root-3SG&gt;3</th>
<th>Verbal noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /p/</td>
<td>yéeb-é</td>
<td>yéem-má</td>
<td>‘throw at’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /t/</td>
<td>kúud-é</td>
<td>kùun-ŋú</td>
<td>‘blow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /c/</td>
<td>káj-é</td>
<td>kàŋ-ŋá</td>
<td>‘bite’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. /k/</td>
<td>líg-é</td>
<td>líŋ-ŋá</td>
<td>‘break’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. /m/</td>
<td>?ám-é</td>
<td>?ám-má</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. /n/</td>
<td>núin-λ</td>
<td>núin-ŋá</td>
<td>‘lie’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. /ŋ/</td>
<td>tój-é</td>
<td>tôŋ-ŋú</td>
<td>‘light’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. /ŋ/</td>
<td>gôŋ-é</td>
<td>gôŋ-ŋú</td>
<td>‘pull’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. /l/</td>
<td>?ól-é</td>
<td>?ól-lú</td>
<td>‘push’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. /r/</td>
<td>?ér-é</td>
<td>?ér-rá</td>
<td>‘cut’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. /y/</td>
<td>káay-é</td>
<td>káay-ná</td>
<td>‘pasture’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. /w/</td>
<td>kócw-é</td>
<td>kócw-nú</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another suffix that behaves in the way shown in Table 6 is the past tense suffix /-n/. In (19) it is exemplified after simple intransitive verb stems and before the 1st person singular subject suffix -λ, -ù, -ù. The underlying nature of the root-final consonants is revealed by the corresponding present tense forms, which have no tense suffix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(19)</th>
<th>Root-final</th>
<th>Root-1SG</th>
<th>Root-PST-1SG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /c/</td>
<td>bóœj-ù</td>
<td>bóœŋ-ŋ-ù</td>
<td>‘fear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /k/</td>
<td>wéëg-λ</td>
<td>wéëŋ-ŋ-λ</td>
<td>‘cry’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /n/</td>
<td>núin-λ</td>
<td>núin-ŋ-λ</td>
<td>‘lie’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. /l/</td>
<td>?öl-ù</td>
<td>?öl-l-ù</td>
<td>‘sing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. /y/</td>
<td>cály-λ</td>
<td>cály-n-λ</td>
<td>‘sit’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. /w/</td>
<td>túw-ù</td>
<td>túw-n-ù</td>
<td>‘die’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A third suffix with the same behaviour is the plural suffix /-ní/, which is illustrated in (20). Unlike the two other suffixes, this suffix also occurs after a vowel-final stem, as in (20a).
The direction of the assimilation with respect to manner of articulation seems to be determined by the sonority of the consonants involved. Given the sonority hierarchy glide > liquid > nasal > obstruent, a less sonorous consonant assimilates to a more sonorous one. Thus, obstruents assimilate to nasals, and nasals assimilate to liquids.

The above-mentioned suffixes are productive. Thus, the nominalizing suffix -n and the past tense suffix -n are used after all simple verb stems, and the plural suffix -n seems to be the default productive plural suffix.

### 4.3 The interdental nasal [n]

As seen in section 4.1 above, the interdental nasal [n] has a very restricted distribution, and its phonemic status might be questioned. Thus, [n] only occurs word-internally in heterosyllabic clusters. It regularly occurs in a geminate [nn], as in (21a-c), and before the voiceless interdental plosive /t/, as in (21d-e), and in both cases [n] could result from assimilation, see below. But [n] has also been attested before /m/, as in the noun in (21f), and here [n] must have phonemic status, unless [mn] is derived from underlying /tm/, for which, so far, no independent evidence has been found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem-final</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /a/</td>
<td>mëëŋká</td>
<td>mëëŋká-ní</td>
<td>‘spider’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /t/</td>
<td>rûñuŋt</td>
<td>rûñuŋ-ŋí</td>
<td>‘rainbow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /k/</td>
<td>yîlûk</td>
<td>yîlûŋ-ŋí</td>
<td>‘rainy season’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. /n/</td>
<td>tûñpûn</td>
<td>tûñpûn-ŋí</td>
<td>‘dust’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. /ŋ/</td>
<td>kûttâŋ</td>
<td>kûttâŋ-ŋí</td>
<td>‘tortoise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. /r/</td>
<td>kárkár</td>
<td>kárkár-ŋí</td>
<td>‘stony place’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before an interdental plosive, [n] can readily be analysed as an allophone of alveolar /n/, since [n] does not occur in that position. Moreover, geminate [nn] is often clearly the manifestation of an underlying root-final interdental /t/ plus an underlying alveolar /n/, as shown in section 4.2 above.
However, there are other instances of [n] which cannot synchronically be analysed as underlying /n/. Many disyllabic singular nouns end in a singular -CV suffix whose consonant is manifested almost like the underlying suffixal /n/ discussed in section 4.2 above. However, unlike the other suffixes, this suffix is not productive. Some examples are given in (22) together with the corresponding plural forms.

(22) | Root-final | Singular | Plural |
    |           |         |       |
    a. /p/ | lém-mà | lèp | ‘tongue’ |
    b. /t/ | ?én-ùù | ?èt | ‘faeces’ |
    c. /c/ | tún-nù | tûuc-kù | ‘granary’ |
    d. /k/ | lèn-ùù | lèk | ‘tooth’ |
    e. /m/ | gín-mà | gín-gà | ‘cheek’ |
    f. /n/ | tìn-nà | tìn-gà | ‘breast’ |
    g. /n/ | yàn-ùù | yàn-gà | ‘meat’ |
    h. /l/ | wîl-là | wîl-gà | ‘guest’ |
    i. /r/ | tìn-nà | trí | ‘witch-doctor’ |
    j. /y/ | wày-nà | wày-gà | ‘shoe’ |
    k. /w/ |  ámb-nà |  ámb-gà | ‘bone’ |

The plural forms are either suffixless or end in a plural suffix -kV or -gV, and their roots exhibit non-assimilated final consonants. The singular forms exhibit exactly the same consonant clusters as in section 4.2 above and under almost the same circumstances. It is therefore tempting to analyse the consonant of the singular suffix as an underlying /n/ here too. However, this analysis does not work for roots that end in /r/, as in (22i), since the resulting cluster here is /nn/ rather than /rr/, which is the synchronically productive result of /r/ plus underlying /n/. Hence, the consonant of the singular suffix cannot be analysed as being an underlying /n/ for all the allomorphs of the suffix. Instead, the surface forms of the singular nouns must be taken to be underlying forms, and therefore the geminate interdental /nt/ in (22b) cannot be derived synchronically from /nt/. Consequently, [n] is a separate phoneme here.

At an earlier stage in the historical development of Jumjum, however, the consonant of the singular suffix must have been an underlying /n/ throughout. Thus, the alternation between root-final /r/ in the plural and root-final /n/ in the singular in (22i) is historically explainable as follows: The /r/ in the plural form goes back to an alveolar plosive */t/, which changed to /r/ in root-final position, and before this change took place, */t/ assimilated to the suffixal /n/ in the singu-
lar form. The change */t/ > */r/ also explains why */t/ does not occur word-finally today. In Mabaan, root-final */t/ has been retained, the cognates of Jumjum ír ‘witch-doctors’ and ór ‘spoons’ being íetá and cíetá, respectively, in that language.

Geminate [nn] is also found in some singular nouns which have the singulative suffix -nàn, as in (23). Again, the alternants of the roots that occur in the plural forms must be taken to be the original forms, and their final consonant is /n/ or /y/. Hence, the interdental [n] of the suffix cannot have received its place of articulation from the root. So again we are forced to ascribe phonemic status to [n]. The sequence [nn] in (21f) above is also left unaccounted for, unless this conclusion is accepted.

(23)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ?ìn-nàn</td>
<td>?ìn-gà</td>
<td>‘intestine’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. bòn-nàn</td>
<td>bóy-gù</td>
<td>‘skin’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Tones.

5.1 Tonal inventory and tonal processes. Jumjum is a tone language with two underlying tones: high (H) and low (L). They may combine to form a falling tone (H↓L).

The identification of tones may start by examining nouns in the tonal frame shown in (24). This frame is a possessive construction in which the empty slot is filled by a possessee. The latter is followed by a pronoun which agrees in number with the possessee (sg. yen ‘that of’, pl. yèk ‘those of’) and which is modified by the following possessor.

(24)  
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘the man’s ___’</td>
<td>‘the man’s ___’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When uttered in isolation, monosyllabic nouns fall into two tonal classes: words with a low tone [`] and words with a falling tone [^]. However, as revealed when the words are used in frame (24), the low-toned class actually represents two different underlying tonal classes. This is illustrated in Table 7, which shows three monosyllabic nouns in isolation and in frame (24) as well as their posited underlying tonal representation. In isolation, yaan ‘bull’ and dèen ‘cow’ have a low tone, while tɔɔn ‘cock’ has a falling tone. In frame (24) the situation is
different: Here \( \text{yaan} \) still has a low tone, but \( \text{dèen} \) and \( \text{tɔɔn} \) now both have a high tone. The latter two nouns, however, are distinguished by the pitch of the following word \( \text{yen} \), which has a low tone after \( \text{tɔɔn} \), as it also has after \( \text{yaan} \), while it has a downstepped (\( ^{+} \)) high tone after \( \text{dèen} \). The underlying tones posited for the three nouns are low for /\( \text{yaan} /\), high for /\( \text{dèen} /\), and falling for /\( \text{tɔɔn} /\). Arguments for this analysis are given below.

**Table 7. Tonal classes of monosyllabic nouns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface tones in isolation</th>
<th>Surface tones in frame (24)</th>
<th>Underlying tones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ( [\text{yaan}] ) [L]</td>
<td>( [\text{yaan} \text{ yen} \ ?ɔɔn] )</td>
<td>/( \text{yaan} /) /L/ 'bull'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ( [\text{dèen}] ) [L]</td>
<td>( [\text{dèen} \text{ yen} \ ?ɔɔn] )</td>
<td>/( \text{dèen} /) /H/ 'cow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ( [\text{tɔɔn}] ) [H( \text{L} )]</td>
<td>( [\text{tɔɔn} \text{ yen} \ ?ɔɔn] )</td>
<td>/( \text{tɔɔn} /) /H( \text{L} )/ 'cock'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 8. Tonal classes of disyllabic nouns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface tones in isolation</th>
<th>Surface tones in frame (24)</th>
<th>Underlying tones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ( [\text{tùdgù}] ) [LL]</td>
<td>( [\text{tùdgù} \text{ yék} \ ?ɔɔn] )</td>
<td>/( \text{tùdgù} /) /HH/ 'cocks'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ( [\text{wìl'lä}] ) [H( \text{H}\text{L} )]</td>
<td>( [\text{wìl'lä} \text{ yen} \ ?ɔɔn] )</td>
<td>/( \text{wìl'lä} /) /HL/ 'guest'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ( [\text{dìŋŋà}] ) [LL]</td>
<td>( [\text{dìŋŋà} \text{ yen} \ ?ɔɔn] )</td>
<td>/( \text{dìŋŋà} /) /LH/ 'pestle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ( [\text{bèl'gà}] ) [LL]</td>
<td>( [\text{bèl'gà} \text{ yék} \ ?ɔɔn] )</td>
<td>/( \text{bèl'gà} /) /LL/ 'canes'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. ( [\text{mèrkà}] ) [HL]</td>
<td>( [\text{mèrkà} \text{ yék} \ ?ɔɔn] )</td>
<td>/( \text{mèrkà} /) /H( \text{L} )/H/ 'children'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. ( [\text{kùurà}] ) [HL]</td>
<td>( [\text{kùurà} \text{ yen} \ ?ɔɔn] )</td>
<td>/( \text{kùurà} /) /H( \text{L} )/H/ 'ball'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The six disyllabic nouns shown in Table 8 fall into three tonal classes when uttered in isolation: (i) words in which both syllables have a low tone, (ii) words in which the first syllable has a high tone and the second syllable a low tone, and (iii) words in which the first syllable has a high tone and the second syllable a tone that falls from a high level lower than the preceding high, a downstepped falling tone. However, these three classes represent six different underlying tonal classes, as revealed when the six nouns are inserted into frame (24) in Table 8. Together with the following word, these six nouns here exhibit six different surface tone configurations. As the posited underlying tones indicate, the six disyllabic nouns utilize all six logically possible combinations of H, L and H\( \text{L} \) in the first syllable and H and L in the second syllable. This analysis works in combination with the following three realization rules:
(i) Utterance-final Lowering: In utterance-final (or prepausal) position a sequence of one or more high tones are changed to low tones.

(ii) Downstepped Raising: After a high tone, a low tone is changed to a downstepped high tone in non-prepausal position and to a downstepped falling tone in prepausal position.

(iii) Fall Simplification: In non-prepausal position a falling tone $H\downarrow L$ is simplified to $H$, and a following high tone is downstepped.

The application of these tone rules depends only on the tonal context and the boundaries of the utterance. Thus, they are independent of word boundaries and phrase boundaries. Each rule is illustrated in the following subsections.

In the examples given below, forms in brackets show the surface tones, while forms without brackets, in the next line, show the underlying tones and also the morpheme boundaries involved.

5.2 Utterance-final Lowering. In utterance-final (or prepausal) position a high tone is manifested phonetically as a low pitch which is identical to the low pitch of a low tone in the same position. Thus, in isolation, the high-toned monosyllabic noun $d\check{e}en$ ‘cow’ has the same (slightly falling) low pitch as the low-toned monosyllabic noun $\check{y}a\check{a}n$ ‘bull’. Similarly, the final high tone of the disyllabic noun $d\check{e}n\dot{\eta}l$ ‘pestle’ is manifested as a pitch that is identical to (or even lower than) the pitch of the preceding low tone. Thus $d\check{e}n\dot{\eta}l$ gets the same pitch pattern as the low-toned word $b\check{e}\check{e}l\dot{g}\dot{l}$ ‘canes’. Hence, Utterance-final Lowering changes an underlying high tone to a low tone in utterance-final position, thereby neutralizing the contrast between High and Low in that position.

Utterance-final Lowering also applies to a sequence of high tones. Thus the HH word $\check{t}\check{\ddot{u}}d\check{g}\dot{\ddot{u}}$ ‘cocks’ has the same pitch sequence as the LL word $b\check{e}\check{e}l\dot{g}\dot{l}$ ‘canes’, namely a low pitch in the first syllable and an (extra) low pitch in the second syllable.

A high-toned word immediately preceding an utterance-final high-toned word also undergoes pitch lowering. Thus, while $d\check{\dot{\lambda}}m\dot{\lambda}$ surfaces with high tones before an underlyingly low-toned word in (25a), it surfaces with low tones before an underlyingly high-toned word in (25b).
It has not been examined whether there is any limit to the range of Utterance-final Lowering, but a sequence of lowered high tones may make up at least two words, as in (25b) and (26), and it may comprise at least five high tones, as in (26).

(26) a. [ʔikɛ pìtì mókkìnì]  
   ʔikɛ pìtì -í mókkì-nì  
   3SG sow:ANTIP-3 maize -PL  
   ‘He is sowing maize’

b. [ʔikɛ máljò kùpkènè]  
   ʔikɛ máljò kùp-k -én -è  
   3SG Määjo open-BEN-PST-3SG>3  
   ‘He opened for Määjo’

Utterance-final Lowering may even take effect at the very beginning of an utterance consisting of more than one word, as in (27a). The pitch sequence of this utterance is indistinguishable from the pitch sequence of utterance (27b), which underlyingly begins with a low tone followed by two high tones.

(27) a. [lèn ʔùlàŋ]  
   lèn ʔùl -àŋ  
   axe:SG be.black-3  
   ‘The axe is black’

b. [tòŋ ʔùlàŋ]  
   tòŋ ʔùl -àŋ  
   spear be.black-3  
   ‘The spear is black’

5.3 Downstepped Raising. In non-prepausal position, a low tone is changed to a downstepped high tone (‘H) after a high tone, as in (28)-(30). Like the other tonal processes, this raising is independent of word boundaries and phrase boundaries. In (28), for instance, the final high tone of kàttà causes the low tone of the fol-
lowing word \( \ddot{d}\text{ik} \) to be raised to \(['\ddot{d}\text{ik}]\), the process thus crossing a word boundary. In (30), on the other hand, where the raising applies three times, it each time applies within the boundary of a disyllabic word.

(28) \[\text{?ikê k\text{"a}t\text{"a} \text{‘d}\text{ik} \text{yå}k\text{"o}}] \quad \text{‘He stole our goats’}
\text{?ikê k\text{"a}t \text{-t} \-\- \text{d}\text{ik} \text{yå}a \text{-k} \-5}
3SG steal:ANTIP-PST-3 goat:PL PRO-PL-1PL

(29) \[\text{?ámí \‘kå \gu\text{"u}n\text{"u}]} \quad \text{‘It has been eaten by the dog’}^{11}
\text{?ám-	ext{"i} k\text{"a} \gu\text{"u}n\text{"u}]
\text{eat \-PST:3PL\>3 PREP dog:SG}

(30) \[\text{?i\‘k\text{"e}n \wå\text{"e}n \yå\text{"u}\text{"u}\text{"g}u\text{"u}]} \quad \text{‘They are rubbing their eyes’}
\text{?i\‘k\text{"e}n \wå\text{"e}n \-g \-\- \yå\text{"u}\text{"u}\text{"g}u\text{"u}
3PL eye \-PL-3PL rub \-3PL\>3}

There are two reasons why the raised low tone must be taken to be a high tone after the raising. First, the pitch of the raised tone is identical to the pitch of a following high tone in non-prepausal position, as in (30), and to the pitch of the high component of a following falling tone, as in (29). Second, the pitch of the raised tone is identical to the pitch of an underlying high tone that is downstepped after an underlying falling tone, see section 5.4 below.

A low tone following a raised low tone has a low pitch, so it does not itself undergo Downstepped Raising. Thus, in (31) the low tone of the syllable [\text{"t}å] is left unaffected by the high tone of the preceding syllable [\text{"b}å\text{"t}], and in (32), similarly, the low tone of the syllable [\text{"w}ê] is left unaffected by the high tone of the preceding syllable [\text{"k}ê].

(31) \[\text{?å\‘n \‘bå\text{"t}å \‘å \‘\text{"o}\text{"t}ôn]} \quad \text{‘But he is not sleeping’}
\text{?å\‘n \bå\text{"t}å \‘å \‘\text{"o}\text{"t} \-ôn}
and not be:3 sleep:?-PTCP

(32) \[\text{?ikê \bå\‘g\‘g\‘e \‘kê \‘t\‘r\‘kê \‘w\‘n\‘k} \quad \text{‘His arms and legs swell’}
\text{?ikê \bå\‘g\‘g\‘ \-\- \text{\‘kê \‘t\‘r \-k \-\- \w\‘n \-\-\-k}
3SG arm-PL-3SG COM leg-PL-3SG swell-M:3

\^11 A postverbal third person singular subject noun (optionally preceded by the preposition \( k\)\) is cross-referenced as 3PL in the verb.
In utterance-final position after a high tone, a low tone is not realized as a downstepped high tone, but as a downstepped falling tone. This is illustrated in (33)-(35) and can also be observed in (30) above. Thus, while íŋəl surfaces as [tíŋəl] in non-prepausal position in (33b), it surfaces as [tíŋəl] in prepausal position in (33a), here ending in a downstepped falling tone. The same variation is shown by túwù in (34), and in (35) the monosyllable ímj surfaces as [‘ímj] prepausally.

(33) a. [tíŋəl]  
   `sand’  
   b. [uíŋəl yək ʔɔn]  
   tíŋəl yə -k ʔɔn  
   sand(PL)12 PRO-PL:AG man:SG

(34)  
   a. [ʔíkə bí tíwù]  
   ʔíkə bí tíw-ù  
   1SG FUT die -1SG  
   b. [ʔíkə bí tíwù tíŋək]  
   ʔíkə bí tíw-ù tíŋək  
   1SG FUT die -1SG tomorrow

(35) [ʔíkə tákí ímj]  
   ʔíkə ták -í ímj  
   3SG want:ANTIP-3 woman:SG

5.4 Fall Simplification. The behaviour of an underlying falling tone (HÌ) shows that it is a complex tone consisting of two simple tones, a high tone and a following low tone. A falling tone is manifested as a falling pitch in utterance-final position only, as in (36a) and (37a). In other positions the falling tone is manifested as a high level pitch, and a following high tone is downstepped. Thus, while ʔíkɔn surfaces with a falling tone in (36a), it surfaces with a final high tone in (36b), and the initial high tone of the following word, ʔamɔn, surfaces as a downstepped high tone. The same type of variation obtains in (37). The downstep resulting from Fall Simplification must reflect the low component which is set afloat when the falling tone is simplified.

12Plural nouns with the morphemic gloss “(PL)” have no plural suffix.
(36) a. [ʔi̥k̂ɔɔn]  
   ‘we’

b. [ʔi̥k̂ɔɔn ‘ʔ̣mɔn]  
   ‘We are eating’

?i̥k̂ɔɔn ʔ̣m ̣-ɔn
PLEX eat:ANTIP-PLEX

(37) a. [ʔi̥k̂i̥n]  
   ‘we’

b. [ʔi̥k̂i̥n ‘ḅi̥ ʔ̣mɔn]  
   ‘We will eat’

?i̥k̂i̥n ḅi̥ ʔ̣m ̣-i̥n
PLEIN FUT eat:ANTIP-1PLIN

The downstep effect also applies to a following underlyingly falling tone, as in (38), where j̣ạn becomes [ʔ̣j̣ạn] after ʔ̣ɔn. By contrast, a low tone is left unaffected by a preceding underlyingly falling tone, as seen in (39), where ḳn does not affect the realization of ỵn.

(38) [ʔ̣ɔn ʔ̣j̣ạn ʔ̣ụḷ ‘ṭ̣ỵ̀ṇạṭ̣]  
   ‘The man is pushing the tree now’

ʔ̣ɔn j̣ạn ʔ̣ụḷ ̣-̣ ṭ̣ỵ̀ṇạṭ̣
man:SG tree:SG push:M-3SG>3 now

(39) a. [ḳn]  
   ‘hunger’

b. [ḳn ỵn ʔ̣ɔn]  
   ‘the man’s hunger’

ḳn ỵn ̣-n ʔ̣ɔn
hunger:SG PRO-SG:AG man:SG

There is no downstepped raising after a high tone that manifests a falling tone, as illustrated twice in (40). Here the initial low tone of ḅiccan is not raised after [ʔ̣ɔn], which is underlyingly ʔ̣ɔn, and similarly, the initial low tone of ṭ̣ṛ̣ḍ̣ is not raised after [j̣ạn], which is underlyingly j̣ạn. This can be explained by assuming that the low component of the falling tone is not deleted, but left floating, as already assumed on independent grounds.

(40) [ʔ̣ɔn ḅiccan ʔ̣j̣ạn ṭ̣ṛ̣ḍ̣]  
   ‘The man is pulling the root of the tree continuously’

ʔ̣ɔn ḅic -càn j̣ạn ṭ̣ṛ̣ ̣-̣ ̣-̣
Syllables that are not word-final never have a falling pitch. Nevertheless, an underlying falling tone must be posited for a non-final syllable of some words in order to explain their pitch patterns and their effect on a following word.

Consider first the noun merkA ‘children’ in (42) and compare it with the noun willA ‘guest’ in (41).

(41) a. [wil^lA] ‘guest’
    b. [wil^lA yên ?e*n] ‘the man’s guest’
       wil -lA yê -n ?e*n
guest-SG PRO-SG:AG man:SG

(42) a. [mérkA] ‘children’
    b. [mér^kA ye*k ?e*n] ‘the man’s children’
       mér-kA ye -k ?e*n
child-PL PRO-PL:AG man:SG

Both willA and merkA surface with a high tone on their first syllable, but in utterance-final position the pitches of their last syllable are different from each other. While [wil^lA] in (41a) ends in downstepped falling tone, the second syllable of [mérkA] in (42a) has a low tone. Before another word, both willA and merkA have the surface tone pattern [H^H], as seen in (41b) and (42b). However, while willA does not trigger Downstepped Raising in the following word, merkA does. Hence, while willA must be taken to end in a low tone underlyingly, merkA must be taken to end in a high tone underlyingly, see section 5.3 above. So while the downstep in [wil^lA] in (41b) must be caused by Downstepped Raising, the downstep in [mér^kA] in (42b) cannot be the result of this rule. Instead, it must be taken to be the result of the other rule that produces a downstep, viz. Fall Simplification. The implication is that merkA has an underlyingly falling tone on its first syllable, so that its underlying form is mérkA. This analysis also explains the tonal difference between willA and merkA in prepausal position: While the final downstepped falling tone in [wil^lA] is a result of Downstepped Raising triggered by the preceding high tone, the final low tone in [mérkA] is a result of Utterance-final Lowering after the floating low component of the preceding falling tone.

Consider next the noun kuura ‘ball’ in (43).
This noun has the same pitch pattern as \textit{mèrká} ‘children’ in utterance-final position, see (43a) and (42a), respectively. In non-prepausal position, however, their pitch patterns differ from each other. Thus, while \textit{mèrká} in (42b) has the surface tones \([H'H]\), \textit{kuura} in (43b) has the surface tones \([HL]\), and its underlying tone pattern must, therefore, be different from that of \textit{mèrká}, which was analysed as \(H\tilde{L}H\) above. The surface tone pattern \([HL]\) of \textit{kuura} cannot be its underlying tone pattern, since if it were, then its utterance-final surface tone pattern would be \([H'\tilde{H}L]\), and its non-prepausal surface tone pattern would be \([H'H]\). Instead, its behaviour can be explained by taking its underlying tone pattern to be \(H\tilde{L}L\), i.e. with a falling tone on the first syllable and a low tone on the final syllable. Thus, the falling tone is changed to a high tone by Fall Simplification, and the low tone set afloat by Fall Simplification prevents the low tone of the second syllable from undergoing Downstepped Raising.

### 5.5 Functions of tone

The function of tone is both lexical and grammatical, as exemplified below.

As seen in section 5.1 above, (singular or plural) nouns fall into tonal classes. There are also minimal pairs of nouns distinguished solely by tone, such as the monosyllabic (singular or plural) nouns in (44)-(45) and the disyllabic plural nouns in (46)-(48).

(44) a. H kul ‘wart-hog’
    b. L kul ‘deep water’

(45) a. H\tilde{L} jîrk ‘words’
    b. L jûrk ‘hairs’

(46) a. HH kîygâ ‘streams’
    b. LH kîygâ ‘feet’

(47) a. HH kââjgâ ‘leopards’
    b. HL kââjgâ ‘hungers’
(48) a. HL ʔàŋkà ‘suns’  
b. LL ʔàŋkà ‘fishing nets’

Unlike nouns, transitive verbal roots seem not to fall into tonal classes. Thus, they all behave in the same way tonally with respect to derivation and inflection. However, tone has a high functional load in person inflection of verbs with such roots. This is illustrated in Table 9, which shows the present tense forms with the simple transitive stem ɗaam- ‘look at’. Transitive verb stems take portmanteau suffixes which cross-reference both the subject and the object with respect to person and number, except that no number distinction is made for a third person object. Note also that a distinction is made between 1st person dual inclusive (1DUIN), 1st person plural inclusive (1PLIN) and 1st person plural exclusive (1PLEX). The vertical dimension of the table indicates the subject parameter (S), the horizontal dimension the object parameter (O).

**Table 9. Present tense forms with the simple transitive stem ɗaam- ‘look at’**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O→ S</th>
<th>1SG</th>
<th>2SG</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>1DUIN</th>
<th>1PLIN</th>
<th>1PLEX</th>
<th>2PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ɗáam-éni</td>
<td>ɗáam-Ł</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ɗáam-Ł</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>ɗáam-já</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ɗáam-Ł</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ɗáam-jón</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>ɗáam-à ɗáam-éy</td>
<td>ɗáam-Ł</td>
<td>ɗáam-i ɗáam-in</td>
<td>ɗáam-ón</td>
<td>ɗáam-Ł</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DUIN</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ɗáam-i</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PLIN</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ɗáam-in</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PLEX</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ɗáam-gi</td>
<td>ɗáam-ón</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ɗáam-gé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>ɗáam-à</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ɗáam-Ł</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ɗáam-ón</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>ɗáam-gà ɗáam-gi</td>
<td>ɗáam-gi ɗáam-gí</td>
<td>ɗáam-gín ɗáam-gón</td>
<td>ɗáam-gé</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paradigm in Table 9 includes six subsets of segmentally identical, but tonally distinct forms. Four of these subsets each contains two forms. For instance, the two forms with the segment sequence ɗaama are distinguished tonally as spelt out in (49).
One subset contains three forms, as shown in (50), and one subset contains four forms, as shown in (51).

(50) a. HL ɗàam-ǝn  
look.at-1PLEX>3  
‘we are looking at him’

b. LH ɗàam-ǝn  
look.at-3SG>1PLEX  
‘he is looking at us’

c. HÌLL ɗàam-ǝn  
look.at-2PL>1PLEX  
‘you are looking at us’

(51) a. HH ɗàam-ċ  
look.at-3SG>3  
‘he is looking at him’

b. HL ɗàam-ċ  
look.at-2PL>3  
‘you are looking at him’

c. HÌLH ɗàam-ċ  
look.at-1SG>2PL  
‘I am looking at you’

d. LH ɗàam-ċ  
look.at-3SG>2PL  
‘he is looking at you’

Another example of the use of tone in the morphology is its role in case inflection of nouns. As seen in section 5.1 above, there are few constraints on the tones of nouns in their lexical form, which may be called the “absolutive” case. But when a noun is modified by a following possessor noun, as in (52b), all of its syllables have low tones, whatever its lexical tone pattern. Thus, the head of the possessive construction, the possessee, has a morphologically marked form, which I call the “antigenitive” case, while the possessor has the absolutive case. This possessive construction is an alternative to the construction in (52a), which was used as a tonal frame in section 5.1 above. Here the possessee has the abso-
lutive case and is followed by a coreferential pronoun which is followed by the possessor in the absolutive case. The intervening pronoun agrees in number with the possessee (sg. yèn, pl. yèk) and has a form which seems to be the antigenitive case.

(52) a. [bùrùŋ-gó ‘yèk ?ɔon]  
    bùrùŋ-gó yè -k ?ɔon  
    cloth -PL PRO-PL:AG man:SG

b. [bùrùŋ-gú ?ɔon]  
    bùrùŋ-gú ?ɔon  
    cloth -PL:AG man:SG

The formal difference between the absolutive case and the antigenitive case is exemplified in (53) with some monosyllabic, disyllabic and trisyllabic nouns with various tone patterns in the absolutive. As can be observed, all tones are low in the antigenitive case, whereby the lexical tonal contrasts are neutralized.

(53) | **Absolutive** | **Antigenitive** |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. H ɗëɛŋ</td>
<td>L ɗëɛŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. HL yîn</td>
<td>L yîn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. L kuun</td>
<td>L kuun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. HH dîr-gá</td>
<td>LL dîr-gá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. HL cîcàm</td>
<td>LL cîcàm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. LH càw-ná</td>
<td>LL càw-ná</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. LL màan-gà</td>
<td>LL màan-gà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. HHH liyàŋ-gá</td>
<td>LLL liyàŋ-gà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. HLH mîn-nëni</td>
<td>LLL mîn-nëni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. LHH bùrùŋ-gú</td>
<td>LLL bùrùŋ-gú</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The absence of the linker in double object constructions in N|uu

Chris Collins
New York University

The linker in N|uu appears before various types of nominal expressions, but not before the second object in a double object construction. Linkers in Khoisan languages such as +Hoan and Ju|’hoansi do appear in this position. I will show that this property of the linker in N|uu is related to the fact that N|uu has a dative Case marker -a which appears after the first object of a DOC, whereas +Hoan and Ju|’hoansi do not.

1. Introduction

The linker in N|uu, a southern Khoisan language of the !Ui branch, appears before various different types of nominal expressions, such as the locative in (1a) and the direct object of a causativized verb in (1b), but not before the second object in a double object construction, as show in (2a,b) (Decl stands for declarative, and Lk stands for linker).

---

1 This field work for this paper was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant BCS-0236735 during the summers of 2004 and 2005. The data in this paper were provided by Katrina Esau, Hanna Koper, Griet Seekoei, Anna Kassie, and Andries Oleyn. I would like to thank Levi Namaseb who helped me transcribe the data. For helpful comments, I would like to thank Johanna Brugman, Daniele Goddard, Ken Hiraiwa, Richard Kayne, David Odden, two reviewers, and audiences at Paris 7 and Paris 8.

2 I have recorded every sentence in this paper spoken by at least two speakers and in many cases by all five. In total, there are around 10 remaining speakers of N|uu in SA, and perhaps a few others in southern Botswana.
(1) a. ku -a si hoo ku an'ki ƞ g!ari
   3sgDecl Fut find 3sg father Lk Upington
   ‘He will find his father in Upington’

   b. n -a kx’u |q’œa-a ku ƞ ≠qhee
   1sgDecl make hunt-Asp3 3sg Lk duiker
   ‘I made him hunt a duiker’

(2) a. Griet ke si ?aa ku-a don'ki-si
   Griet Decl Fut give 3sg-Dat donkey-Sg
   ‘Griet will give him the donkey’

   b. ku -a si kaJama ṮI|langusi-a Ooe
   3sgDecl Fut show N|langusi-Dat meat
   ‘He will show N|langusi the meat’

The fact that the linker does not appear before the second object of a DOC is surprising because linkers in other Khoisan languages such as ≠Hoan and Jul’hoansi do appear in this position. I will show that this difference in the syntax of the linker is related to the fact that N|uu has a dative Case marker -a which appears after the first object of a DOC, whereas ≠Hoan and Jul’hoansi do not.

In section 2, I will discuss structures of the form [V Lk X], where the linker appears between the verb and one post-verbal constituent. In section 3, I will discuss how-constructions, which also involve a linker. In section 4, I will propose that the linker is a Case checking head. In section 5, I will discuss structures of the form [V DP Lk X] where the linker appears between two post-verbal constituents. In section 6, I will discuss causatives. In section 7, I will explain the absence of the linker in DOCs. In section 8, I will give a table summarizing the properties of the linker and how they vary amongst the Khoisan languages.

All the data in this paper are from N|uu unless otherwise indicated. All the data from ≠Hoan are from Collins (2003). All the data from Jul’hoansi are from Collins (2003) and Dickens (1992). The N|uu sentences are written in the IPA alphabet.

3 I gloss the final -a (low tone) that appears on verbs as Asp. It is used in the present tense with a subset of stative verbs (e.g., want, know). On non-stative verbs it indicates past tense. We have not yet systematically investigated the past imperfective (progressive, habitual) nor the past tense of stative verbs.
2. V Lk X

In this section I will discuss some cases where the linker appears between the verb and a post-verbal constituent. Consider first the case where a locative expression follows an intransitive verb. An intransitive verb is a verb without a direct object. In this case, a linker must precede the locative.4

(3) a.  ngọ !ũu ke xa |ʔaa  Ngb\ari
   1sg grandfather Decl Past die Lk Upington
   ‘My grandfather died in Upington’

b.  |ʔ?n-si ke |ʔʔ-a  ʔ  !oo
   snake-Sg Decl go.out-Asp Lk hole
   ‘The snake went out of the hole’

c.  ku-a |qho:\ Ngb ku Ngb Ngb |ʔʔ\ė
   3sg Decl dance Lk 3sg house in
   ‘He is dancing in his house’

d.  ku-a  ꕿqheke Ngb ku Ngb Ngb |ʔʔ\ė
   3sg Decl sing Lk 3sg house in
   ‘He is singing in his house’

Similar sentences involving a locative following an intransitive verb can be found in ǂHoan and Ju|hoansi. Consider the following data from Collins (2003) (Trans stands for transitivity suffix).

(4) tsi a-kyxai ki !oa na (ǂHoan)
   3pl Prog-dance Lk house in
   ‘They are dancing in the house’

4 Note that I am not claiming that the verbs in (3) are always intransitive. For example, the verb ‘dance’ can be used transitively, and therefore the verb ‘dance’ has a transitive and an intransitive use.

   ku-a  si |qho:\ Ngb\ui
   3sg-Decl Fut dance Ngb\ui
   ‘He will dance Ngb\ui’
In (5), the transitivity suffix in Jul’hoansi must be used on the verb preceding the locative. In Collins (2003), I analyze the transitivity suffix in Jul’hoansi as a form of the linker (the other form being ko). Therefore, in both Hoan and Jul’hoansi a linker must appear before a locative that follows an intransitive verb.

The following examples show that the linker also precedes various kinds of non-locative expressions. These examples show that the linker does not have a specific locative meaning (such as ‘in’ or ‘at’). Furthermore, example (6a) shows that !haeka ‘tomorrow’ must be a DP, since the linker only appears before DPs (see section 3).

(6) a. ku-a si |qhō₁ |η !haeka
   3sgDecl Fut dance Lk tomorrow
   ‘He will dance tomorrow’

   b. g|a ≠aο-a a ≠hoa η ku mari (!?ama)
   2sg want-Asp 2sg talk Lk 3sg money about
   ‘Do you want to talk about his money?’

Temporal expressions, as opposed to locatives, can also appear in a preverbal position, in which case they are not preceded by a linker.⁵

(7) a. ku-a si !haeka |qhō₁
   3sgDecl Fut tomorrow dance
   ‘He will dance tomorrow’

⁵ Westphal p. 46 has other examples of preverbal temporal adverbs with no accompanying linker (see Güldemann’s 2004a publication of Westphal’s manuscript). In terms of the analysis presented in section 3, preverbal temporal adverbs have no Case feature, and post-verbal temporal adverbs have a Case feature (checked by the linker). I do not have independent evidence for this analysis of temporal adverbs.
b. *ku -a si g!ari |qhö̃<i
   3sg Decl Fut Upington dance
   ‘He will dance in Upington’

A linker does not appear between a transitive verb and its direct object.

(8) a. n -a nhãu-a !qhaa
    1sg Decl pour-Asp water
    ‘I poured water’

b. n -a si ||?au -|?e ||aβa
    1sg Decl Fut bury -put.in bone
    ‘I will bury the bone’

c. ku -a si ||x’oo Òoo-ke
    3sg Decl Fut chop wood-pl
    ‘He will chop wood’

d. ku -a si fioo ku aŋki
    3sg Decl Fut find 3sg father
    ‘He will find his father’

e. kunisi ke si nhãm !ao
    wagon Decl Fut hit rock
    ‘The wagon will hit the rock’

Inserting a linker between a transitive verb and its direct object results in ungrammaticality.

(9) ku -a si fioo (*ŋ) ku aŋki
    3sg Decl Fut find Lk 3sg father
    ‘He will find his father’

A similar constraint holds for NhS and Jul’hoansi (recall, I am assuming that the transitivity suffix -a in Jul’hoansi is a form of the linker, as discussed in Collins 2003). The following sentences are from Collins (2003).
There are some verbs that take a locative complement without a linker.

(12) a. ku-a si ||?ae g!ari  
    3sg Decl Fut go Upington  
    ‘He will go to Upington’

b. ṇ|?e hau ke |?ee !oo  
    dungbeetle Decl enter hole  
    ‘The dungbeetle is entering the hole’

c. ku-a ṇ||a a ṇ||a ||ã?ē  
    3sg Decl be.loc 2sg house in  
    ‘He is in your house’

d. ca’bakusi ke ṇ||a g!ari  
    ca’bakusi Decl be.loc g!ari  
    ‘Cabakusi is in Upington’

In the above example (12c), ṇ||a is the form of the verb ‘be’ that is used to express location. The simplest interpretation of these verbs is that they are transitive taking a locative direct object, just as ‘enter’ in English can be transitive (‘John entered the room’). In terms of Case theory (see section 3), I assume that the verb checks the Case feature of its locative complement in these examples.

When a locative is extracted, the linker cannot be followed by a gap, instead the linker must be replaced by ṇ||ã ‘be.loc’ (Q stands for question, Rel stands for relative complementizer).

---

6 ŌHoan and Ju’hoansi do not have this strategy for avoiding a linker followed by a gap. I have also found ṇ||ã ‘be.loc’ used in when-questions, and in the following question.

   cui !?ama a Ōao-a a Ōhoa ṇ||ã  
   what about 2sg want-Asp 2sg talk be.loc  
   ‘What do you want to talk about?’
The Linker in Nuu DOCs

(13) a. kija xe ku !ūu xŋ |?aa ŋ|ã
    where Q 3sg grandfather Past die be.loc
    ‘Where did his grandfather die?’

    b. !hoe he ku !ūu xŋ |?aa ŋ|ã
    place Rel 3sg grandfather Past die be.loc
    ‘the place where his grandfather died’

(14) a. kija xe ku |qhōũ ŋ|ã
    where Q 3sg dance be.loc
    ‘Where is he dancing?’

    b. !hoe he ku |qhōũ ŋ|ã
    place Rel 3sg dance be.loc
    ‘the place where he is dancing’

In these cases, it is impossible to strand the linker at the end of the sentence.

(15) a. kija xe ku !ūu xŋ |?aa ŋ|ã (*ŋ)
    where Q 3sg grandfather Past die be.loc Lk

    b. kija xe ku |qhōũ ŋ|ã (*ŋ)
    where Q 3sg dance be.loc Lk

With verbs like ‘go’ (see (12)), which do not take a linker, ŋ|ã ‘be.loc’ is not used when the complement is extracted.

(16) a. ku -a si |?ae g!ari
    3sg Decl Fut go Upington
    ‘He will go to Upington’

    b. kija xe ku si |?ae
    where Q 3sg Fut go
    ‘Where will he go?’

    c. !hoe he ku si |?ae
    place Rel 3sg Fut go
    ‘the place where he will go?’
‘be.loc’ can only replace the linker if there has been extraction.

(17) a. ku !ūu ke xη |?aa η (*η||ā) g!ari
   3sg grandfather Decl Past die Lk be.loc Upington
   ‘His grandfather died in Upington’

   b. ku -a |qhōxη (*η||ā) ku η||η ||āʔë
   3sg Decl dance Lk be.loc 3sg house in
   ‘He is dancing in his house’

These extraction facts show that the system incorporates the following constraint.

(18) *Lk <XP>

This constraint says that the linker cannot be immediately followed by a gap (the notation <XP> means that the constituent XP has been displaced). In order to avoid (18), the linker η is replaced by η||ā ‘be.loc’ as a last resort.

3. How-Constructions

The only exceptions to the generalization that the linker cannot be placed between a transitive verb and its direct object come from causatives (see section 6) and how-questions. How-questions are illustrated below⁷ (Mann in the gloss stands for ‘manner’).

(19) a. ku si jee η ||x’oo η Ooo-ke
   3sg Fut how Mann chop Lk wood-Pl
   ‘How will he chop the wood?’

   b. ku si jee η ɦoo η ku anƙi
   3sg Fut how Mann find Lk 3sg father
   ‘How will he find his father?’

⁷ A tentative syntactic analysis of how-questions is that the jee ‘how’ originates in the immediate post-verbal position, and moves to Spec MannP. Since the direct object is no longer in the immediately post-verbal position, a linker is required. I do not have sufficient data as of yet to support this analysis.
c. ku si ʃee ƞ ||ʔae ƞ gliːri
   3sg Fut how Mann go Lk Upington
   ‘How will he go to Upington?’

d. Simon si ʃee ƞ fioo ƞ ku ƞ gliːri
   Simon Fut how Mann find Lk 3sg Lk Upington
   ‘How will Simon find him in Upington?’

A strong argument that the ƞ following the verb in (19a-d) is the linker is based on the distribution of strong pronouns. The full paradigm for strong and weak pronouns is given below.

(20) a. weak:

b. strong:
   ƞ||ƞ ‘1sg’, g|a ‘2sg’, ku ‘3sg’, g|i ‘1pl’, g|u ‘2pl’, kike ‘3pl’

In these examples, the first and second person pronouns have a different form (which incorporates a dental click) after the linker. This form is the strong form (see Güldemann 2004b for a brief description of the distribution of the strong form). Weak pronouns can only appear as subject (Spec IP), as possessors (Spec DP), or objects adjacent to the verb. Since the position following the linker is none of these, the strong form is used. Note that weak forms can be used after the instrumental preposition ‘with’: ƞ|a ʔƞ ‘with me’. Examples illustrating the syntactic distribution of weak pronouns are given below.

(21) a. Simon ke si fioo ƞ
   Simon Decl Fut find 1sg
   ‘Simon will find me’

b. ƞ ke si ||ʔae
   1sg Decl Fut go
   ‘I will go’

c. ƞ xaŋki
   1sg mother
   ‘my mother’
If a how-question is formed with a verb taking a pronominal object, then the strong form is used, just like with other uses of the linker (see (34) below).

\[(22)\quad \text{Simon si jee } \eta \text{ fioo } \eta \text{ lkg} \quad \text{Simon Fut how Mann find Lk 1sg.strong} \]

‘How will Simon find me?’

The fact that the linker can appear before a non-locative direct object in how-questions reinforces the claim made above (see the discussion above (6)) that the linker is not a locative preposition. This conclusion will be strengthened when we consider causatives in section 6. In fact, I claim that the linker is semantically vacuous. It is a purely grammatical morpheme. In terms of Minimalist syntax, the linker is non-interpretable at the LF-interface. The property of being semantically vacuous is common to the linker in ≠Hoan, Ju’hoansi and N|uu, and so can be taken as one of its defining properties.

Interestingly, in Ju’hoansi, how-questions involve the presence of the transitivity suffix, which is one form of the linker (the other form is ko). This cross-linguistic evidence supports my claim that the post-verbal η in how-questions in N|uu is the linker.

\[(23)\quad \text{Ju re naun kuru-a tchi} \quad (\text{Ju’hoansi}) \]

‘How does a person make an arrow?’ (Dickens 1992)

When the verb is intransitive, no linker appears following the verb in a how-construction.

\[(24)\quad \text{a. ku-a si } \text{ Oun} \quad 3\text{sgDecl Fut sleep} \]

‘He will sleep’

\[\text{b. ku si jee } \eta \text{ Oun} \quad 3\text{sgFut how Mann sleep} \]

‘How will he sleep?’

This fact is consistent with the generalization that the linker always precedes a DP, which I account for in section 4.
I have glossed the preverbal \( \eta \) in the above examples as ‘Mann’, which stands for manner. The preverbal \( \eta \) is not a linker. It has none of the properties of a linker. First, linkers always precede DPs, which I will account for in the next section. The preverbal \( \eta \) precedes a verb, not a DP. Second, the preverbal \( \eta \) is restricted to how-questions and thus-constructions, illustrated below.  

\[
(25) \text{ku xa } \eta \parallel \text{x’oo } \eta \text{ Ooo-ke}
\]

\[3sg \text{ Past Mann chop Lk wood-PI}\]

‘He chopped the wood thus’

This suggests that the preverbal \( \eta \) is semantically restricted in a way unlike the linker, which appears in a wide variety of constructions (before locative, temporal and reason adjuncts, in causatives and in how-questions).

4. Case Analysis

I propose that the linker is a Case checking head. This analysis explains why the linker never appears before the direct object of a transitive verb (see (8,9)). Sentence (9) is ungrammatical because there are two Case checkers (the linker and the transitive verb), but only one DP. Second, the Case analysis predicts that the linker will only precede DPs. The prediction seems to hold true. First, in all the examples where the linker has appeared so far, it appears before a DP (g!ari ‘Upington’ in (1a), #qhee ‘duiker’ in (1b)).

The linker also appears before phrases headed by locative postpositions. Some examples of locative postpositions are given below.

\[
(26) \text{a. n-a } \parallel \text{hoo-a mari } \eta \!ao \text{ |qhaa}
\]

\[1sg-Decl \text{ put-Asp money Lk rock next.to}\]

‘I put the money next to the rock’

\[
\text{b. a ke si } \text{fioo mari } \eta \!ao \text{ ts?’i}
\]

\[2sg-Deci \text{ Fut find money Lk rock behind}\]

‘You will find the money behind the rock’

\[^8 \text{In the following example, I assume that there is a null constituent meaning ‘way/manner’ occupying Spec MannP.}\]
As argued in Collins (2001, 2003), locative postpositions in //Hoan and Ju’hoansi are inalienable nouns. For example, locative postpositions in //Hoan trigger genitive Case on the 1sg pronoun. There is some evidence that locative postpositions are nominal in N|uu as well. For example, the locative phrases can appear as subject.

\[
\text{(27) a. bekersi } ||^\text{a?è} \text{ ke } ||^\text{x’urixa} \\
\text{cup inside Decl dirty} \\
\text{‘The inside of the cup is dirty’}
\]

\[
\text{b. } \text{I } ||^\text{xu ke } ||^\text{x’urixa} \\
\text{1sg face Decl dirty} \\
\text{‘My face is dirty’}
\]

\[
\text{c. } ||^\text{qha ke } ||^\text{x’urixa} \\
\text{1sg side Decl dirty} \\
\text{‘My side is dirty’}
\]

\[
\text{d. } ||^\text{I } ||^\text{tsë} \text{ ke } ||^\text{x’urixa} \\
\text{house back Decl dirty} \\
\text{‘The back (backyard) of the house is dirty’}
\]
Third, in how-constructions, the linker precedes the direct object of a transitive verb. In terms of the Case analysis, the verb loses the ability to check Case in the how-construction. The linker never follows an intransitive verb (see (24b)). Since there is no DP following the intransitive verb, no linker is necessary.

Fourth, the linker does not appear before with-phrases (as we will see in section 5), which unlike DPs do not have a Case feature that needs to be checked. Other than the locative postpositions, and the instrumental prepositions, there are no other prepositions or postpositions in N|uu. In particular, there is no preposition such as “across”. Most locative concepts are expressed with verbal compounds (see Collins & Namaseb 2005b for examples).

Similarly, the linker never appears before complement clauses. This is illustrated in the following examples. I indicate the embedded clause with bracketing.

(28) a. n -a þ?ai-a [ Siso xŋ |?ai-a ]
   1sg Decl think-Asp Siso Past go-Asp
   ‘I think Siso left’

b. n -a ꞯao-a [ kin |?ae ]
   1sg Decl want-Asp they leave
   ‘I want that they leave’

c. g|a þ?ii-a [ !Q’oma si |?ae q’ōa ]
   2sg think-Asp !Q’oma Fut go hunting
   ‘Do you think !Q’oma will go hunting?’

d. n -a |?hae-a [ ku ki mari ]
   1sg Decl know-Asp 3sg have money
   ‘I know he has money’

e. kinke ku-a ŋ ŋ|ŋ [ ŋ |?ae ]
   3pl Decl say-Asp Lk 1sg.Strong 1sg go
   ‘They told me to leave’

f. n -a xŋ ku-a [Siso xŋ |?ae-a ]
   1sg Decl Past say-Asp Siso Past go-Asp
   ‘I said Siso left’
The fact that the linker does not appear before complement clauses can be explained in terms of the assumption (common in the Principles and Parameters/Minimalist theory) that clauses do not have a Case feature. This assumption is usually justified in Principles and Parameters on the basis of the syntactic distribution of clauses. For example, the clausal complement of an adjective does not require ‘of’, as shown by the phrase ‘proud that John won’. On the other hand, a DP complement of an adjective does require ‘of’, as in the phrase ‘proud of John’. This contrast can be accounted for by the assumption that ‘of’ checks Case, and that DPs but not clauses have a Case feature.

In conclusion, the linker has the following properties: (a) it is post-verbal, (b) it is semantically vacuous, and (c) it requires the presence of a following nominal expression.\(^9\) I have analyzed the last property in terms of Case theory.

5. \(V\) \(DP\) Lk X

In this section, I will discuss some cases where the linker appears between two post-verbal constituents. When a locative appears following a verb with a direct object, a linker must precede the locative.

(29) a. ku -a si \(h\)oo ku \(a\)ŋki \(ŋ\) g\!ari
   3sgDecl Fut find 3sg father Lk Upington
   ‘He will find his father in Upington’

   b. ku -a si ||\(x\)’oo Ooo-ke \(ŋ\) !uu
   2sgDecl Fut chop wood-pl Lk veld
   ‘He will chop wood in the veld’

   c. kunisi ke si \(\#am\) !ao \(ŋ\) !an
   wagon Decl Fut hit rock Lk road
   ‘The wagon will hit the rock in the road’

Similar facts hold for \(\#\)Hoan and Ju\(’\)hoansi (from Collins 2003:1).

\(^9\) The passive preposition \(by\) in English has the same three properties as the linker: (a) it is post-verbal, (b) it is semantically vacuous and (c) it requires a following DP. However, I would not classify the passive preposition \(by\) as a linker. First, \(by\) is largely restricted to the passive. Second, it only occurs with the external argument of a verb. See Collins (2005) for a full analysis of the passive in English, where \(by\) is analyzed as a realization of the Voice head.
This use of the linker is particularly frequent in locative compounds, which add a locative argument to a verb (see Collins 2002 on Khoisan compounds).

b. n -a si ñhāu |?ee !qhaa ñ xabasi ||ǎʔē
1sg Decl Fut pour put.in water Lk cup in
‘I will pour water into the cup’

The linker is also used between a direct object and various non-locative expressions (see (6)).

c. ku -a si !xama ?āki ñ !haeka
3sg Decl Fut cook food Lk tomorrow
‘He will cook food tomorrow’

When a pronoun is used after the linker here, it is in the strong form (see also (22)) above.
(34) ku xa n!hoea ?ãki n n|n
3sg Past ask food Lk 1sg.Strong
‘She asked him for food’

All the other strong pronouns can be used after the linker as well: g|a ‘2sg’, ku ‘3sg’, g|i ‘1pl’, g|u ‘2pl’, and kike ‘3pl’.

The order of the theme and the locative is necessarily [V Theme Lk Loc]. The inverted order [V Loc Lk Theme] is not allowed (compare to (29)).

(35) a. *ku -a si fioo g!ari n ku aŋki
3sg Decl Fut find Upington Lk 3sg father
‘He will find his father in Upington’

b. *ku -a si ||x’oo !uu n Ooo-ke
3sg Decl Fut chop veld Lk wood-pl
‘He will chop wood in the veld’

c. *kunisi ke si ǂam !an n !ao
wagon Decl Fut hit road Lk rock
‘The wagon will hit the rock in the road’

Therefore, I conclude that N|uu disallows inversion in linker constructions. The lack of inversion in N|uu is interesting in that Afrikaans, which all of my informants (five all together) spoke fluently, has considerable freedom in the ordering of the theme and the locative.

As for the other Khoisan languages, Ju|’hoansi allows inversion, and ǂHoan disallows it. See Collins (2003) for a comparison between ǂHoan and Ju|’hoansi, and see Dickens (1992) who describes inversion in Ju|’hoansi. These facts are illustrated below.¹⁰

(36) a. ha ku ||ohm-a !aihn ko g|ui (Ju|’hoansi)
3sg Asp chop-Trans tree Lk forest
‘He was chopping the tree in the forest’ (Dickens 1992)

¹⁰Since only Ju|’hoansi has a transitivity suffix -a among the three languages in question, I conjecture that the presence of inversion in Ju|’hoansi is related to the transitivity suffix.
b. ha ku ||ohm-a g|ui ko !aihn (Ju’hoansi)
   \[\text{3sg Asp chop-Trans forest Lk tree}\]

(37) a. koloi g||on-a ≠’amkoe ki gyeo na (ǂHoan)
   \[\text{car hit-Perf person Lk road in ‘The car hit the person in the road’ (Collins 2003)}\]

b. *koloi g||on-a gyeo na ki ≠’amkoe (ǂHoan)
   \[\text{car hit-Perf road in Lk person}\]

Other possible word orders of the theme, Lk, and locative in Nu’uu are ungrammatical (similar sentences are ungrammatical in ǂHoan and Ju’hoansi as well, see Collins 2003).

(38) a. *ku-a si fioo η ku aŋki g!ari
   \[\text{3sg Decl Fut find Lk 3sg father Upington}\]

b. *ku-a si fioo ku aŋki g!ari η
   \[\text{3sg Decl Fut find 3sg father Upington Lk}\]

In (38a), the linker precedes both of the post-verbal constituents, and in (38b) the linker follows both of the post-verbal constituents. As I argued in Collins (2003), these ordering restrictions suggest that the linker is a functional head whose specifier is the theme and whose complement contains the locative (assuming the order Spec-Head-Complement).

(39)

[Diagram of syntactic structure]
In this structure, both the theme and the locative start out internal to the VP.\(^{11}\) In Hoan, Jul’hoansi and N|uu, the theme can be moved into the specifier of the LkP, giving rise to the order: [Theme Lk Loc]. Only in Jul’hoansi can the Loc move into the specifier of Lk giving rise to the order: [Loc Lk Theme].

An important source of evidence for the structure in (39) is the linker in the Bantu language Kinande, discussed by Baker & Collins (2005). In Kinande (as opposed to the Khoisan languages), the linker agrees with the preceding DP indicating a Spec-Head relation. The discussion of the linker in Kinande brings up a general question of the relationship between the linker and the Bantu associative marker. Both the linker in Kinande and the associative marker agree with a preceding nominal constituent, and they have a similar pattern of agreement. The big difference between the linker and the associative marker is that the linker appears internal to the vP, whereas the associative marker appears internal to the DP. See Baker & Collins for much more detail on the linker in Kinande, and some brief remarks on the associative marker.

When the theme is extracted, the linker continues to precede the locative as in the relative clause in (40a) and the constituent question in (40b).\(^{12}\)

\[(40)\]
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{Ooo-ke he Griet si } \|x’oo \eta \mid uu \\
& \text{wood-Pl Rel Griet Fut chop Lk veld} \\
& \text{‘The wood that Griet will chop in the veld’} \\
\text{b. } & \text{cui xe Griet si } \| ?a \| x’oo \eta \mid uu \\
& \text{what Q Griet Fut go chop Lk veld} \\
& \text{‘What will Griet go chop in the veld?’}
\end{align*}

When the locative is extracted, the verb $\eta \| a \ ‘be.loc’$ must be used, just as with intransitives.\(^{13}\)

---

\(^{11}\) See Chomsky (1995) and Collins (2003) for further discussion of the internal structure of the verb phrase. In these sources, it is assumed that the verb undergoes further movement to the head of vP (light verb phrase).

\(^{12}\) Hoan has the same pattern. In Jul’hoansi, the Lk drops, yielding V-a DP (See Collins 2003).

\(^{13}\) When the locative is extracted in Hoan, the order becomes V Lk DP, as if there had been inversion (which is normally not allowed in Hoan). In Jul’hoansi, the linker drops, yielding: V-a DP. These patterns indicate that constraints similar to (18) need to be postulated for Hoan and Jul’hoansi as well (although there are a number of differences, see Collins (2003) for some discussion).
(41) a. !uu-a he Griet si ||x’oo Ooo-ke η|ā
   veld-Dem Rel Griet Fut chop wood-PI be.loc
   ‘The veld where Griet will chop wood’

   b. ki'ja xe Griet si ||x’oo Ooo-ke η|ā
   where Q Griet Fut chop wood-PI be.loc
   ‘Where will Griet chop wood?’

Although the linker is used before locatives and non-locative expressions, it is not used before instruments. Rather, the instrumental preposition η|ā ‘with’ is used.

(42) a. n -a Sl laa Ooe η|ā η|ôn|a
   1sg Decl Fut cut meat with knife
   ‘I will cut the meat with a knife’

   b. n -a si ||x’oo ǂqhii η|ā !ʔoo
   1sg Decl Fut chop tree with axe
   ‘I will chop the tree with an axe’

   c. Griet ke kuru-a η|η η|ā |qhe
   Griet Decl make-Asp house with grass
   ‘Griet built a house with grass’

In these examples, the linker is never found before η|ā ‘with’. As noted in section 3, this fact can be accounted for on the assumption that with-phrases do not have a Case feature that needs to be checked.

6. **Causatives**

Another example where a linker appears between two post-verbal constituents (V X Lk Y) is the causative. Consider first the following examples of causatives of intransitive verbs.

(43) a. n -a si kx’u ||ʔae ku
   1sg Decl Fut make go 3sg
   ‘I will make him go’
b. n -a kx’u Oun-a |oeke  
1sg Decl make sleep-Asp children  
‘I made the children sleep’

c. n -a kx’u |q’ōa-a ku  
1sg Decl make hunt-Asp 3sg  
‘I made him hunt’

d. n -a xa kx’u ?ā ku  
1sg Decl Past make eat 3sg  
‘I made him eat’

These examples illustrate that the form of a causative of an intransitive verb is [kx’u-V DP], where the only argument of V follows V. Kx’u ‘make’ used as an independent verb is shown below.

(44) n -a si kx’u ŋ||ŋ  
1sg Decl Fut build house  
‘I will build a house’

When a transitive verb is causativized, a linker must appear before the theme.

(45) a. n -a kx’u |q’ōa-a ku ŋ ǂqhee  
1sg Decl make hunt-Asp 3sg Lk duiker  
‘I made him hunt a duiker’

b. n -a xa kx’u ?ā ku ŋ ku ?āki  
1sg Decl Past make eat 3sg Lk 3sg food  
‘I made him eat his food’

I explain this use of the linker by assuming that the causativized verb cannot check accusative Case (see Baker 1988: 173 for a theoretical account). In the causative, kx’u ‘make’ itself checks the Case of the embedded external argu-

---

14In Baker’s terminology (p. 164), N|uu has a Causative Rule 2, which is also found in Kiswahili and Chamorro (which appears to have a linker).
ment (e.g., *ku* 3sg in 43a,b), and the linker checks the Case of the embedded internal argument (*ʢqhee* ‘duiker’ in (45a), and *ʔaki* ‘food’ in (45b)).

### 7. Double Object Constructions

One of the most striking aspects of the linker in N|uu is that it does not appear in double object constructions (DOCs). This is illustrated for ‘give’ in (46, 47), for ‘show’ in (48), ‘send’ in (49), and for benefactive arguments in (50, 51).

(46) a. *ku-a* si ʔaa *ku aŋki-a* kea mari
   3sg-Dec! Fut give 3sg father-Dat that money
   ‘He will give his father that money’

   b. Griet ke si ʔaa *ku-a* donŋki-si
   Griet Decl Fut give 3sg-Dat donkey-Sg
   ‘Griet will give him the donkey’

(47) a. ʔaa *ku-a* ku xaŋki ka-||hǎi
   Give 3sg-Dat 3sg mother Pl breasts
   ‘Give her her mother’s breasts’
   (from Collins & Namaseb 2005a)

   b. ʔaa *ku-a* mar ku xaŋki se ʔjǎ
give 3sg-Dat but 3sg mother Poss head
   ‘But, give her her mother’s head’
   (from Collins & Namaseb 2005a)

(48) a. Griet ke si kajama *ku-a* si donŋki-si
   Griet Decl Fut show 3sg-Dat 1pl donkey-Sg
   ‘Griet will show him our donkey’

   b. *ku-a* si kajama ʔj|angusi-a Ooe
   3sg-Dec! Fut show N|angusi-Dat meat
   ‘He will show N|angusi the meat’

(49) n-a si ʢee-a *ku-a* ki
   1sg-Dec! Fut send-Appl 3sg-Dat 3sg-NH
   ‘I will send it to him’
   (NH stands for non-human)
(SO) ku -a si kura-a n-a |x’āike
3sg Decl Fut make-Appl 1sg-Dat beads
‘He will make beads for me’

(3) kin ke Ṉ|hau-a ku-a Ooe
3pl Decl roast-Appl 3sg-Dat meat
‘They are roasting him meat’

In these examples, Appl in the glosses stands for ‘applicative’, which is a verbal suffix that allows a verb to take a benefactive or goal argument. I will argue that the -a (glossed Dat) that follows the first object in a double object construction is a dative Case marker.

In all of the above examples, there is no linker between the first DP (immediately following the verb) and the second (theme) DP. A double object construction with a linker present is judged ungrammatical.

(S2) n -a si Ḹ|ajama ku-a (*ŋ) ku mari
1sg Decl Fut show 3sg-Dat Lk 3sg money
‘I will show him his money’

(S3) n -a si ṝāa ku-a (*ŋ) ku mari
1sg Decl Fut give 3sg-Dat Lk 3sg money
‘I will give him his money’

One informant said that (S3) with the linker could mean that I will give him something out of his money, which is not the interpretation of a DOC. The lack of the linker in DOCs in N|uu is consistent with the little that is known about other southern Khoisan languages (see Güldemann forthcoming a,b, and Hastings 2001: 12 on |Xam).

The absence of the linker in DOCs is surprising for a number of reasons. First, we have already seen that the linker is used in a wide variety of environments, including preceding themes (how-questions and causatives), showing that there is no thematic restriction of the linker to locative expressions.

Second, in causatives (see (45)), two DPs follow the verb and the second DP is preceded by a linker. On analogy with causatives, we might expect to find such a linker before the second DP in a double object construction.
Third, other Khoisan languages (Jul’hoansi and Hoan) have a linker that does appear before the second object in a double object construction. This is shown below (from Collins 2003).

(54) Gya’m-a’a a-tsaxo-cu ‘am gye ki ||a’e (Hoan)
child-Dim.pl Prog-cook-give 1sg mother Lk meat
‘the children are cooking meat for my mother’

(55) Besa komm ||’ama -|’an Oba ko tcisi (Jul’hoansi)
Besa Emph buy -give Oba Lk things
‘Besa bought Oba some things’

I propose that the absence of a linker in DOCs in N|uu is related to another striking feature of DOCs. Note that the first object (the one immediately following the verb) is followed by Dat -a in N|uu in the examples in (46-51). In the rest of the section, I will justify an analysis of Dat -a as a Case checker, and show how the presence of the Dat -a gives rise to the absence of the linker in a DOC.

Dat -a can also appear when there is no following theme argument. The only condition is that the Dat -a can only mark a goal or a benefactive argument.

(56) a. n -a si g|uu-a ku-a
1sg-Decl Fut lie-Appl 3sg-Dat
‘I will lie to him’

b. n -a si sǐsən-a ku-a
1sg-Decl Fut work-Appl 3sg-Dat
‘I will work for him’

c. n -a si |qhŏ’-a Griet-a
1sg-Decl Fut dance-Appl Griet-Dat
‘I will dance for Griet’

In these examples, I propose that the Case of the DP is not checked by the verb, but rather by the Dat -a. Evidence for this analysis is that the linker does not appear before a dative marked DP in a how-construction.
(57) a. Griet si ṣee ṣ |qọ̀]-a ku-a
    Griet Fut how mann dance-Appl 3sg-Dat
    ‘How will Griet dance for him?’

b. Griet si ṣee ṣ g|uu-a ku-a
    Griet Fut how Mann lie-Appl 3sg-Dat
    ‘How will Griet lie to him?’

Given that the linker checks the Case of the following DP, and that DP following the verb already has a dative Case marker, there is no need for the linker to be used. Predictably, Dat -a is impossible if the DP following the verb is not a goal or benefactive.

(58) n -a si ṣ|aa ku (*-a)
    1sg Decl Fut see 3sg Dat
    ‘I will see him’

Dat -a morphologically resembles the declarative -a found following the subject of declarative clauses (they both have the same high tone). I will compare the properties of declarative -a and dative -a, and I will show that although dative -a and declarative -a are similar, they can not be identified. I give the complete pronominal paradigm for dative -a in (59) and for declarative -a in (60).

(59) a. Andries ke xa ʔãa n-a fia mari
    Andries Decl Past give 1sg-Dat 3sg money
    ‘Andries gave me his money’

b. Andries ke xa ʔãa ʔa fia mari
    Decl Past give 2sg-Dat 3sg money

c. Andries ke xa ʔãa ku-a fia mari
    Decl Past give 3sg-Dat 3sg money

d. Andries ke xa ʔãa s-a fia mari
    Decl Past give 1pl-Dat 3sg money
With the exception of third plural, the dative pronouns and the declarative pronouns are identical. This series of pronouns is called the A-Form of the pronoun in Collins & Namaseb (2005b). I know of no other place in N|uu grammar where this particular combination of weak pronoun plus -a occurs. The parallelism between the subject -a pronouns and the dative pronouns suggests that Decl -a shares some properties with dative -a. While this may be true, there are some reasons for not identifying the two morphemes.

\[\text{15} \text{The 3pl dative -a pronoun can be kin-a as in the following example:} \]
\[
\text{cui xe Sini } x\eta \ ?\aa \ \text{kin-a} \\
\text{‘What did Sini give him?’} \]

\[\text{16} \text{The pronoun kin-a is not possible as the subject in (60f). While ke can appear following all subject types (pronouns, proper names, full DPs), the declarative -a seems restricted to pronouns for which the combination pronoun-a is monosyllabic (crucially, kua 3sg-decl is pronounced [kwa] and not [ku?al]). In all my field notes, and all the sentences in Westphal (see his examples (34-36), (121), (231), (260)), I have found no clear counter-examples to this generalization. No similar restriction exists for dative -a. Much more work is needed on this prosodic restriction.}\]
In a declarative sentence, declarative -a can be used following the subject. Alternatively, declarative ke can be used following the subject. Furthermore, the two can not be used simultaneously (see Güldemann 2004b). Declarative ke is illustrated below.

(61) ŋ ke xa soo kia
    1sg Decl Past sit here
    ‘I was sitting here’

The series of subject pronouns that can precede declarative ke is the following: ŋ ‘1sg’, a ‘2sg’, ku ‘3sg’, i, si ‘1pl, u ‘2pl’, kin ‘3pl’. The following example shows that in some cases either -a or ke can be used as the declarative head.

(62) a. n -a xŋ ||ae-a !gari
    1sgDecl Past go-Asp Upington
    ‘I went to Upington’

    b. ŋ ke xŋ ||ae-a g!ari
    1sgDecl Past go-Asp Upington
    ‘I went to Upington’

The following examples show that declarative -a and declarative ke cannot appear simultaneously.

(63) a. n -a si Oun
    1sgDecl Fut sleep
    ‘I will sleep’

    b. ŋ ke si Oun
    1sgDecl Fut sleep
    ‘I will sleep’

    c. *n -a ke si Oun
    1sgDecl Decl Fut sleep

(64) a. n -a xŋ ||ae g!ari
    1sgDecl Past go Upington
    ‘I went to Upington’
b. n ke xŋ ||?ae ɣari
1sg Decl Past go Upington
‘I went to Upington’

c. *n -a ke ||?ae ɣari
1sg Decl Decl go Upington

Furthermore, neither declarative ke nor declarative -a appears in questions or relative clauses (or embedded clauses more generally).

(65) a. kIPA xe ku si ||?ae
where Q 3sg Fut go
‘Where will he go?’

b. gao he ku si ||?ama
thing Rel 3sg Fut buy
‘the thing that he will buy’

So it appears that -a and ke following the subject are two realizations of single morpheme, which I will identify as the functional category Decl. Dative -a, on the other hand, does not alternate with a ke. In fact, ke cannot appear following the first object of a DOC.

(66) a. Griet ke si ?āa ku-a doŋki-si
Griet Decl Fut give 3sg-Dat donkey-Sg
‘Griet will give him the donkey’

b. *Griet ke si ?āa ku ke doŋki-si
Griet Decl Fut give 3sg Decl donkey-Sg

Furthermore, dative -a, unlike declarative -a, can appear in questions.

(67) a. ku -a si ?āa ku-a mari
3sg Decl Fut give 3sg-Dat money
‘He will give her the money’
In (67a), both the declarative -a and the dative -a appear. In the yes-no question in (67b), the declarative -a disappears, but the dative -a remains.

For these reasons, I will not identify dative -a and declarative -a. However, I propose that they are partially similar, in that both the declarative -a and the dative -a head clausal functional projections. In the case of declarative -a, it is the head of IP. In the case of dative -a, it is a functional projection which I will simply call DatP. In this way, dative -a resembles the linker as well, which heads a functional projection taking a VP complement. The two structures are given below (for more on the general framework for this kind of syntactic structure, see Chomsky 1995 and Collins 2003).

(68) IP
   └── DP
        └── Infl'
              └── Infl
                   └── VP
                       -a/ke

(69) DatP
   └── DP
        └── Dat'
             └── Dat
                     └── VP
                         -a

I will assume that (unlike the linker) the dative -a does not check the Case of a following DP, thus accounting for the fact that the dative -a does not have to be followed by a constituent in contrast to the linker, see section 4. Rather, it seems natural to analyze the dative -a as checking the Case of the DP in its specifier.

Consider now the lack of inversion in DOCs, given the analysis in (69).

---

17 Or conceivably the head of a lower projection in the left periphery.
(70) a. n -a si ?ãa Griet-a mari
   1sg Decl Fut give Griet-Dat money
   ‘I will give Griet the money’

   b. *n -a si ?ãa mari Griet-a
      1sg Decl Fut give money Griet-Dat

   c. *n -a si ?ãa mari-a Griet
      1sg Decl Fut give money-Dat Griet

(71) a. n -a si kajama Simon-a Ooe
    1sg Decl Fut show Simon-Dat meat
    ‘I will show Simon the meat’

   b. *n -a si kajama Ooe Simon-a
      1sg Decl Fut show meat Simon-Dat

   c. *n -a si kajama Ooe-a Simon
      1sg Decl Fut show meat-Dat Simon

Sentences (70b) and (71b) are unacceptable, since given the analysis in (69), the only way to derive them would be for DatP to have two DP specifiers (to the left of the head Dat), presumably not allowed. Sentences (70c) and (71c) are disallowed, since they would involve inversion. The only way to derive these word orders would be for the theme to move to Spec DatP. But as we saw in (35) above, inversion is not allowed in N|uu.

Consider the following extraction facts in light of the above analysis in (69).

(72) a. leeki he Griet si ?ãa fia si donçi-si
    woman Rel Griet Fut give 3sg-Dat 1pl donkey-Sg
    ‘the woman Griet will give our donkey to’

   b. cu xe Griet si ?ãa fia si donçi-si
      who Q Griet Fut give 3sg-Dat 1pl donkey-Sg
      ‘Who will Griet give our donkey to?’
These examples show that when the first object of a DOC is extracted, there is a resumptive pronoun. Furthermore, a resumptive pronoun is also left by extraction from the position following an intransitive verb with an applicative.

Lastly, there is no resumptive pronoun when the second object of a DOC is extracted.
b. cui xe Griet si ka’tama ku-a
   what Q Griet Fut show 3sg-Dat
   ‘What will Griet show him?’

The fact that a resumptive pronoun needs to be left behind suggests that the
dative -a is a clitic. As a clitic, dative -a must combine with a preceding DP. If
the DP has been extracted, a resumptive pronoun needs to be left behind to satisfy
the morphological property of dative -a.

How can we explain the lack of a linker in double object constructions?
First note that there is no general prohibition against a linker following an DP
marked by Dat -a.

(77) a. Griet ke si ?āa ku-a dōnki-si η g!ari
      Griet Decl Fut give 3sg-Dat donkey-Sg Lk Upington
      ‘Griet will give him a donkey in Upington’

b. n -a si sīsōn-a ku-a η g!ari
   1sgDecl Fut work-Appl 3sg-Dat Lk Upington
   ‘I will work for him in Upington’

c. n -a si g!uu-a ku-a η mari (!?am)
   1sgDecl Fut lie-Appl 3sg-Dat Lk money about
   ‘I will lie to him about the money’

Given the presence of the linker in these sentences it is impossible to at­tribute
the lack of a linker in DO Cs to a general constraint prohibiting a linker
from following a verb with a dative object. Rather, the following generalization
seems to be true for N|uu, Ju|’hoansi and ≠Hoan.18

(78) At most one unmarked DP can follow a verb

Unmarked here means a DP that is (a) not immediately preceded by the
linker η and (b) not immediately followed by a dative -a. In Minimalism, we can
recast this as follows.

18Khoekhoe would have the following constraint: at most one unmarked DP can appear in a
clause. Usually the unmarked DP is the subject, the rest are marked by the clitic -a.
The verb can check the structural Case of at most one DP

The generalizations in (78) and (79) are satisfied by the DOC in N|uu, but we still have not answered why there is no linker in DOCs in N|uu. For example, the sentence in (53), repeated below, would satisfy (78) and (79), even if the linker were present.

(80) n -a si ῖa ku-a (*η) ku mari
    1sg Decl Fut give 3sg-Dat Lk 3sg money
    ‘I will give him his money’

I propose that this example should be ruled out in the same way that we ruled out the presence of a linker with a transitive verb in N|uu (see (9) above).

(81) ku -a si ṕioo (*η) ku ḗki
    3sg Decl Fut find Lk 3sg father
    ‘He will find his father’

I claimed that this example is bad because there are two structural Case checkers (the verb and the linker) but only one DP. Similarly, in (80) the verb is a structural Case checker that does not need to check the Case of the first object (because of the presence of the dative -a). Therefore, the verb is free to check the Case of the direct object, thus blocking the presence of the linker.

An objection to this analysis is that when a DOC is put into a how-question, the second object is not preceded by a linker.

(82) g|a jee ṕa Griet-a mari
    2sg how mann give Griet-Dat money
    ‘How did you give Griet the money?’

We have already seen that no linker is needed before the dative (see (57)) in a how-question. But what about the second object? If the verb is checking the Case of the second object in a DOC, and if a how-question makes it impossible for a verb to check the Case of a direct object (see section 3), then we would expect to find a linker in (82) as well. I leave this question for further research.
8. Conclusion

In this paper, I have given an overview of the syntactic distribution of the linker in N|uu. I have shown how the properties of the linker follow from the theory that it is a Case checking functional head, with no interpretable features (no semantic content).

I then showed the linker in N|uu does not appear before the second object of a double object construction. The absence of the linker in DOCs is surprising for a number of reasons. First, I showed that the linker is used in a wide variety of environments showing that there is no thematic restriction on the distribution of the linker. Second, in causatives, two DPs follow the verb and the second DP is preceded by a linker. On analogy with causatives, we might expect to find a linker before the second DP in a double object construction. The third, and most compelling, reason for expecting a linker in DOCs is that in other Khoisan languages (Ju’haoansi and Hoan), a linker does appear before the second object in a double object construction.

I proposed that the absence of a linker in DOCs in N|uu is related to the presence of a dative marker following the first object of a DOC.

9. A Summary of Linkers in (Non-Central) Khoisan

In this section, I will present a brief summary of linker properties in the three Khoisan languages Hoan, Ju’haoansi, and N|uu.19

| Property       | Hoan     | Ju’haoansi | N|uu   |
|----------------|----------|------------|-------|
| 1. Lk          | yes (ki) | yes (-a/ko)| yes (η) |
| 2. Lk thematically unrestricted | yes | yes | yes |
| 3. V Lk X      | yes      | yes (-a)   | yes  |
| 4. V X Lk (Lk must precede X) | no | no | no |
| 5. V DP Lk X   | yes      | yes (ko)   | yes  |
| 6. V DP X Lk   | no       | no         | no   |

19See Hastings (2001) for a preliminary survey of the linker in |Xam, and !Xóó.
Properties (1-9) define the core syntax of the linker, found in all three languages. Seen from the perspective of this chart, the linker in †Hoan is defined by the core properties. Properties (10-11) define what is distinctive about Jul’hoansi, which is basically the presence of the transitivity suffix and all the consequences that follow (see Collins 2003).

Properties (12-16) define what is distinctive about N|uu. I speculate that some of the syntactic features distinguishing N|uu from †Hoan and Jul’hoansi are the result of Khoekhoe influence. For example, Khoekhoe has a declarative ke, just like N|uu. Khoekhoe also has clitic -a as a general case marker (see Hagman 1977). It may be that this clitic influenced the development of dative -a and declarative -a in N|uu.
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ON THE VERBAL SYSTEM IN LANGI
A BANTU LANGUAGE OF TANZANIA (F.33)*

Margaret Dunham
Université de Paris 3 & Lacito-CNRS

This paper presents the Langi verbal system and the various ways in which tense, aspect and mood are encoded. Through a description of the structures and uses of the various forms, it attempts to demonstrate how the different conjugations fit together to form a coherent whole, morphologically and semantically, and how in some cases the system has been influenced by surrounding Cushitic languages.

1. Introduction.

Langi1 (Rangi in Swahili) is a Bantu language spoken by approximately 300,000 people in the Kondoa Region of Tanzania. It is of interest linguistically, as its speakers have long been surrounded by non Bantu-speaking communities. In this paper I will show that this has not been without consequences for the language, as evidenced by certain areal features.

* I thank the following for their helpful comments on earlier drafts of this paper: Christiane Paulian, Zlatka Guentchéva, Denis Creissels, Dave Odden and an anonymous reviewer for SAL. I am also indebted to Derek Nurse and Maarten Mous for pointing out (as well as providing) various articles of interest for this study.

1 This language is relatively unknown to linguistics: when I began studying it in 1996, the only published work dated from 1916 (by Otto Dempwolff). The data presented here is all first hand, and was gathered during fieldwork I carried out in Tanzania during my doctoral studies, the funding for which was provided by the LACITO-CNRS. Oliver Stegen of SIL has started working on the language recently; so far he has presented a paper on the vowel system at CALL (Leiden) in 2000, and has published a paper on derivation (2002). A monograph on Langi is in press, see Dunham, in press.
This paper presents the verbal system of Langi as it is spoken in the towns of Kondoa and Pahi. Through the description of the structures and uses of the various verb forms, I will attempt to demonstrate how the different conjugations fit together to form a coherent whole, morphologically and semantically. I will begin with a brief presentation of the three types of elements which enter into verbal constructions in Langi: verb forms, copulative verbs and infinitival forms. I will then proceed to present the conjugations attested in the language.

1.1. Verb forms. The verb form in Langi, and in Bantu languages in general, is composed of several elements. These elements are not all necessarily present in a given verb form, but always appear in a fixed order. In Langi, a verb form may contain up to seven elements, which can be represented as follows.

(1) 

1 negative 2 subject 3 TAM 4 -object, 5 RAD 6 extensions 7 TAM  
pre-pfx 2  pfx  TAM  reflexive

Minimal forms contain only a radical and a suffix. This corresponds to the imperative (see section 2.18 below).

(2) 

dóma 3  
döm -a  
go -imp2sg

Maximal forms contain seven elements.

---

2 Abbreviations used in this paper are as follows. ADV advisory; APPL applicative extension; ASC associative extension; AUX auxiliary; CAUS causative extension; CONN connective; COP copula; DEC decisional; DEICT deictic; DEM demonstrative; DET determinative; DP dependant nominal prefix; HAB habitual; IMP imperative; INF infinitive; INJ injunctive; INV = inevitable; IP independant nominal prefix; lit literally; LOC locative suffix; n/a not applicable; NAR narrative; NEG negative; NEUT neutral extension; OBJ object marker; PASS passive extension; pers.com. personal communication; PFT perfect; PFV perfective; PERS personal pronoun; PFX prefix; PL plural; POSS possessive; P.PFX negation pre-prefix; PRES presentative; PROG progressive; RAD radical; REFL reflexive; REL relator; SFX suffix; SG singular; SP subject prefix; STAT stative extension; SUB subjunctive; TAM tense-aspect-mood marker; v verb. Numbers in glosses refer to noun classes.

3 Tones will not be marked on examples. Tonal distinctions in Langi, particularly at the grammatical level, are so restricted that not marking them in this study does not affect the analysis.
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(3) siviyyəvasəmera tuku
    si - va - iyə - va - səm -ər -a tuku
p.pfx - sp2 - prog - obj2 - read -appl -prog neg

‘They are not reading to them.’

Position 1. The first element in the verb form is the negative pre-prefix si. Its presence negates the verb form. Negative forms are generally accompanied by the adverb tuku at the end of the sentence. This is the only negative marker in the verb form, the suffix, for example, never being modified. We will see in sections 2.20 and 2.21 that imperatives and subjunctives are negated in a different manner.

Position 2. The second element in the verb form is the subject prefix. With the exception of imperatives, where the person is marked in the 7th position, a subject prefix in the second position is obligatory. The subject prefixes most frequently encountered in this paper will be the person prefixes. Below is a table showing the prefixes as they appear when followed by a consonant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>nə-</td>
<td>tu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>u-</td>
<td>mu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>va-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When followed by a vowel, the forms vary somewhat: the prefix vowel either drops (as in example (3) above) or elides, depending on the articulatory nature of the two vowels in contact and also depending on the nature of the following morpheme. In general, when the prefix vowel is altered, the following vowel is lengthened. The rules governing vowel contact may be found in Dunham (forthcoming).

The subject prefix for the 1st person singular has several distinct variants: it is nə- in verb forms, but when prefixed to the copula -rt, it is nde- in the affirmative and ndu- in the negative.

(5) mkadʒəŋga ənumba
    nə -ka -dʒəŋ -a ənumba
sp1sg -nar -build -nar ip9-house

‘I built a house.’
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(6) ndɛri muhindʒa, sinduri mutavana tuku  ‘I’m a girl, I’m not a boy.’
ndɛ -ri mu -hindʒa si -ndu -ri mu -tavana tuku
sp1sg -cop ip1 -girl p.pfx-sp1sg -cop ip1 -boy neg

The subject prefix for the 3rd person singular is a- (Ø before a vowel) in all cases except preceding the habitual marker -ɔ- where it is y-.

(7) akadʒɛŋga ụmba  ‘He built a house.’
a -ka -dʒɛŋ-a ụ -umba
sp1 -nar -build -nar ip9 -house

(8) yɛɔdɔma ndʒiri i  ‘He goes on the path.’
y -ɔ -dɔm-a n -dʒira-i
sp3sg -hab -go -hab ip9 -path -loc

**Position 3.** The third position contains tense-aspect-mood markers. These will be largely discussed in the following sections. In brief, conjugations in the verb forms are determined by the elements present in the third and the seventh positions (in the case of the imperative and the subjunctive, by a null marker in the 3rd position). In example (5) above, one can see that I have given the same gloss (nar) to the elements found in what corresponds to the 3rd and 7th positions of the verb form. In the representation of the verb form (at the beginning of this section), there are two sets of elements appearing in the 3rd position as one TAM marker, since tɔ may combine with other TAM markers in this position. This phenomenon will be discussed below, in section 2.8.

**Position 4.** This position contains object and reflexive markers. Object marking is relatively limited in Langi, and is mostly, but not exclusively, reserved for beneficiaries. See for example (3), (38), (39), (81). The reflexive marker -i-, roughly speaking, indicates that the situation applies to the subjects themselves, and is widely encountered in Langi. See for example (20), (21), (74), (104).

**Position 5.** This position contains the verb radical. The most common structure in Langi is -CVC-, however many other structures are encountered, such as -VC-, -VCVC-, etc.

**Position 6.** This position contains extensions, which modify the valency of the verb. The most common are the applicative (3), (20), the passive (102), (106) and the causative (45). Several extensions may be present in a given verb form (20), (106).
Position 7. This position also contains tense-aspect-mood markers, which, in combination with those in the third position, determine the conjugation of the verb form. These will be described in detail below.

1.2 Other predicative elements. The other elements which enter into Langi conjugations, alone or as part of verbal constructions, are the copulas -rI and -id3a on one hand, and infinitival forms on the other hand. In this section I will present them as they are used independently, and in section 2 we will see how they enter into verbal constructions.

The copula -rI. The copula -rI always carries a subject prefix, and in certain cases is inflected for the perfect aspect. On its own, not in a verbal construction, it serves as predicative center with certain nominal determiners, certain types of spatial localizations, etc. In this case it is negated in the same manner as verb forms, i.e. with the pre-prefix si-.

(9) IJgJ IJbndJ siin bi tuku 'The dress is red, it isn’t grey.'

\[
\begin{align*}
\eta & -g\circ \ i -\pi \ \eta k\circ nd\circ \ si -\i -\pi \ bi \ tuku \\
& ip9 -dress sp9 -cop red p.pfx -sp9 -cop grey neg
\end{align*}
\]

When the copula is followed by the connective na it denotes possession. In this case, when negated, the copula is replaced by the negative copula -si.

(10) twaarI na mp\$esa 'We had money.'

\[
\begin{align*}
tu & -a -\pi \ na \ m -p\$esa \\
sp1pl & -pft -cop conn ip10 -money
\end{align*}
\]

(11) twaasi na mp\$esa tuku 'We didn’t have any money.'

\[
\begin{align*}
tu & -a -si \ na \ m -p\$esa \ tuku \\
sp1pl & -pft -cop.neg conn ip10 -money neg
\end{align*}
\]

In verbal constructions, we shall see that -rI combines with infinitives and with inflected verbs.

The past copula -id3a. -id3a is a past tense copula. It always bears a subject prefix. On its own, it denotes a durative (as opposed to a punctual) situation in the past.
(12) 

\[ \text{twiid3a vimb}i \]  
\[ \text{tu} -\text{id3a} \text{ va} -\text{mb} \text{ i} \]  
\[ \text{sp1pl} -\text{cop} \text{ ip2} -\text{sing} -\text{sfx} \]  

\[ \text{‘We used to be singers.’} \]

(13) 

\[ \text{kwiid3a knsaka aha nd3i vi} \]  
\[ \text{ku} -\text{id3a} \text{ kn} -\text{saka} \text{ aha} \text{ nd3i vi} \]  
\[ \text{sp17} -\text{cop} \text{ ip7} -\text{woods} \text{ dem16 deict only} \]  

\[ \text{‘There used to be woods just right here.’} \]

(14) 

\[ \text{sikwiid3a knsaka tuku} \]  
\[ \text{si -ku -id3a kn -saka} \text{ tuku} \]  
\[ \text{p.pfx -sp17 -cop ip7 -woods neg} \]  

\[ \text{‘There didn’t used to be woods.’} \]

In verbal compounds, \text{-id3a} combines with inflected verbs. In some cases, it bears the pre-stem aspect marker \text{-a-} (see sections 2.16 and 2.18).

1.3 **Infinitival forms.** The infinitival forms found in verbal constructions show two structures, either \text{RAD-a} or \text{ku-RAD-a}, where \text{ku-} is the class 15 prefix which marks all verbo-nominal forms of verbs. The choice between the form with or without the class 15 prefix is based upon how closely bonded, semantically, the two verbal elements are. In Hadermann (1996: 159), it is mentioned that in the languages under study the infinitive sometimes lacks a prefix. She attributes this to morphological factors (whether or not the radical is vowel initial), but says the conditioning may also depend on the syntactic status of the verbo-nominal form within the utterance.

In Langi the difference is independent of the radical initial, and is fully distinctive. For example, there are two future tenses (which will be examined in detail in section 2.19), distinguished by the presence or absence of the class 15 prefix.

(15) 

\[ \text{sakaata t}\text{ri} \]  
\[ \text{sakaat -a tu -ri} \]  
\[ \text{hunt -sfx sp1pl -cop} \]  

\[ \text{‘We are about to hunt.’} \]

(16) 

\[ \text{kusakaata t}\text{ri} \]  
\[ \text{ku -sakaat -a tu -ri} \]  
\[ \text{ip15 -hunt -sfx sp1pl -cop} \]  

\[ \text{‘We will hunt.’} \text{ (At some indeterminate future time.)} \]
In (15) the form corresponds to an immediate future, something that is about to happen, and in (16) the form corresponds to an indeterminate future.

The same structural distinction is found for example when the infinitival form functions as direct object.

(17) \textit{vōcōsaka vina} \quad \text{‘They always want to dance / they adore dancing.’}

```
va -c -sak -a vin -a
sp2pl -hab -want -hab dance -sfx
```

(18) \textit{vōcōsaka kuvina} \quad \text{‘They want to dance.’}

```
va -c -sak -a ku -vin -a
sp2pl -hab -want -hab ip15 -dance -sfx
```

In example (17), wanting to dance is part of the subjects’ personality, a permanent feature, whereas in (18) it is a passing fancy. We will see more examples of this phenomenon in section 2.10.

Now that we have had a look at the different elements involved, let us turn to the conjugations in which they are used.

2. Conjugations

Table 1 is a list of the conjugations which I have observed in Langi. Where applicable, negative forms are indicated by the pre-prefix in parentheses (si-) or, where the pre-prefix does not apply, by the independent form following the affirmative form(s) to which it applies.

It can be seen from this list that the Langi verbal system, like that of most Niger-Congo languages (Welmers 1973: 344), makes use of both ‘simple’ verb forms and verbal constructions. Several features however are atypical in comparison to Proto-Bantu or even to most East African Bantu languages. The most striking is the future formation /infinitive + auxiliary/ which runs counter to Greenberg’s prediction (1966: 84) that languages where the usual word order is verb-object (VO) also tend to show the the word order /auxiliary + infinitive/. 
### Table 1: Langi Verb Conjugations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Abbreviation$^4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(si-)sp-iyɔ-RAD-a</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>prog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(si-)sp-ɔ-RAD-a</td>
<td>Habitual</td>
<td>hab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(si-)sp-a-RAD-a</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>pft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(si-)sp-a-RAD-irɛ</td>
<td>Perfective</td>
<td>pfv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(si-)sp-a sp-a-RAD-a</td>
<td>Anterior perfect</td>
<td>pft pft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(si-)sp-a sp-a-RAD-irɛ</td>
<td>Anterior perfective</td>
<td>pfv pfv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-ɛndɔ-RAD-a</td>
<td>Inevitable</td>
<td>inv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-tɔ-RAD-a</td>
<td>Decisional</td>
<td>dec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(si-)sp-ka-RAD-a$^5$</td>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>nar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-ri (ku-)RAD-a$^6$</td>
<td>Narrative present</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ku-RAD-a sp-a-ri</td>
<td>Narrative past progressive</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-a-ri sp-iyɔ-RAD-a</td>
<td>Dynamic past progressive</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-a-ri sp-ɔ-RAD-a</td>
<td>Dynamic past habitual</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(si-)sp-idʒa sp-ɔ-RAD-a</td>
<td>Stative past habitual</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-idʒa sp-a-RAD-a</td>
<td>Stative past perfect</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-idʒa sp-a-RAD-a</td>
<td>Stative far past perfect</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-a-idʒa (si-)sp-a-RAD-irɛ</td>
<td>Stative past perfective</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(si-)sp-a-idʒa sp-a-RAD-irɛ</td>
<td>Stative far past perfective</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ku-)RAD-a sp-ri</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si-sp-ri RAD-a</td>
<td>Negative future</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD-a</td>
<td>Imperative 2sg</td>
<td>imp2sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD-ɛ</td>
<td>Imperative 1pl</td>
<td>imp1pl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD-ɪ</td>
<td>Imperative 2pl</td>
<td>imp2pl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-RAD-ɛ</td>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td>sub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-ka-RAD-a</td>
<td>Advisory</td>
<td>adv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-ka-RAD-ɛ</td>
<td>Injunctive</td>
<td>inj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apa ku-RAD-a / ku-RAD-a tuku</td>
<td>Negative imperative</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

$^4$ In compound forms, each component has its specific abbreviation (such as cop for ‘copula’).

$^5$ This form is identical to the Advisory. They are only distinguished by the context in which they are used (narratives vs. direct speech), and not for example by tone: the tones are identical.

$^6$ On the presence vs. absence of ku-, see the discussion of examples (15) through (18) above.
However, Langi is not alone in presenting such atypical word order. It is also found in several other Bantu languages, such as Mbugwe (F.34, Mous 2000, 2004), Gusii (E.42, Whiteley 1960), Kuria (E.43, Whiteley, 1955), and a number of languages from the zones B.40-B.50 and H.10-H.30 (Hadermann, 1996).

It is highly probable that the counter-universal structures in Langi were calqued on surrounding Southern Cushitic languages, the most likely candidates being Burunge and Alagwa (Mous, pers. com.). Further indication of influence from these languages is the fact that there are no clear distinctions between degrees of past in Langi.\(^7\) We will see in the following paragraphs that many conjugations can only incidentally be interpreted as past tenses, and that in most cases, the past is indicated by a distinct copula, which precedes the verb form. This situation is contrary to what is found in most Bantu languages (although comparable to what is found in Standard Swahili, Nurse 2000a: 249), as well as in Proto-Bantu, but closely resembles Southern Cushitic where aspectual distinctions are much more central than temporal ones (Nurse 2000b: 524). Furthermore, the only clear temporal distinctions are expressed in verbal constructions, whereas most aspectual and modal distinctions are expressed directly in the verb form.

2.1 Progressive: (si-)sp-iyɔ-RAD-a. The progressive indicates a process which is on-going at the time of speech. It is often used to signify that one is in the middle of doing something, and therefore unable to respond to a demand.

(19) niyiɔluusika
ni -iyo -luus -ik -a
sp1sg -prog -talk -neut -prog

(20) siyɔseyə kntu tuku, iiyɔkirrikana
‘He isn’t saying anything, he’s thinking.’
si -a -iyo -sey -a ki -ntu tuku
p.pfx -sp1 -prog -say -prog ip7 -thing neg
a -iyo -k\(^8\) -i -r -ir -ik -an -a
sp1 -prog -k -refl -think -appl -neut -asc -prog

\(^7\) Or at least in the dialect spoken in the towns of Kondoa and Pahi. I have been told by Nurse that Stegen has found several distinct pasts, however, as Stegen’s aim is to establish a ‘pan-Langi’ orthography, he has not distinguished between the various dialects.

\(^8\) This consonant is inserted to avoid the merging of the two vowels. It is not part of the reflexive or the radical, the form in the infinitive is kwirrikana ‘to think’.
The progressive is never used with stative verbs. For a state current at the time of speech, either the habitual, the perfect or the perfective is used. For example the verb *kọfa* ‘to be afraid’ is usually conjugated in the habitual (*nọkọfa ndọka* ‘I am afraid of snakes / I fear snakes’), whereas the verb *kuvìha* ‘to be bad’ is usually conjugated in the perfect (*naaviha* ‘I am bad’).

### 2.2 Habitual: *(si-)*sp-*ê-RAD-a.* The habitual is mostly used to describe situations that are characteristic of an extended period of time, to express recurrent events, statements of general truth. It is used for example to describe what one does in life, but, contrary to the progressive, does not stress that something is on-going at the time of speech.

The habitual shares many features with the perfect (see below), the difference being that the habitual does not refer to an earlier situation, and is mostly used with dynamic verbs, whereas the perfect is commonly used with both dynamic and stative verbs.

(22) *nɔrìma*  
\[ nì -c -rim -a \]  
sp1sg -hab -farm -hab  

(23) *ntʃùŋgula yɔɔrya ndʒuù*  
\[ n -tʃùŋgula I -c -ry -a n -dʒuù \]  
ip9 -hare sp9 -hab -eat -hab ip10 -beans  

(24) *sìnɔtɛrɛka tuku*  
‘I don’t cook / I’m not the one who cooks in our house.’  
\[ si -nì -c -tɛr -ɛk -a tuku \]  
p.pfx -sp1sg -hab -cook -neut -hab neg
(25) **sivɔotema** lukwi tuku  
> ‘They are not cutting wood.’

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{si} & \quad -\text{va} & \quad -\text{ɛm} & \quad \text{lu} & \quad -\text{kwi} & \quad \text{tuku} \\
\text{p.pfx} & \quad -\text{sp2} & \quad -\text{hab} & \quad -\text{cut} & \quad -\text{hab} & \quad \text{ip11} & \quad \text{wood} & \quad \text{neg}
\end{align*}
\]

In the following example, a stative verb usually inflected in the perfective is inflected in the habitual, to show sarcasm.

(26) **tɔɔtɔŋga**
> ‘We know/we are knowing (we’re not stupid).’

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tu} & \quad -\text{ɔ} & \quad -\text{taŋg} & \quad -\text{a} \\
\text{sp1pl} & \quad -\text{hab} & \quad -\text{know} & \quad -\text{hab}
\end{align*}
\]

2.3 **Perfect: (si-)sp-a-RAD-a.** This form is certainly the reflex of the (tentative) Proto-Bantu ‘preterite ipf.’ (-á...-a) (Meeussen 1967: 109), however, as its values are closer to what Comrie calls the perfect (Comrie 1976: 52-65), I have chosen the label which will have meaning for the largest number of readers.

The interpretation of the perfect is linked to the type of verb: stative vs. dynamic. When used with stative verbs, the time reference is the present, as in:

(27) **vitʃŋo** vyaaɓɔhɑ  
> ‘The beads are beautiful.’

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{vi} & \quad -\text{tʃŋo} & \quad \text{vi} & \quad -\text{bɔh} & \quad \text{a} \\
\text{ip8} & \quad -\text{bead} & \quad \text{sp8} & \quad -\text{pft} & \quad -\text{be.beautiful} & \quad -\text{pft}
\end{align*}
\]

(28) **aya madʒi** siyyaahɔla tuku  
> ‘This water is not cold.’

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{aya} & \quad \text{ma} & \quad -\text{dʒi} & \quad \text{si} & \quad -\text{ya} & \quad -\text{hɔl} & \quad -\text{a} & \quad \text{tuku} \\
\text{dem6} & \quad \text{ip6} & \quad -\text{water} & \quad \text{p.pfx} & \quad -\text{sp6} & \quad -\text{pft} & \quad -\text{be.cold} & \quad -\text{pft} & \quad \text{neg}
\end{align*}
\]

When used with dynamic verbs, the perfect refers to a present situation which results from a preceding process, the latter having produced a state which is either still current or the effects of which are still felt.

(29) **mwaana** aakula  
> ‘The child has grown.’ (One deduces that he used to be short.)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mu} & \quad -\text{ana} & \quad \text{a} & \quad -\text{kul} & \quad \text{a} \\
\text{ip1} & \quad -\text{child} & \quad \text{sp1} & \quad -\text{pft} & \quad -\text{grow} & \quad -\text{pft}
\end{align*}
\]
(30) naadɔma kaayii yaaxɔ
'I have been to their house (already, therefore I don’t want to go back).'
\[nɔ -a -dɔm -a \emptyset -kaaya -i i -a -vɔ sp1sg -pft -go -pft ip9 -house -loc dp9 -det -poss3pl\]

(31) sinaadɔma kaayii yaaxɔ tuku
'I haven’t been to their house (but would like to go).'
\[si -ni -a -dɔm -a \emptyset -kaaya -i i -a -vɔ tuku p.pfx -sp1sg -pft -go -pft ip9 -house -loc dp9 -det -poss3pl neg\]

2.4 Perfective: (si-)sp-a-RAD-ire. This conjugation can also be traced back to Proto-Bantu, however it is not clear whether it is the reflex of Meeussen’s ‘recent pf.’ (-a-, -iđé) or his ‘pret. pf.’ (-á-, -iđé) (Meeussen 1967: 113), in neither case do the tones correspond (the pattern in Langi is usually -a-, -iđé, but may vary according to context).

The perfective denotes a completed situation. Contrary to the perfect, it does not refer to a past situation.

(32) mwaana aakurire
'The child grew.'
\[mu -ana a -a -kui9 -ire ip1 -child sp1 -pfv -grow -pfv\]

(33) kuri sidʒaalumire musuŋgaati tuku
'The dogs didn’t bite the rich man.'
\[\emptyset -kuri si -dʒi -a -lum -ire mu -suŋgaati tuku ip10 -dog p.pfx -sp10 -pfv -bite -pfv ip1 -rich.man neg\]

The perfective can be used with all types of past adverbs, ‘yesterday’ as well as ‘last year’.

(34) idʒɔ, naadɔmirɛ na ludʒii
'Yesterday I went to the watering hole.'
\[idʒɔ ni -a -dɔm -ire na lu -dʒi -i yesterday sp1sg -pfv -go -pfv conn ip11 -watering.hole -loc\]

9 /l/ is pronounced [r] before /i/.
(35) mwaaka waalokire, twaadomire na arusa
‘Last year, we went to Arusha.’

mu -aka u -a -lok -ire tu -a -dom -ire na arusha
ip3 -year sp3 -pfv -pass -pfv sp1pl -pfv -go -pfv conn Arusha

One could be tempted to consider the perfective a ‘past tense’. In my opinion, however, the emphasis is on the completed aspect rather than on the fact that it is past. This is supported by the use of the perfective in conditional phrases.

(36) koni naadomire kaayii, rya nderi
‘If I go home, I will eat.’ (lit. ‘If I went home, I will eat’.)

koni ni -a -dom -ire Ø -kaaya -i ry -a nde -ri
if sp1sg -pfv -go -pfv ip9 -house -loc eat -sfx sp1sg -cop

2.5 Anterior perfect: (si-)sp-a sp-a-RAD-a. The anterior perfect has the same aspectual values as the perfect but refers to a situation which takes place prior to another situation, which is necessarily in the past. The structure of this form is unusual, as in Bantu verb forms a TAM marker must be prefixed to a radical, not to another TAM marker. According to my informants, the verb is simply “doubled”.

(37) fatuma aa aatumama hantu ali uud3ire
‘Fatuma was working when Ally came.’

Fatuma a -a a -a -tumam -a
Fatuma sp3sg -pfv sp3sg -pfv work -pfv
ha -ntu Ally a -a -ud3 -ire
ip16 -place Ally sp3sg -pfv -come -pfv

(38) hantu viinukire, sinaa naanda ira kazi waampere 10 tuku
‘When they left, I hadn’t started the work you gave me.’

10 This form is imbricated. Imbrication affects verbs inflected in the perfective, generally those bearing certain extensions, where, roughly speaking, the extension and the suffix merge. The outcome varies both according to the extension and to the radical final consonant. Other examples can be found in (41), (70), (71). For more information on imbrication, see Bastin (1983) and Dunham (forthcoming).
A possible explanation is that these structures, as well as those presented in the following section, at one point contained an auxiliary which has since been deleted.

2.6 Anterior perfective: (si-)sp-a sp-a-RAD-ire. The anterior perfective has the same aspectual values as the perfective but, as for the anterior perfect in the preceding section, refers to a situation which takes place prior to another, past situation.
2.7 Inevitable: sp-ɛɛndɔ-RAD-a. Verbs in this conjugation refer to a situation which the speaker considers will happen in the near future and which is inevitable. The marker -ɛɛndɔ- is probably a grammaticalized form of the verb kweɛenda ‘want, love’. This is quite frequent in Bantu languages, to the point that Heine (1997: 2) includes it in his catalogue of probabilistic predictions that can be made about African languages: “(v) If a language develops a future tense marker then most likely it will use either of the motion verbs ‘go (to)’ or ‘come (to)’ or a verb of volition ‘want’.

As will be seen from the following examples, Langi has retained the notion of volition, but in the sense that when something ‘wants’ to do something, it means that that something is bound to happen. This type of value is found for example in Moore (Raphael Kaboré, pers. com.), a Gur language spoken in Burkina Faso, where when one says ‘it wants to rain’, it means that the clouds are so full that it is bound to rain, or ‘the glass wants to fall’ meaning that if the glass is not moved it will fall from the table.

(42) mpaka mnɛnųya tundɔpata habari
‘All the way to Mnenya we are bound to get the news.’

(43) ma ha mpitʃi yeɛɛndɔkwatwa
‘Then, here, the hyena is going to get caught.’

(44) kíntu mundɔrya ni waarí
‘What you are going to eat is porridge.’ (Whether you like it or not.)

(45) akafumya ŋgɔ dʒaatswe na ɛɛndɔkɔwa
‘She took off her clothes (in order) to wash.’

---

11 Preceded by the vowel /u/, the marker’s initial /e/ drops.
2.8 Decisional: sp-tɔ-RAD-a. It is highly probable that -tɔ- is a grammaticalized form of a full verb (Güldemann 2003: 185), as is the case for -ɛndɔ-. Contrary to -ɛndɔ- however, it is difficult to say which full verb it stems from. Language- internally, the only likely source is kutɔọla ‘take’. I have been unable to find any examples of other Bantu languages where ‘take’ has been grammaticalized, however the phenomenon is widely attested in the languages of the world (Hagège 1975, Sebba 1987, Li and Thompson 1974, Lord 1993, Ozanne-Rivierre 2004). Contrary to what is found in Langi, in most of the cases described, the verb ‘take’ is serialized and tends to undergo a gradual reanalysis as a preposition or a case marker. The one example I have found that is somewhat similar to Langi is in the Polynesian Outlier language, Pileni. According to Åshild Næss (2004: 242), two constructions use the verb toa ‘take’, with different semantic and syntactic properties: one where toa introduces an object argument, and another where it contributes a volitional or inceptive meaning to the clause, similar to the English ‘to take to V-ing’.

One other possibility is that the form derives from a verb ‘to leave’ or ‘to go’ (in Langi ku-tamanya and ku-dɔma respectively) followed by an infinitive. Botne (1999: 484) mentions two Bantu languages where a marker -tɔ- is found. In the first case it is derived from ‘to leave, to go’, in to-kos-e ‘va prendre’ (Ntomba C.66: Gilliard 1928), and in the second case (Lozi S.34: Gorman 1950) it is derived from ‘come’ + ku-inf: mu-to-ng-a ‘come (Pl) and get (it)’. Hadermann (1999: 454-455) mentions one case where a marker -too- is found, and also posits its origins in a verb ‘to go’: “En nkengo (C.61), une des formes du futur comporte la marque -too- qui pourrait refléter une séquence ancienne -ta-ko- où -ta- remonterait à un verbe ‘aller’.”

In the examples I have found in Langi, the use of -tɔ- signifies that the speaker is about to/has decided to/intends to undertake an action voluntarily.

(46) aakwiirɛ, tutɔsɔŋọla mayiti yaatʃwe
‘He is dead, we are going to remove his corpse.’
A particularity of the decisional marker is that it can follow other TAM markers in the 3rd position of the verb form, for example, the following:

**Habitual + Decisional.** When the decisional is combined with the habitual marker, the speaker indicates that a decision has been taken, and that it is in the process of being carried out.

(48) njottokcowa ludzi

‘I’m going to wash in the watering hole.’ (Despite contrary orders.)

\[ sp1sg -hab -dec -k -wash -hab ip11 -watering.hole -loc \]

**Perfect + Decisional.** Here the speaker indicates that a decision was taken, and has already been carried out:

(49) naatokcowa

‘I still went and took a bath.’

\[ sp1sg -pft -dec -k -wash -pft \]

**Progressive + Decisional.** Here, too, the use of the marker \(-t\)- seems to add a level of intention or decision to the basic verb, but, as the form is in the negative, to indicate that the decision is not in the process of being carried out.

(50) mbula ycoaa, ava vadala siviyytorima tuku

‘It’s raining, the women are not going to farm.’

\[ ip9 -rain sp9 -hab -beat -hab \]

\[ -va -a \]

\[ dem2 ip2 -woman p.pfx -sp2 -prog -dec -farm -prog neg \]
(51) no utsiku yeendotorya nd3uu ‘It’s at night (that) he goes and eats beans.’
(Even though he knows he’s bound to be caught).

no u -utsiku ɪ -endɔ -tɔ -ry -a n -d3uu
rel ip14 -night sp9 -inv -dec -eat -sfx ip10 -bean

(52) hapana kundotokɔwa
‘Do not go and wash anyway.’ (Despite our orders).

hapana ku -endɔ -tɔ -k -ɔw -a
neg ip15 -inv -dec -k -wash -sfx

From these examples it can be seen that the inevitable -endɔ- and the decisional -tɔ-, show rather atypical behavior. This leads me to hypothesize that they entered the Langi tense/aspect/mood system more recently than the other markers we have seen thus far, such as the anterior or the progressive, for example.

The first distinctive feature of -tɔ- and -endɔ- is that the corresponding full lexical verbs are still in common use (with reservations however concerning the origins of -tɔ-, see above).

(53) tɔola idihwa
‘Take some white sorghum.’

tɔolah -a ɪ -dihwa
take -imp2sg ip5 -sorghum

(54) simba kintu yeenda ni mahɔŋge ‘The lion, what he loves is steak.’

Ø -simba ki -ntu ɪ -a -end -a ni ma -hɔŋge
ip9 -lion ip7 -thing sp9 -pft -love -pft pres ip6 -steak

I would further hypothesize that -tɔ- was grammaticalized before -endɔ- as the latter, in its full form, is still attested as the first verb in a verb combination. For example.

(55) mpitʃi dʒeenda kusakaata ‘Hyenas love to hunt.’

m -pitʃi dʒi -a -end -a ku -sakaat -a
ip10 -hyena sp10 -pft -love -pft ip15 -hunt -sfx
Furthermore, \( t \) can combine with other markers in the 3rd column. In my opinion, the value common to these two verbs, \textit{kweenda} ‘want, love’ and \textit{kutqola} ‘take’ which led to their grammaticalization, and which was lacking in the Langi verb system, is that of showing the speaker’s involvement, or attitude towards the state of affairs expressed in the clause. This type of ‘attitude’ marker is described by Maarten Mous for Ma’a (2003: 116, 129, 131). A further similarity between the markers mentioned by Mous and the Langi -\( t \)- is their possibility of combining with other pre-radical TAM markers.

2.9 Narrative: (si-)sp-\textit{ka-RAD-a}. This conjugation is identical in structure to what I have dubbed the ‘advisory’ (see below, section 2.22). A similar state of affairs was attested by Meeussen (1967), who mentions three distinct conjugations with -\textit{ka-} (motional, inceptive and subsecutive) and notes (p. 109): “The relationship between -\textit{ká-}, -\textit{ka-} and an often attested near homophone formative with meaning ‘and (he did...’ (subsecutive) is not clear.”

In Langi, the narrative and the advisory are never used in the same speech context: the narrative, as its name indicates, is only used in narration, whereas the advisory, and the injunctive (with the suffix -\( \varepsilon \)) is always addressed to someone, even if the advice concerns a third person.

The narrative is never used as the first verb form in a text, the time frame always having been previously established, either by the traditional introduction \textit{ah\( \varepsilon \) kale} ‘Once upon a time...’ or by a preceding verb form. Once the time frame is established, successive events are presented in the narrative, most often separated by \textit{ma} ‘then’.

\begin{itemize}
\item[(56)] \textit{ma akad\( \varepsilon \)ma na l\( \text{ud\( \varepsilon \)} \text{i} \text{ii} \text{'Then she went to the watering hole.'}}

\[ \begin{array}{l}
\text{ma a -ka -d\( \varepsilon \)m -a na lu -d\( \text{zi} \) i -i} \\
\text{then sp1 -nar -go -nar conn ip11 -water -loc} \\
\end{array} \]

\item[(57)] \textit{ma ikawuluka na d\( \text{zi} \text{ra} \eta \varepsilon \text{o} \text{'Then it flew away with those clothes.'}}

\[ \begin{array}{l}
\text{ma i -ka -wul -uk -a na d\( \text{zi} \) i -ra \eta -go} \\
\text{then sp9 -nar -fly -sep -nar conn dp10 -dem ip10 -clothes} \\
\end{array} \]
\end{itemize}

Verbs inflected in the narrative are usually translated by a preterit in English, but in Langi it cannot be considered a ‘past tense’, as by itself it carries no reference to time, and is dependant on a separate form. In this respect, the narrative is com-
parable to the ‘aorist’ described by Guentchéva (1990: 107) for Bulgarian, and Robert (1996) for Wolof. Robert states:

L’Aoriste est une forme verbale qui n’indique pas de repérage temporel. (...) Les événements à l’Aoriste n’ont pas par eux-mêmes ni lieu ni temps ; ils s’inscrivent dans un cadre situationnel prédéfini à l’aide d’une autre conjugaison.

[p. 377]

2.10 Narrative present: sp-ri (ku-)RAD-a. In this construction, the verb radical following the copula may or may not carry the infinitive prefix ku-, depending on how closely, semantically, the subject is bound to the lexical verb. In example (58), the lion is coming of his own free will — he could choose not to — thus the verb carries the infinitive prefix. In example (59), the hare is struggling to get by and can do nothing about it, thus the prefix is absent. See also examples (15)-(18).

This conjugation is only attested in narratives. It is used when there is a break in the narration, either in time or in space.

(58) haha simba ri kuudza no siana mpitfi
‘Now the lion is coming to meet the hyena.’

haha ⊘ -simba ri ku -udз -a no sjan -a m -pitfi
now ip9-lion sp9-cop ip15 -come -sfx rel meet -sfx ip9 -hyena

This example is taken from a story.12 The preceding sentences present the lion and the hyena, and the narrative present is then used to signify that the speaker has finished the introduction and is entering the narrative present.

(59) nt_cpugula ri kwэta
‘The hare is struggling (to get by).’

n -t_cpugula ri kwet -a
ip9 -hare sp9-cop struggle -sfx

Here too, the hare has been introduced as part of the story in the preceding sentences, example (59) serving to describe the state the hare is in, in the narrative present.

12 This story and others may be read and listened to on the LACITO Archive Project website: http://lacito.vjf.cnrs.fr/archivage.
2.11 Narrative past progressive: ku-RAD-a sp-a-rî. Unfortunately I have only one example of this construction in my data, and it is elicited, but it is also mentioned in Nurse (2003: 97). There is further mention of this same construction, in this order (infinitive + copula) as well as in the inverse order (copula + infinitive) in Mous (2000: 475, however his examples were given by Nurse). According to Mous, the change in word order is probably due to emphasis (pers. com).

(60) kuseka twaari maka akaanda rîra
   ‘We were laughing then this guy started to cry!’
   ku -sek -a tu -a -rî ma uhu Ø -maka
   ip15 -laugh -sfx sp1pl -pft -cop then dem1 ip1a-guy
   a -ka -and -a rî -a
   sp1 -nar -start -nar cry -sfx

Despite the scarcity of data, I have given this example as it shows a counter-universal word order (infinitive + copula) — see the general introduction to section 2).

2.12 Dynamic past progressive: sp-a-rî sp-iyô-RAD-a. This structure is also only attested in elicitation, in one example. However, it confirms that the copula -rî is largely productive in verbal constructions, both with and without the perfect marker, and both preceding and following the lexical verb.

(61) twaari twiiyôsekka
   ‘We were (in the process of) laughing.’
   tu -a -rî tu -îyô -sek -a
   sp1pl -pft -cop sp1pl -prog -laugh -prog


(62) twaari toôsekka
   ‘We were laughing.’
   tu -a -rî tu -ô -sek -a
   sp1pl -pft -cop sp1pl -hab -laugh -hab

---

13 It must be noted that this is a common problem when one works on a language that has not been previously described.

14 There seems to be some confusion in the translation in Mous (‘We are buying’), which should read as it appears in Nurse (2003) ‘We were laughing’.
From examples (60)-(62), it seems that the copula inflected in the perfect situates a process in the past. We will see in the following sections that when the lexical verb is stative, as opposed to dynamic, the copula -idʒa is used.

2.14 Stative past habitual: (si-)sp-idʒa sp-ɔ-RAD-a. This construction is made up of a verb inflected in the habitual preceded by the copula -idʒa, which serves to place the situation in the past. The aspectual values of the main verb are kept.

(63) twiŋa toɔkimba hantu toɔyɛnda, hahaha toɔt consolidate
‘We used to sing while walking, now we run.’

tu -idʒa tu -ɔ -k -imb -a ha -ntu tu -ɔ -yɛnd -a
sp1pl -cop sp1pl -hab -k -sing -hab ip16 -place sp1pl -hab -walk -hab
hahaha tu -ɔ -t consolidate -a
now sp1pl -hab -run -hab

(64) twiŋa toɔt consolidate Kondoa ma tukasaama na London
‘We used to live in Kondoa, then we migrated to London.’

tu -idʒa tu -ɔ -k -ikal -a Kondoa
sp1pl -cop sp1pl -hab -k -reside -hab Kondoa
ma tu -ka -saam -a na London
then sp1pl -nar -migrate -nar conn London

(65) hantu noɔt consolidate amerikani15 siniŋa noɔtumama bɛŋki i tuku
‘When I lived in America I didn’t use to work in a bank.’

ha -ntu ni -ɔ -k -ikaal -a amerika -ni
ip16 -place sp1sg -hab -k -reside -hab America -loc
si -ni -idʒa ni -ɔ -tumam -a Ø -bɛŋki -i tuku
p.pfx -sp1sg -cop sp1sg -hab -work -hab ip9 -bank -loc neg

2.15 Stative past perfect: sp-idʒa sp-a-RAD-a. In this construction the copula is combined with verbs inflected in the perfect aspect. The latter keeps its aspectual values, but is placed in the past.

15 This locative suffix is borrowed from Swahili.
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(66) niidʒa neənədə tndʒa na ʃuuri ‘I used to like to run in the morning.’

ₙi -idʒa ₙi -a -ənəd -a tndʒ -a na ʃi -uri
sp₁sg -cop sp₁sg -pft -love -pft run -sfx conn ip₇ -morning

(67) mwaasu wiidʒa waavarka ‘When the sun was shining.’
(in response to: ‘When did you usually eat?’)

ₘu -asu u -idʒa u -a -var -ik -a
ip₃ -sun sp₃ -cop sp₃ -pft -shine -neut -pft

(68) ira siku iidʒa yaabɔha ‘That day was beautiful.’

ira ∅ -siku i -idʒa i -a -bɔh -a
dem⁹ ip⁹ -day sp⁹ -cop sp⁹ -pft -be.beautiful -pft

2.16 Stative far past perfect: sp-a-idʒa sp-a-RAD-a. This is one of the rare cases where one finds distinctions between degrees of pasts in Langi. The only other case is shown below (section 2.17 vs. 2.18). Unfortunately I have only one example of this conjugation, and no examples where this conjugation is in the negative.

(69) wɔɔkati naadʒa mududi, naadʒa naadudya sana
‘When I was small, I was very small.’

ₜu -ɔɔkati ₙi -a -idʒa ₘu -dudi
ip₁₄ -moment sp₁sg -pft -cop dp₁ -small
ₙi -a -dʒa ₙi -a -dudi -a sana
sp₁sg -pft -cop sp₁sg -pft -be.small -pft very

2.17 Stative past perfective: sp-idʒa (si-)sp-a-RAD-ire. Verbs in the stative past perfective refer to situations which were current in the past.

(70) wiidʒa waateete¹⁶ waami ‘You used to have a corral.’

ₜu -idʒa u -a -tɛt -ire u -ami
sp₂sg -cop sp₂sg -pfv -have -pfv ip₁₄ -corral

¹⁶ This verb is defective, appearing only in the perfective, where it shows an irregular form of imbrication. A comparable verb for ‘have’ is found in Chaga (M.-L. Montlahuc, pers. com.), where it is also defective (although to a lesser extent than in Langi).
niidʒa siniifyẽne na mama wiitu tuku
‘I used to not look like our\textsuperscript{17} mother.’

\begin{verbatim}
nt -idʒa si -nt -a -i -fy -an -irę
sp1sg -cop p.pfx -sp1sg -pfv -refl -ressemble -asc -pfv
na Ø -mama u -a -itu tuku
\end{verbatim}

We shall see in example (74) below that in the stative far past perfective, it is the copular verb which carries the negative pre-prefix.

\subsection*{2.18 Stative far past perfective: (si-)sp-a-idʒa sp-a-RAD-irę.}

vaadʒa vaateet uʤusi wooruta\textsuperscript{18}
‘They used to be blacksmiths.’ (lit. ‘They used to have the profession of pulling.’)

\begin{verbatim}
va -a -idʒa va -a -tęt -irę u -dʒusi u -c -rut -a
sp2 -pft -cop sp2 -pfv -have -pfv ip14 -profession pp14 -rel -pull -rel
\end{verbatim}

uhu musiŋga hantu aadʒa mududi, aadʒa iifyẽne na iyo waavće
‘When this child was small he looked like their mother.’

\begin{verbatim}
uhu mu -siŋga ha -ntu a -a -idʒa mu -dudi, a -a -idʒa
dem1 ip1 -child ip16-place sp1 -pft -cop dp1 -small sp1 -pft -cop
a -a -i -fy -an -irę na Ø -iyo u -a -vće
sp1 -pfv -refl -ressemble -asc -pfv conn IP1a -mother dp3 -det -poss3pl
\end{verbatim}

ava vasiŋga hantu vaadʒa vadudi sivaadʒa viifyẽne na iyo waavće tuku
‘When these children were small they didn’t used to look like their mother.’

\begin{verbatim}
ava va -siŋga ha -ntu va -a -idʒa va -dudi si -va -a -idʒa
dem2 ip2 -child ip16 -place sp2 -pft -cop dp2 -small p.pfx -sp1 -pft -cop
va -a -i -fy -an -irę na Ø -iyo u -a -vće tuku
sp2 -pfv -refl -ressemble -asc -pfv conn IP1a -mother dp1 -det -poss3pl neg
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{17} Family members (and homes) are never possessed in the singular in Langi.

\textsuperscript{18} Relative forms apparently share the same TAM markers as the habitual, only the prefix differs (the pronominal prefix is used as opposed to the subject prefix).
As can be seen from the examples in the preceding five sections, in accordance with its use independently, verb constructions with the past copula always refer to durative as opposed to punctual situations.

2.19 Future: (ku-)RAD-a sp-ri. This form denotes either an immediate or an indeterminate future, depending on the presence of the class 15 prefix ku-. I have grouped the two forms together for practical reasons: in several cases, such as in the negative or the interrogative, only one form is possible, so presenting the two forms together eliminates the need to go back and forth between sections.

The prefixless form denotes an immediate future, something that is about to happen.

(75) ŋeyya aŋi  ‘He is about to sleep.’

ŋeŋy -a a -ri
sleep -sfx sp1 -cop

(76) muti wiya uriri  ‘The tree is about to fall.’

mu -ti wiy -a u -ri
ip3 -tree fall -sfx sp3 -cop

The prefixed form is used to denote an indeterminate future.

(77) muti kuwiya uriri  ‘The tree will fall (some day).’

mu -ti ku -wiy -a u -ri
ip3 -tree ip15 -fall -sfx sp3 -cop

The prefixed form is also used whenever a time or place is mentioned.

(78) kukera turiri muti lamutondo  ‘We will cut the tree tomorrow.’

ku -kər -a tu -ri mu -ti lamutondo
ip15 -cut -sfx sp1pl -cop ip3 -tree tomorrow

(79) kudoma aŋi na dodoma  ‘He will go to Dodoma.’

ku -dɔm -a a -ri na dɔdɔma
ip15 -go -sfx sp1 -cop conn Dodoma
In conditional phrases, the prefixless form is used in the apodosis, probably to indicate that the action/event/state will immediately follow the fulfillment of the condition.

(81) kɔni naaɗɔmire kaayii, rya ndɛn ‘If I go home, I will eat.’

However the prefixed form is used when there is an object marker in the verb form, certainly in part because of possible confusion between the object prefix and the infinitive prefix (in the following example, both ku-).

(83) kɔni wimbire kukuvinira ndɛn ‘If you sing, I will dance for you.’

To the best of my knowledge, this constituent order (verb + copula) is limited to a very small number of Bantu languages. Among these languages, I believe a distinction must be made between those which accept SOV order and those with strict SVO order. In the first category are found languages from Guthrie’s zones B.40-50 and H.10-H.30. These have been studied by Hadermann (1996) who states:
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La deuxième construction que nous avons analysée est celle où l’infinitif est antéposé à un verbe auxiliaire. Dans cette structure l’infinitif est généralement introduit par le préfixe locatif mu- et l’ensemble traduit l’aspect progressif du processus verbal en question. Donc, contrairement à ce qui se passe dans les constructions à verbe redoublé, le morphème locatif (ou sa trace) propre au temps du progressif (cf. la reconstruction *PV-di-mu-NV) n’apparaît pas dans la forme verbale conjuguée mais dans la forme nomino-verbale antéposée. Cette caractéristique est un signe du fait que la structure ‘infinitif + auxiliaire’ est issue de la séquence ‘auxiliaire + infinitif’ mais à un moment où celle-ci pouvait encore s’interpréter en ‘verbe + complément[nomino-verbal]’. Puis, il y a eu antéposition du complément, ceci probablement pour des raisons d’emphasis. De nouveau, l’existence de l’ordre SOV dans les langues en question a sans doute facilité l’antéposition du locatif infinitival. Au moment où la structure emphatique ‘(S) Loc-Inf Aux’ devient une structure non marquée, un processus de grammaticalisation peut se déclencher et le locatif infinitival sera réinterprété en noyau verbal, suivi d’un verbe-auxiliaire ‘être’. [p. 167]

The second category are languages with strict SVO order which nevertheless show constructions where the infinitival form precedes the auxiliary. In this category are found for example the closely related Gusii (E.42) and Kuria (E.43). In Gusii, the forms with an auxiliary (the copula -re) following a main verb correspond to what I call a narrative present (Whiteley 1960: 57) (tones not marked).

(84) nkɔɛnda\textsuperscript{19} nde boono korigia embori
    ‘Now I’m going looking for the goat.’

When the auxiliary carries the verbal prefix -a-, the form corresponds to what I call a narrative past progressive.

(85) nkorema naare boono ngotimoka nde
    ‘I’ve been hoeing and now I’m resting’

In Kuria, the forms with an auxiliary following the main verb correspond to something between what I call present progressive and habitual (Whiteley 1955: 92).

\textsuperscript{19} The class 15 prefix is ko-, these forms almost certainly bear the cliticized focus marker n(i)- (Nurse and Muzale 1999).
(86)  ngaokora are emeremo kira urusiku  ‘He’s working every day.’
(87)  nkorema nde bono nkumunya nde  ‘I’m hoeing and am resting.’

In Mbugwe (F.34) the situation is slightly different. All the tenses that make use of an auxiliary in combination with an infinitive show the order verb-auxiliary, in other words, the order never varies, contrary to what is found in Gusii, Kuria and Langi. In Mbugwe, three different auxiliaries may follow the main verb: the present progressive -kende, the future -je (which is the verb ja ‘come’ conjugated in the optative, marked by the suffix -e) and the habitual -anda (Mous 2000: 471).

(88)  ‘The rain falls with force.’
mbula o -tova e -kende na ngulu
9:rain 15 -rain 9 -pres.prog with 9:force

(89)  ‘We will eat cassava.’
ora ko -je mohogo
15:eat 1pl -come:sbj 3:cassava

(90)  ‘Do you eat fish?’
ora w -anda nsiye?
15:eat 2sg -hab 9:fish

One feature shared by Gusii, Kuria, Mbugwe and Langi is that they have long been surrounded by communities speaking non-Bantu languages, where the object precedes the verb (Nurse 2000b: 525-6), which seems to indicate that this phenomenon is areal (Dahl 2001: 1456 who states ‘Areal linguistics is traditionally concerned with similarities between geographically contiguous languages, in particular when they cannot be ascribed to a common proto-language.’). Furthermore, the adoption of these structures may well have been facilitated by internal factors. In Langi, the order infinitive + copula is only attested in main clause affirmatives, and in all other cases the order copula + infinitive is found.

(91)  nadi vri doma ‘When will you go?’
 nadi u -ri dom -a
 when sp2sg -cop go -sfx
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(92) ṇombe siiri nwa madʒi yəansi tuku ‘The cow will not drink all the water.’

Ø- ṇombe si -i -ni nw -a ma -dʒi ya- əsi tuku
ip9- cow p.pfx -sp9 -cop drink -sfx ip6 -water dp6- all neg

(93) ni mwaarimu no an si əma kitabu
‘It is the teacher who will read a book.’

ni mə- arimu nə a -ni som -a ki -tabu
pres ip1 -teacher rel sp1 -cop read -sfx ip7 -book

(94) kuudɔa an kɔn ə ni rəet ə tʃaakurya
‘He can come if he brings food.’ (lit. ‘He will come if he is bringing food.’)

ku -udʒ -a a -ni kɔni a -ni rəet -a ki -a -ku -ry -a
ip15-come -sfx sp1 -cop if sp1 -cop bring -sfx ip7 -det -ip15 -eat -sfx

(95) hauntu unr turra, kunʃana unr naalɔkiðe
‘When you appear, you will find me gone.’ (lit. ‘When you will appear...’)

ha -ntu u -ni tul -ir -a
ip16 -place sp2sg -cop appear -appl -sfx
ku -ni -ʃan -a u -ni ni -a -lok -irə
ip15 -obj1sg -find -sfx sp2sg -cop sp1sg -pfv -leave -pfv

We also saw that constituent order in Langi can change in other circumstances, namely for reasons of emphasis, such as in example (60).

2.20 Imperatives: RAD-sfx. Imperatives are characterized by the absence of both subject prefixes and pre-radical TAM markers. There are three affirmative imperative forms in Langi, distinguished by their suffixes.

(96) 2sg dɔma ‘go!’

dom -a
go -imp2sg

imba ‘sing!’
imb -a
sing -imp2sg

(97) 1pl palɛ ‘let’s count!’
pal -ɛ
count -imp1pl

saʁɛ ‘let’s taste!’
sa -ir -ɛ
taste -appl -imp1pl
There are three negative imperative forms, apparently interchangeable: \textit{apa ku-RAD-a}, \textit{hapana ku-RAD-a} or \textit{ku-RAD-a tuku}. These forms are impersonal, equivalent to the English ‘no V-ing’ or ‘do not V’. They are composed of a verb in the infinitive preceded by either \textit{apa} or \textit{hapana} (the latter form is borrowed from Swahili and appears to be replacing the former). The third possible negative form is composed of a verb in the infinitive accompanied by the adverb \textit{tuku} placed at the end of the sentence.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{(98)} \(2\text{pl} \) \textit{rēki mburi} ‘leave the goat!’ \textit{iti} ‘pour!’
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{rek} -i \textit{m} -buri \textit{it} -i
\item \textit{leave} -imp2pl \textit{ip9} -goat \textit{pour} -imp2pl
\end{itemize}

2.21 Subjunctive: \textit{sp-RAD-ε}. The subjunctive mood is marked by a \(∅\) TAM marker in the 3\textsuperscript{rd} position, combined with the suffix \(-ε\). Contrary to the imperative, the verb bears a subject marker in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} position. This mood is used to express wishes, orders, obligations, etc. Whereas the imperative is necessarily addressed to someone, this is not the case for the subjunctive.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{(102) ulɔolwɛ} ‘that you marry/ you should marry/
\textit{I want you to get married}’
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{u} -lɔol -w -ɛ
\item \textit{sp2sg} -marry -pass -sub
\end{itemize}
(103) \textit{adz}en\textit{ge} numba \textquoteleft that he build a house\textquoteright
\begin{align*}
a & -dz\text{en} -e & n & -umba \\
\text{sp1} & -build & -sub & \text{ip9} -house
\end{align*}

(104) \textit{tiila}E\textit{re} kirume \textquoteleft that we show each other our magic\textquoteright
\begin{align*}
tu & -i -la -\text{ir} -e & k & -rum\text{e} \\
\text{sp1pl} & -refl -show -appl & -sub & \text{ip7} -magic
\end{align*}

(105) \textit{munpe}E\textit{re} madzi \textquoteleft that you give me water\textquoteright
\begin{align*}
mu & -N -\text{heer} -e & ma & -d\text{zi} \\
\text{sp2pl} & -obj1sg -give & -sub & \text{ip6} -water
\end{align*}

The subjunctive mood does not have its own negative form, and instead shares that of the imperative. Furthermore, many negative subjunctive forms are rendered by verbs with negative meaning, such as \textit{kudira} \textquoteleft to not go\textquoteright.

(106) adiriw\textit{e} \textquoteleft that she be made to not go\textquoteright
\begin{align*}
a & -dir -i -w -e \\
\text{sp1} & -not.go -caus -pass -subj
\end{align*}

2.22 Advisory: \textit{sp-ka-RAD-a}. This form bears what is commonly called a distal marker, \textit{-ka-}, in the 3\textsuperscript{rd} position. This marker is thought to derive from a verb meaning \textquoteleft go\textquoteright (see Botne 1999 for a comprehensive study of the marker \textit{-ka-}). In Langi, the distal imparts the notion of movement, even though the direction is not always itive. These forms are used to denote advice or weak orders.

(107) tukar\textit{e}ta mp\textit{embe} ma d\textit{z}ikavik\textit{irwa} ira my\textit{coda} \textquoteleft We must bring horns, and the horns must be filled with potion.\textquoteright
\begin{align*}
tu & -ka -rect -a m -h\text{embe} ma & d\text{zi} -ka -vik -\text{ir} -w -a \\
\text{sp1pl} & -adv -bring -adv & \text{ip10} -horn & \text{then} & \text{sp10} -adv -put -appl -pass -adv
\end{align*}
\begin{align*}
i & -ra & \text{mi} -\text{coda} \\
\text{dp4} & -dem & \text{ip4} -potion
\end{align*}
(108) ukatahira madʒi vi, ukuudʒa na kaayii
‘Just go and fetch water, and come back home.’

\[ \text{sp2sg -adv-fetch -appl-adv ip6 -water only sp2sg -adv -come-adv} \]
\[ \text{na } \emptyset \text{-kaaya -i} \]
\[ \text{conn ip9 -house -loc} \]

(109) vakasakwa vaɔsi
‘Elders must be found.’

\[ \text{va -ka -sak -w -a va -ɔsi} \]
\[ \text{sp2 -adv -find -pass -adv ip2 -elder} \]

2.23 Injunctive: sp-ka-RAD-ε. Combining the distal marker with the suffix -ε, these forms denote forceful orders. -ka- is the only pre-radical TAM marker attested in combination with the subjunctive suffix -ε.

(110) uka uka ukalɔɔlwe nĩ mambɛya vaa waari
‘Come, come, you must be married to Mambeya vaa Waari.’

\[ \text{uk -a uk -a u -ka -lɔɔl -w -ɛ} \]
\[ \text{come -imp2sg come -imp2sg sp2sg -inj -marry -pass -inj} \]
\[ \text{nĩ mambɛya va -a u -aɾi} \]
\[ \text{pres Mambeya dp2 -det ip14 -porridge} \]

(111) tukaŋɛyɛ
‘We must go sleep.’

\[ \text{sp1pl -inj -sleep -inj} \]

3. Conclusion.

The Langi verbal system is similar to most Bantu, and indeed Niger-Congo languages in that it expresses tense, aspect and mood through both ‘simple’ verb forms and syntactic verbal constructions. However, it seems to have adopted certain areal features, which probably originated through contact with the neighboring Cushitic languages, Alagwa and Burunge. Langi also seems to have adopted a new system of distinctions within the verbal paradigm, favoring aspectual oppositions over temporal ones, as evidenced by the fact that temporal distinctions are expressed through verbal constructions, whereas aspectual and modal distinctions
are expressed directly by morphological verb form. Langi thus contributes to the study of how language contact, or perhaps more importantly, language enclavement, can lead to the adoption of grammatical elements, and even to a change in word order.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF WORD ORDER IN EXPLAINING TONE PATTERNS IN AVOKAYA VERBS
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This paper presents a set of ordered rules accounting for tone changes that occur in Avokaya verbs. The most prevalent shape for Avokaya verbs is monosyllabic. Disyllabic verbs roots behave the same way as disyllabic verbs which are composed of a derivational prefix plus a monosyllabic verb root. The derivational prefixation process is the same for verbs in all grammatical constructions. Verbs in SVO constructions and SOV constructions are treated separately, since different rules apply for these two sets of constructions. Avokaya syllables may carry a high, mid, low or rising tone, but not a falling tone. In this analysis of Avokaya, we show that the expected HL tone pattern has merged to form a M tone in the verbal system.

1. Introduction.

Avokaya belongs to the Moru-Ma’di sub-group of the Central Sudanic language family, a branch of the Nilo-Saharan family. The dialect of Avokaya used in this paper is spoken in southern Sudan. The data for this paper were gathered over approximately 23 years of work in the language. This paper provides a principled account of tonal alternations in the verbs in Avokaya.

Avokaya has a seven vowel system, three Advanced Tongue Root ( [+ATR]) vowels [i], [u] and [ə], and four vowels that are [-ATR], [ɪ], [ɛ], [ɔ], and [a]. Vowel harmony causes a [-ATR] vowel in a verb prefix to assimilate to the corresponding [+ATR] vowel (Callinan 1981). The nominal system of Avokaya demonstrates three level tone patterns, High, Mid and Low. In addition, there is a Rising contour on short vowels, but no Falling contour on short vowels. Phonetically a Falling or Rising contour may occur on long vowels, but these long vow-
Elements are considered sequences of two Tone Bearing Units (TBU). There are only a few examples of vowel sequences in Avokaya with either contour tones or level tones.

In the nominal system, there are no restrictions on the occurrence of the three level tones, as shown by the representative examples below.

1. **Monosyllabic nouns**
   - H pá ‘leg’
   - M fê ‘tree’
   - L fà ‘bone’

2. **Disyllabic nouns**
   - HH ídírí ‘vein’
   - HM írĩ ‘eagle’
   - HL ịnà ‘crocodile’
   - MH ịmbá ‘net’
   - MM ọzé ‘rain’
   - ML índị ‘child minder’
   - LH ịfọ ‘millet’
   - LM ịlị ‘wind’
   - LL ịzà ‘sadness’

A rising tone can occur on monosyllabic nouns.

3. fɔ ‘flower’ sì ‘hail’

In multisyllabic nouns a rising tone occurs only on the first syllable of disyllabic nouns with a monosyllabic root.

---

1 The following abbreviations are used in this paper: 2S second person singular, 3S third person singular, 3rd IMP third person imperative, conj conjunction, DIR direction toward speaker (ventive), dpfx derivational prefix, EOC end of embedded construction, H high tone, IMP imperative, INFIN infinitive, L low tone, M mid tone, neg negation, O-FOC focus on object, PERF perfective aspect, PURP purpose marker, R rising tone, SM subject marker for sequential action and relative clauses, SEQ verb marker for sequential action, S-FOC focus on subject, sfx suffix, vb root verb root.
(4) yĩ-wá  ‘fly type’

Rising tone also occurs on the first syllable of multisyllabic multi-morphemic nouns with syllabic reduplication.

(5) dĩdĩ-ŷá  ‘bird type’  dũdũ-wá  ‘headache type’

Since contour tones on short vowels are restricted to initial syllables, this could be analyzed as right-to-left association of tone, but in-depth discussion of this is beyond the scope of this paper.

There are contour tones on phonetically long vowels, analyzed as vowel sequences, in Avokaya nouns as follows.

(6) dũn  ‘person’  (High-Mid)
    râtaa  ‘chant’  (High-Low)
    gũpũrũ  ‘mosquito’  (Low-High)

By way of contrast, the tone patterns of Avokaya verbs have shown some interesting restrictions. There are only four tone patterns in evidence. ³

(7) Class 1  Class 1A  Class 2  Class 2A
    Mid  Mid-Mid  Low  Mid-Low
    cạ  ‘arrive’  ţjì  ‘accompany’  nì ‘go’  ūì ‘lean (against)’

² A group of multisyllabic verbs derive from nouns. These verbs, which are not within the scope of this paper, have regular surface tone patterns of Mid High (High) (High) Low, e.g. Ŭbãdíkó ‘tie around (something)’, Ŭbãbãízà ‘baptize’ The first syllable is a derivational prefix with preassigned HL tone. The verb root has a HL melody. The tone changes in the various verb forms of this class of verbs are similar to the changes in the Mid-Low verb class.

³ There are a group of multisyllabic verbs derived from nouns. These verbs, which are not within the scope of this paper, have regular surface tone patterns of Mid High (High High) Low. The first syllable is a derivational prefix with preassigned HL tone. The verb root has a HL melody. The tone changes in the various verb forms of this class of verbs are similar to the changes in the Mid-Low verb class.

⁴ The symbol c represents a phoneme that alternates between [ts] and [tʃ] depending on context, and the symbol j represents a phoneme that alternates between [dz] and [dʒ] depending on context.
Class 1 and Class 2 are always monosyllabic verbs. Class 1A and Class 2A are always disyllabic verbs. Traditionally the verbal system has been viewed as having four verb classes (Callinan 1986). Analyses of the verbal system of other Moru-Ma’di languages are based on tone without determining whether some verb classes could be derived from others (Wright 1995, Andersen 1984).

To date, there has been no attempt to provide an analysis of the verb system of Avokaya that accounts for all the tonal changes evident in the data. A full listing of those changes is found in example (1). Each structure listed will be handled separately.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Class 1} & \text{Class 1A} & \text{Class 2} & \text{Class 2A} & \text{Morphological Structure} \\
\hline
\text{SVO constructions} \\
a. \text{cā} & \text{ājī} & \text{nī} & \text{ātū} & \text{citation form}^5 \\
& & & & \text{(imp.: 3.1)} \\
b. \text{cā-lē bē}^6 & \text{ājī-lī bē} & \text{nī-lī bē} & \text{ātū-lī bē} & \text{when (tail-head linkage: 3.2)} \\
c. \text{cā kō} & \text{ājī kō} & \text{nū kō} & \text{ātū kō} & \text{neg. statement: 3.3} \\
\hline
\text{(S)OV constructions} \\
d. \text{cā -zō} & \text{ājī-zō} & \text{nī-zō} & \text{ātū-zō} & \text{aspect/mode inflection: 4.1} \\
e. \text{cā} & \text{ājī} & \text{nī} & \text{ātū} & \text{S conj. O V: 4.2} \\
f. \text{cā kā} & \text{ājī kā} & \text{nū kā} & \text{ātū kā} & \text{genitive: 4.3} \\
g. \text{cā cā} & \text{ājī ājī} & \text{nī nī} & \text{ātū ātū} & \text{participle: 4.4} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Looking down the columns, it is clear that there are significant tonal changes from construction to construction, especially in the Class 1 verbs.

---

5 There are no uninflected forms of the verb in Avokaya. Therefore the underlying form for verbs in classes 1 and 1A cannot stand alone. The imperative has been used as the citation form since it has no affixes containing segmental phonemes. The resulting mid tone in this form is explained in section 3.1.

6 Both this and the infinitive suffix, also -lē, are manifested as -lī after the [-ATR] vowel i, and as -lī after the [+ATR] vowels u and i. See section 3.1.1 for the discussion of this tail-head linkage construction.
In this paper, we show that Avokaya has two basic tone classes of verbs, and that the forms found in 1A and 2A are subsets of those basic tone classes. When a derivational prefix is added to a verb root, the resulting verb has the same tone patterns as the verb forms found in Classes 1A and 2A. In this case, the derivational prefix does not change the verb to a different word class, but changes the syllable structure of the verb, resulting in tone patterns distinct from the monosyllabic verb roots. A series of rules are presented that account for all the tonal changes which occur in the verbal system.

This analysis assumes that the underlying tones of the verb roots are either High or Low. However, it should be noted that the underlying High tone form never occurs in isolation in the monosyllabic verbs. The Low tone verbs do not present as much of a problem, but the tone changes in the High tone verbs are of particular interest since the High tone monosyllabic verbs often surface as having a Mid tone. It is assumed that there is an additional Low tone morpheme that results in a lowering of the surface tone from High to Mid. This morpheme is discussed in section 3.1.

As is often the case, derivational affixes are added to a root before inflectional ones. Also, derivational affixes may have a more extensive effect on the word than inflectional affixes do. It is assumed in this analysis that any derivational affixation will be completed before any inflectional affixation. The order of the nuclear constituents of a clause determines the tonal pattern of verbs in some constructions. The underlying word order is SVO, but there are certain constructions that have an SOV order. First, we will discuss underlying tone, then the tones of verbs in the SVO order, and finally the tones of verbs in the SOV order.

2. Underlying Tones.

Two lexical tone classes are posited for (monosyllabic) verb roots in Avokaya. In the first class, a High tone is posited as the underlying tone while the second class has a Low pattern. There is a disyllabic subset of verbs within each of these two classes. (Historically the disyllabic verbs were composed of a derivational prefix plus monosyllabic verb root.) When a derivational prefix (which is always Mid toned) is added to the High tone monosyllabic verb roots of Class 1, the behavior

---

7 In fact, if a derivational prefix were to be added after the application of the rules affecting tone changes in the verb, an ungrammatical form would result. For instance, if the directional prefix ā- were to be added to the root cá ‘arrive’ after the rules of level 2 were applied, the following ungrammatical forms would result: *ācälé ‘to arrive here’, *aćā ‘(lest...) arrive’.
of the new verb stems is identical to the verbs of Class 1A. Also the derivational prefix added to the monosyllabic verb roots of Class 2 behave like the verbs of Class 2A. Therefore the disyllabic verbs of Class 1A are assumed to have the underlying tone pattern Mid High, while those of Class 2A have the underlying tone pattern of Mid Low.

(9) Underlying tonal assignments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 1A</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 2A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>(C)V + CV</td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>(C)V + CV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.1 Derivational prefixes. There are various derivational verb prefixes which, when added to verbs, form new verb stems. Examples of these prefixes are given below. These prefixes differ from inflectional prefixes in that their addition results in a disyllabic verb with all the tone changes that disyllabic verb stems have. Inflectional prefixes, on the other hand, do not affect the tone of the verb root.

The derivational prefixes that can be added to Avokaya verbs are as follows. The first is “direction toward speaker” (ventive) Ḋ-.

(10) cá ‘arrive (there)’  ā-cá ‘arrive (here)’

mì ‘go’  ā-mì ‘come’

This prefix is highly productive. The second is the multiplicative, denoting multiple action or participants, ḅ- or ƀ- depending on the specific verb.

(11) fū ‘kill’  ū-fū ‘kill (many)’

bà ‘put, make’  ƀ-bà ‘make (many things)’

This prefix is also highly productive. The third is the transitivizer, ḅ-, ƀ-, or V depending on the specific verbs, where V is a mid toned vowel matching the features of the root vowel.

---

8 This prefix is manifested as ḅ- before verb roots with [+ATR] vowels and as ā- elsewhere.

9 In both cases, the prefix ƀ- is manifested as ū- before verbs with [+ATR] vowels and ḅ- elsewhere.

10 The prefix ƀ- is manifested as ū- before verb roots with [+ATR] vowels.
This type of prefix is fairly productive.

For each derivational prefix the prefix tone surfaces as a Mid tone. There are also restrictions as to which derivational prefixes can be added to which verb roots. For instance, intransitive motion verbs can take a directional prefix, but not the prefix denoting multiple action.

Verbs in Class 1 are monosyllabic verbs with a High tone root, and Class 2 are monosyllabic verbs with a Low tone root. These are the two basic verb classes. Verb Classes 1A, disyllabic verbs with MH tone pattern, and 2A, disyllabic verbs with ML tone pattern, are linked to Class 1 and Class 2 respectively, since disyllabic verbs stems derived from the monosyllabic verb roots of Class 1 act exactly like verb roots of Class 1A, and disyllabic verb stems derived from the monosyllabic verb roots of Class 2 act exactly like the verb roots of Class 2A. The same tone changes occur in the corresponding grammatical constructions. Compare the tone patterns of the monosyllabic verb roots of Class 1 and 2 in (13) below having the added directional prefix ā-, with the verbs of Class 1A and 2A.
(13) | Prefixed Class 1 | Class 1A | Prefixed Class 2 | Class 2A | Morphological Structure
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
| MH ‘arrive (here)’ | MH ‘accompany’ | ML ‘come’ | ML ‘lean’ | 

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
a. ā-cā | ājī | ā- nī | ēti | citation (imp.)
b. ā-cā-lē bē | ājī-lī bē | ā-nī-lī bē | ēti -lī bē | when (tail-head linkage)
c. ā-cā kō | ājī kō | ā- nī kō | ēti kō | negative statement
d. ā-cā-zō | ājī-zō | ā-nī-zō | ēti-zō | aspect/mode inflection
e. ā-cā | ājī | ā- nī | ēti | S conj.
f. ā-cā kā | ājī kā | ā-nī kā | ēti kā | genitive
g. ā-cā ā-cā | ājī ājī | ā-nī ā-nī | ēti ēti | participle

Tail-head linkage is a means of slowing down the action of a discourse. Information of a previous clause is repeated in a when-clause introducing the next sentence. An example would be ‘John went to town. When he went, he met an old man on the way. When he met the old man, the man asked him for a ride.’ In Avokaya this is a grammatical construction that is distinct from other temporal clauses.
At level I, prefixed verbs of Class 1 become Class 1A verbs, and prefixed verbs of Class 2 become Class 2A verbs.

1.2 Patterns for the initial syllable of a disyllabic verb. The only four patterns for the initial syllable of a disyllabic verb are as follows. The most common initial syllable of a disyllabic verb is ā- and its [+ATR] equivalent, ă- (see (8)).

(14) ājī ‘accompany’ ătī ‘lean’

The prefixes ī-, ā-, and ĕ- are equally possible and can occur on verbs regardless of the vowel of the verb root.

(15) īcā ‘be able’ ĕpī ‘shell (peanuts)’

There are also disyllabic vowel initial verbs where the same vowel occurs in both the first and second syllables.

(16) ĕdē ‘prepare’ ĕjī ‘ask’
ūgū ‘steal’ ĕpī ‘press down’

The first syllable of disyllabic verbs may also be lō-, lā-, or ĕt-.

(17) lōpē ‘extend’ lāvī ‘play’ lībā ‘creep’

The first syllables of all disyllabic verbs in Avokaya are restricted to these forms, which are similar to the forms of known derivational prefixes.

There are only a small number of disyllabic verbs which can take a recognized derivational prefix. To date, only two examples have been encountered in which a disyllabic verb takes the derivational prefix. In both cases, the initial vowel of the verb root is deleted when the derivational prefix is added.

(18) ājī ‘accompany’ lōjī ‘accompany many’
ātī ‘lean’ lūtī ‘support a leaning object’

The deletion of this initial root vowel is shown in the following rule.

---

12 There is no restriction to the inventory of phonemes that can occur in disyllabic nouns.
13 All verbs can take inflectional prefixes.
(19) Root Vowel Deletion Rule (RVD)

\[ V \rightarrow \emptyset / V_{-\text{dpfx}} \_ CV_{\text{vbrt}} \]

This vowel deletion does not occur when an inflectional prefix is added.

(20) á-ájí ‘be accompanied’ (agentless passive)

1.3 Derivational prefixation process. In light of the above examples, the process involved in adding derivational prefixes to the underlying form (UF) of a verb root is as follows.

(21) Class 1   Class 1A   Class 2   Class 2A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>H</th>
<th>MH</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M L</th>
<th>UF of root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca</td>
<td>‘arrive’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>‘accompany’</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td></td>
<td>o ti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M + H</td>
<td>M + M H</td>
<td>M + L</td>
<td>M + M L</td>
<td>Prefixed form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a + ca</td>
<td>lɔ + a jì</td>
<td>a + ni</td>
<td>lɔ + o ti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M + H</th>
<th>M + H</th>
<th>M + L</th>
<th>M + L</th>
<th>RVD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a + ca</td>
<td>lɔ + jì</td>
<td>a + ni</td>
<td>lɔ + ti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| [ácá] | [lɔjì] | [ānì] | [lùtì] | Uninflected form |
| ‘arrive’ | ‘accompany here’ | ‘come many’ | ‘support a leaning object’ |

Having given evidence for the underlying tones of the two basic classes of verbs and having demonstrated their similarities through derivational processes, the next section will demonstrate how the tone patterns shown in (8a-c) are derived.

---

14 Different derivational prefixes are used in the examples due to semantic restrictions on which prefixes each verb can take.
3. Tonal Patterns For Verbs in SVO Constructions.

In this section, SVO constructions will be considered. Initially there will be a discussion of the constructions using the citation form of the verb found in (8a). In each of these constructions there is a floating L tone attached to the verb which accounts for the Mid tone pattern of Class I verbs and the Mid-Mid pattern of Class IA verbs. This is followed by the dependency construction found in the ‘when’ clauses for tail-head linkage (example 8b). Finally, the negative statement verb form of example (8c) will be discussed.

3.1 SVO constructions with floating low tone. There are a number of SVO constructions which have an inflectional suffix on the verb consisting of a floating Low tone. With the exception of the imperative clause, the constructions also have a particle that occurs later in the clause. These constructions include Perfective, with the particle trá; Focus constructions, with the particles nì or ò; and, the Imperative construction. In these constructions, when the floating low tone is added, the H+L combination results in a phonetic Mid tone. When the underlying tone is Low (as in Class 2 verbs), the L+L combination does not change the surface form. Furthermore, this floating low tone does not result in downstep as in many African languages. The level of the High tone in trá is the same level as the High tone of má.

(22) Perfective
a. /má cá trá/ [cā] ‘I arrived’
   I arrive PERF
b. /má ájí gólā trá/ [ājī] ‘I accompanied him’
   I accompany 3S PERF
c. /má nì trá/ [nī] ‘I went’
d. /má òtì gólā trá (fē rú)/ [òtì] ‘I leaned it (against a tree)’

(23) Focus
a. /má cá nì/ [cā] ‘I am the one who arrived’
   I arrive S-FOC
b. /má ájí gólā òf/ [ājī] ‘he is the one I accompanied’
   I accompany 3S O-FOC
c. /má nì nì/ [nī] ‘I am the one who went’
d. /má òtì gólā nì/ [òtì] ‘I am the one who leaned it’
(24)  Imperative

a. /né că / [că] ‘arrive (at a certain place)’
b. /né́ ají́̀ ’gólā́/ [ají́] ‘accompany him’
c. /né nì́ ’vólé́/ [nì́] ‘go away’
d. /né́ ńtǘ ’gólā fē rú́/ [ńtǘ] ‘lean it against a tree’

In the constructions in (22-24), there is a floating grammatical Low tone that comes after the verb root (as well as a particle that comes later in the clause to distinguish the clause type). This floating Low tone attaches to the verb root according to the Floating Tone Association rule shown in (25). It also coalesces with the High tone on the root of the Class 1 verbs to form a Mid tone according to the Tone Coalescence rule (26).

(25) Floating Tone Association Rule (FTA)

The Low tone morpheme is added to the underlying tone on the root vowel. In these constructions with a floating Low tone, there is coalescence of tone where a HL tone coalesces to a Mid tone.

(26) Tone Coalescence (TC)

This rule accounts for certain Mid tones that exist in the surface level form in (22-24). The result of this rule is a neutralization of tones; a HL sequence could give rise to a M, as well as an underlying /M/ surfacing as a M. This coalescence of HL into M explains why there are no falling tones on short vowels while there are rising tones. The output of these constructions was used as the “citation” form (tone patterns Mid, Mid-Mid, Low, and Mid-Low) of example (8a).

The following derivation of the Perfective, Focus and Imperative verb forms show how these rules apply.
We assume that the grammatical Low tone merges with the Low tone of the melodies of the Class 2 verbs, in accordance with the Twin Sister Convention expounded by Clements and Keyser (1983).

3.2 ‘When’ dependency construction. There is only one SVO construction where the verb stem takes a segmental inflectional suffix, the ‘when’ construction which repeats the action of the previous clause and takes the suffix -lé. The repeated verb provides tail-head linkage in order to slow down the progress of the narrative. This suffixed verb form undergoes no tone changes but keeps the underlying tone of the verb stem (see 8b). Consider the examples below.

(28) S V O
a. (má ndrē ámā átá trá.) má ndrē -lé bē ámā átá rī...
   1S see my father PERF 1S see -when when my father EOC
   ‘(I saw my father.) When I saw my father...’

b. má ājí -lí bē ámā átá rī...
   1S accompany -when when my father EOC
   ‘When I accompanied my father...’

---

15 There is also a form of this construction which has no segmental suffix. In that construction, the verb form has a floating low tone attached, like the constructions in section 3.1.
In each case, the verb stem retains the underlying tones.

(29)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 1A</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 2A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca-lé</td>
<td>ājí-lí</td>
<td>nì-lí</td>
<td>ētù-lí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘when arrived’</td>
<td>‘when accompanied’</td>
<td>‘when went’</td>
<td>‘when leaned’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only change that occurs is in the vowel quality of -lé, in that it harmonizes with the height of the previous vowel. Since the tone of the suffix -lé is invariantly High, it is assumed that it bears a pre-assigned High tone.

The tone assignments for the verb of the dependency construction are:

(30)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H H</th>
<th>M H H</th>
<th>L H</th>
<th>M L H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca + lè</td>
<td>a jî + lè</td>
<td>nì + lè</td>
<td>ētî + lè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ca-lé]</td>
<td>[ājí-lí]</td>
<td>[nì-lí]</td>
<td>[ētî-lí]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Negative statement. The final SVO verbal construction with distinct tone patterns is the Negative Statement (8c) with a negation morpheme on the verb as well as a negation word.

(31)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negative statement</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. gólā cá kō</td>
<td>‘he did not arrive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3S arrive not</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. gólā ājí mā kō</td>
<td>‘he did not accompany me’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3S accompany me not</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. gólā nì kō</td>
<td>‘he did not go’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. gólā ētù kō</td>
<td>‘he did not lean’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The negation morpheme on the verb is realized as a single empty V slot with H tone suffixed to the verb root. Since this V is empty of all features except tone, it takes all other features from the final V of the verb stem. This is explained by the following Vowel Identity Rule, which is applied in this construction.

\[
Vowel Identity Rule (VI)
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H \\
[...C V]_\text{vbrt} + [V]_\text{neg} \\
[\alpha F]
\end{array}
\]

In this rule, the vowel features from the root, except for the tone, are spread to the empty set of features in the vowel slot of the suffix. The High tone is preassigned to the empty vowel slot. For verbs of Class 1 and lA, a vowel reduction rule in also in effect.

The rules involved in producing the Negative Statement form of the verb are shown below.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
H & M H & L & M L \\
\text{ca} & a \ ji & \text{ni} & \text{ô ti} \\
\text{ca V} & a \ ji \ V & \text{ni} \ V & \text{ô ti} \ V \\
\text{ca a} & a \ ji \ i & \text{ni} \ i & \text{ô ti} \ i \\
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{[cáá]} \quad \text{[äjûj]} \quad \text{[nû]} \quad \text{[ôtiô]}\]

At the post-lexical level, there is a vowel reduction rule. If the vowel features including tone are identical and create a long vowel, then the vowel is shortened. If the tone is different, then the two vowels must be retained.
When the Vowel Reduction Rule is applied, the outcome (shown in (36)) has an identical surface form to the examples in (8c).

(35) \[\text{[cá]} \quad \text{[ājí]} \quad \text{[nǐ]} \quad \text{[śtū]}\]

‘didn’t arrive’ ‘didn’t accompany’ ‘didn’t go’ ‘didn’t lean’

All of the tonal patterns for the verbs in SVO constructions have now been accounted for.

3.4 Inflectional prefixes on the verbs of SVO constructions. At this stage inflectional prefixes may be added to the verbs in SVO clauses. There are two inflectional prefixes in Avokaya: ś- indicates an agentless passive, and ą- indicates irrealis. The agentless passive prefix can be added to the verb in any SVO construction. The irrealis prefix is used in conditional clauses, for indicating reported speech, and for indicating a third person imperative. These constructions have SVO word order with a floating Low tone on the verb like the constructions in Section 3.1. Both of these inflectional prefixes assimilate fully to the initial vowel of a vowel initial verb stem, and they assimilate to the vowel \(u\) before consonant initial verb stems containing \(+\text{ATR}\) vowels. They remain \(\dot{a}\) before consonant initial verbs with \(-\text{ATR}\) vowels. Both of these prefixes may be added to a single verb stem. Neither one affects the tones of the verb stem.

In the example below, we represent each tone class by a transitive verb. The inflectional prefixes are added to the citation form of the verb (8). This citation form is used to indicate, among other things, perfective aspect or imperative mode.

---

\(^{16}\) This rule applies only to vowels in verb roots/stems, as shown by such examples in other word classes as ̀i'ù ‘for a long time’, ǹmbō ‘open’, ̀fàa ‘aimlessly’
(36) **Verb forms with inflectional prefixes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 1A</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 2A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ndrē</td>
<td>ājī</td>
<td>bà</td>
<td>ētū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘see’</td>
<td>‘accompany’</td>
<td>‘put’</td>
<td>‘lean’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndrē</td>
<td>ājī</td>
<td>bà</td>
<td>ētū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic citation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>óndrē</td>
<td>āājī</td>
<td>óbà</td>
<td>óētū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘he was seen’</td>
<td>‘he was accompanied’</td>
<td>‘it was put’</td>
<td>‘it was leaned’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gōlā óndrē</td>
<td>gōlā āājī</td>
<td>gōlā óbà</td>
<td>gōlā óētū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘let him see’</td>
<td>‘let him accompany’</td>
<td>‘let him put’</td>
<td>‘let him lean’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd IMP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>óndrē</td>
<td>āājī</td>
<td>óbā</td>
<td>óētū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘let it be seen’</td>
<td>‘let it be accompanied’</td>
<td>‘let it be put’</td>
<td>‘let it be leaned’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both prefixes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the above prefixes do not affect the tone of the verb stem, no tone rules are necessary. In the last line of data of (36), note that a sequence of two vowels has a High Low sequence, not a Mid tone as would occur on a short vowel.

4. **SOV Tonal Patterns.**

There are certain grammatical constructions in which there is an SOV word order. The first of these includes constructions which have segmental inflectional suffixes for aspect or mode on the verb (see (8d)). An example of this type of construction is the sequential action construction used in procedural texts and to trace the event line in narrative texts.

(37) S O V

gōlā drī āmā sā -zó ‘(next) he slapped me’

he SM me slap SEQ

The other construction occurs when certain subordinate conjunction constructions have an S conj O V order (see also (8e)).
The two examples (37) and (38) have Class 1 verbs. The High tone Class 1 verb root has a Low tone in SOV constructions which have segmental inflections on the verb (37). The High tone Class 1 verb root has a rising tone in the S conj O V constructions (38). To account for all tone changes in Class 1 verbs, it is proposed that monosyllabic verb roots of Class 1 and Class 2 undergo a second derivational process, that of tone replacement in these SOV constructions. This rule only applies to monosyllabic verb stems without derivational prefixes. The tone of the monosyllabic verb stem is replaced by a Low tone.\(^{18}\) For Class 1 verbs without derivational prefixes, High tone is replaced by Low tone. For Class 2 verbs the tone replacement results in a Low tone, since Low is replaced by Low. The tones of the remaining verb classes remain the same. This process applies after any derivational prefix is added. The addition of a derivational prefix produces a disyllabic verb stem which does not undergo the tone replacement derivation. Therefore the two derivational processes are ordered.

(39) **Tone Replacement Rule (TR)**

\[ T \rightarrow L \]

for monosyllabic verb stems in (S)OV constructions

The resulting tone assignments for verbs in SOV constructions are shown in (40).

(40) **Class 1**   **Class 1A**   **Class 2**   **Class 2A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>M H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M L</th>
<th>UF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca</td>
<td>a ji</td>
<td>nti</td>
<td>o ti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^{17}\) The rising tone in this construction is explained in section 4.2.

\(^{18}\) We would like to express our appreciation to Keith Snider for bringing to our attention the phenomenon of tone replacement.
The SOV constructions are of two types, those with a segmental inflectional suffix on the verb, and those with a conjunction intervening between the Subject and Object (S conj O V). Each of these two types have their own tone pattern, so will be treated separately in this paper.

4.1 SOV constructions with segmental inflectional suffixes. The possible verb suffixes for SOV constructions include -?à ‘imperfective’, -zó ‘sequential action, purpose’, -lé ‘dependent/infinitive “to”’, and -rë ‘embedded dependent’. Each of these morphemes surfaces as a -CV.¹⁹ As with the “when” -lé construction, the addition of these suffixes has no effect on the tone of the verb stem. However, as mentioned above, the SOV word order results in the Low tone replacement. When the verbal suffixes mentioned above are added to the verb stem, the tone of each of these verb suffixes is pre-assigned to the suffix, as shown below. This pattern can apply to all the inflected forms mentioned at the beginning of this section with the result shown in (41).

(41) *With mode inflection -zó*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 1A</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 2A</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mode</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M L</td>
<td>UF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ca</td>
<td>a ji</td>
<td>ní</td>
<td>é ti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M L</td>
<td>TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ca</td>
<td>a ji</td>
<td>ní</td>
<td>é ti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L H</td>
<td>M H H</td>
<td>L H</td>
<td>M L H</td>
<td>+ mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ca + zó</td>
<td>a ji + zó</td>
<td>ní + zó</td>
<td>é ti + zó</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4.2 S conjunction O V. The second major set of SOV constructions have a conjunction between the S and the O. The possible conjunctions in this construction

¹⁹ Only one inflectional suffix at a time may be added to a verb stem.
type are ̀zò ‘lest’, ̀hrì ‘when’ for actions in the past that have not previously been mentioned, and ̀rò ‘if’ for contrary-to-fact actions.

An example of such a construction is given below in (42).

\[
(42) \quad \text{gàlà ̀zò cà rí} \quad \text{‘lest he arrive’}
\]

In this construction the verb cà has a rising tone. Due to the fact that this is an SOV construction, the Tone Replacement rule accounts for the Low tone on the verb. In addition, we posit a conjunction morpheme after the verb stem which consists of a floating High tone. This floating High tone associates leftwards. There is a strong tendency in Avokaya for right to left association. (See the discussion of floating low tone in section 3.1.)

In example (43) the processes involved in the tone associations for the ‘lest’ construction are shown.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{Class 1} & \text{Class 1A} & \text{Class 2} & \text{Class 2A} \\
H + & M H + & L + & M L + \\
cà & a jì & ní & ò ti \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{L +} & \text{M H +} & \text{L +} & \text{M L +} & \text{UF} \\
ca & a jì & ní & ò ti \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{L H} & \text{M H H} & \text{L H} & \text{M L H} & \text{FTA} \\
ca & a jì & ní & ò ti \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{[cà]} & \text{[ǎjì]} & \text{[nǐ]} & \text{[òti]} \\
\text{‘(lest) arrive’ ‘(lest) accompany’ ‘(lest) go’ ‘(lest) lean’} \\
\end{array}
\]

The two High tones on ǎjì merge since they are the same tone, so only a level High tone results. The Low-High combination on the other verb roots surfaces as a short rising tone on the root vowel. The same pattern applies to all constructions using the conjunctions listed above.

4.3 Genitive construction and participial form. In the genitive construction (8f), the word order of the phrase is noun head + O + V + kà. We posit a floating
Low tone occurring before *kā* ‘of’ which will associate to the word to its left, in this case the verb. Due to the OV word order, the Tone Replacement rule operates on the monosyllabic verb roots of Class 1 and Class 2. If we look at the verbs of Classes 1, 2 and 2A, there would be no need to posit the floating low tone. However the derivation of Class 1A would be incorrect without the floating low tone (*ājī*). By positing the floating low tone, the High and Low tones combine to form a phonetic Mid tone on the short vowel, which is the correct form (ājī).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 1A</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 2A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H+M (ca + ka)</td>
<td>M H+M (a jī + ka)</td>
<td>L+M (ni + ka)</td>
<td>ə ti + ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+M (ca + ka)</td>
<td>M H+M (a jī + ka)</td>
<td>L+M (ni + ka)</td>
<td>ə ti + ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLM (ca + ka)</td>
<td>MHL (a jī + ka)</td>
<td>LLM (ni + ka)</td>
<td>ə ti + ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[cà kā]</td>
<td>[ājī kā]</td>
<td>[nì kā]</td>
<td>[ōtū kā]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘of arriving’ ‘of accompanying’ ‘of going’ ‘of leaning’

For a transitive verb the participial form of the verb occurs in an OV construction. As with the genitive construction, the participle is formed by the verb stem, followed by a floating Low tone, then the whole verb stem is reduplicated, as shown below. The presence of the floating Low tone is necessary to account for the tone on the verbs of Class 1A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 1A</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 2A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H+ (ca)</td>
<td>M H+ (a jī)</td>
<td>L+ (ni)</td>
<td>ə ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+ (ca)</td>
<td>M H+ (a jī)</td>
<td>L+ (ni)</td>
<td>ə ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ca]</td>
<td>[aji]</td>
<td>[ni]</td>
<td>[əti]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ca ka] [āji kā] [nī kā] [ōtū kā]
Thus all reduplicated verb forms surface with either L or M tones. No High tones occur in this construction.

5. Conclusion.

All tone changes in Avokaya verbs can be accounted for through a series of rules operating on the verb forms in different grammatical constructions. We have shown that derivational prefixation occurs before other processes which affect the tone of verbs. We have also shown that the processes involved in SVO constructions differ from the processes in SOV constructions, in that monosyllabic verb roots undergo the derivational process of tone replacement affecting SOV constructions before inflectional changes operate.

The ordering of the derivational processes account for why the tone patterns change when a derivational prefix is added to a Class 1 verb in an SOV construction.

(46) 

\[
\text{ma} \text{nдрь} \text{-ле бё ни ри} \quad \text{‘when I saw you’}
\]

The addition of the derivational prefix changes the Class 1 verb to Class 1A before the derivational process of tone replacement, which only affects Class 1 and Class 2 verbs.

Our analysis of tone replacement also accounts for why the Class 1 verb forms in the following constructions are different, even though the two suffixes are homophonous.

(47) 

\[
\text{ma} \text{nдрь} \text{-ле бё ни ри} \quad \text{‘when I saw you’}
\]

I see -when when 2S EOC
Example (47) is an SVO construction, and example (48) is an SOV construction undergoing tone replacement.

We posited floating tones which account for tone changes resulting at the inflectional level. The differences in the perfective and genitive forms of the Class I verbs are also due to the fact that they have different word orders.

Both constructions have a floating Low tone. In example (49), the perfective construction, which is SVO, has underlying High tone in Class 1 verbs. The floating Low tone merges with this High tone to be manifested as a Mid tone. However, in example (50), the genitive form, which is SOV, has had the High tone replaced by a Low tone before the floating Low tone is applied.

Therefore previously difficult tone issues in Avokaya verbs are accounted for in our analysis. Significantly, these few rules account for all the tone changes in all the verbal constructions in Avokaya in an orderly way. (See the chart of tone changes on the following page).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Class</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1A</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Root/Stem forms</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefix Derivation</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating Low, SVO, Perf, Focus, Imper, Surface</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>M HL</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>M LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High tone on empty V slot</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>M HH</td>
<td>L H</td>
<td>M L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVO, Negative, Surface</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M H</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>M LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivation (SOV)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone Replacement</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating High, SOV</td>
<td>L H</td>
<td>M HH</td>
<td>L H</td>
<td>M L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Conj O V, Surface Tone</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>M H</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>M R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating Low, SOV</td>
<td>L L</td>
<td>M HL</td>
<td>L L</td>
<td>M LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive, Surface Tone</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M M</td>
<td>L L</td>
<td>M L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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lin (Fallon), the Sheng language of Nairobi (Ferrari), the status of Arabic versus African languages in Nyala, Darfuyr (Idris), development of Tanzanian Sign Language (Muzale), the endangered languages Sosan and Ukue (Oyebade & Agoyi) and the Akpes languages (Oyetade), African language contact in Brasil (Petter), and language marginalization (Urua).


Ten papers on topics of tone, stress and intonation in African languages are presented in this issue of FAB. “Tone and Accent in the Igbo verb” [5-22] by Anyawu presents a typological argument for an accentual analysis of Igbo tone. “The use of Feet to Account for Binary Tone Spreading: Evidence from Chilungu” by Bickmore [23-47] examines the utility of metrical foot structure in accounting for tone doubling, and shows that both metrical and pure tonal accounts of the process are tenable. “Some Remarks on Tonal Processes at Utterance Boundaries” by Creissels [49-58] looks at intonation-like phonological effects on tone in Baule, Kita Maninka and Tswana, which are conditioned by initial and final pauses. The fourth paper, “Stress, Tone and Focus in Chichewa and Xhosa” by Downing [59-81] discusses accent-like properties of tone in these Bantu languages and argues that tone realization is sensitive to word position in a phrase, whose shape is determined partially by focus. “Tone And Vowel Deletion, Insertion And Syllable Structure” by Frajzyngier [83-98] investigates tone and its interaction with other aspects of segmental phonology in the Chadic languages Mina, Gidar and Lele.

“The Feature of Stress in Nilotic” by Gilley [99-120] argues that Shilluk and Dinka have both contrastive tone and contrastive stress, the latter being realised phonetically, surprisingly, with decreased duration on stressed syllables. In “Tone Mapping in Leggbó” by Hyman & Uhoh [121-139], the authors argue for the significance of independent tone melodies in nouns and verbs, the issue of directional tone mapping, and the relevance of morphology for mapping. The eighth paper, “Tonogenesis in Southern Cushitic (Common West Rift)” by Kießling [141-161] investigates the nature of tone / accent in Southern Cushitic, and it is argued that the system arose historically from the interaction between intonation and a quantity-sensitive stress system. “The Prosodological Structure of Herero” by Möhlig [165-179] presents a range of prosodic properties relevant to Herero including tone, respiratory accent, loudness and intonation. The final paper, “Verbal Tone and Stress in ||Ani (Central Khoisan)” by Voßen [181-191] treats the prosody of this language in terms of 5 tone classes interacting with stress. The volume ends with a review by Anyawu of a festchrift in honor of the late Gabriel Manessy.

Numerous topics relating to transitivity and reflexivization in Kiswahili are investigated in this book, considered from various theoretical perspectives. Chapter 1, “Introduction” [1-8] sets the stage by introducing some of the facts and theoretical approaches to be considered, especially the author’s data-oriented perspective which downplays the theoretical “Eurocentric Idiom” and focuses on the author’s “Nilotic Idiom” approach. The pronominal root -enyewe (as in mnazi wenye we ‘the coconut tree itself’) is investigated in Chapter 2, “The reflexive -enyewe in Kiswahili grammar” [9-41], where a wide range of the uses of this root are documented. Chapter 3, “Other reflexive nominals of Kiswahili” [42-51] covers nafsi ‘soul, self’, roho ‘soul, life’, peke ‘alone’, which are seen to have semantic connections to reflexives and -enyewe. The “classic” reflexive prefix -ji- is discussed in Chapter 4, “The reflexive affix of Kiswahili” [52-184], revealing a number of possibly surprising uses (e.g. kimejipolea ‘it healed of itself’). There is much discussion of whether -ji- is an object marker, and the author uses data from reflexives to argue that passives are transitive contructions in Kiswahili. The fifth chapter, “Unaccusativity, ergativity, NP Crash and reflexivization in Kiswahili Bantu” [185-298] focuses on verbs such as -enda ‘go’ in connection with reflexivization, especially on the question of transitivity. Chapter 6, “Some implications of {ji} for transitiveness and class classification” [299-387] further pursues the matter of transitiveness and its relation to the verbal prefix -ji-, especially how -ji- functions as an incorporated NP. Chapter 7, “Reflexivization in Kiswahili and crosslinguistic studies” [388-416] raises the question whether Kiswahili poses a problem for Chomsky’s binding principles, and the final chapter “Repeated MPs and other reflexive patterns in Kiswahili syntax” [417-502] reiterates the author’s conclusion that -ji- is not an object prefix.


The Saharan language Beria, spoken in Chad and Sudan, is described in this book. The introduction [1-19] lays out the objectives and organization of the grammar, and provides historical context for research on the language and for its position within Nilo-Saharan. “Phonologie” [11-33] lists the 17 consonant and 9 vowel phonemes, their allophones, and notes some general phonological processes (ATR harmony; /y, j/ → j initially; dd, gg but not bb devoice). This chapter also presents syllable structure (the maximum syllable CVVC has restricted distribution and syllables usually have the form CV(X)), phonotactic restrictions, and the three tone levels of Beria plus its rising and falling contour tones. “Morphophonologie” [35-45] documents the rich verbal morphophonemics, which includes processes of intervocalic lenition, fortition, harmony, sonorant vocalization (/kän-r-t/ → [kər-t], /kör-t-ī/ → [kōr-t-ī]), and various
segmental deletions. Verbs can be separated into three groups: finite, the copula, and converbs. The structure of the finite verb is treated in the fourth chapter [47-98]. As is common in Saharan languages, there are 3 classes of verbs, reflecting person marking. Ten morphemic slots are available in the verb, but actual forms are often reduced due to morphophonological processes. Inflectional morphology often fuses person and number, aspect, and negation markers. Perfective and imperfective aspects are distinguished in part by tonal distinctions. Forms of the copula are treated in “Copule” [99-106], and the sixth chapter “Nom” [107-120] covers noun morphology. Nominal number is indicated via tone change, and nouns can be organised into 10 groups, according to the tone patterns of tone selected in the singular and the plural. This chapter also presents nominal derivation, including deverbal nouns.

The chapter “Quasi-nominaux” [121-132] presents pronouns, demonstratives, adjectives and numbers. “Syntagme nominal” [133-145] treats NP syntax. Basic NP structure is head-initial, except in “synthetic genitives” where the modifier precedes the head noun. Chapter 9 “Relations grammaticales primaires” [147-156] discusses the syntax of subjects, verbs, and objects. Word order is SOV, and the language exhibits split ergativity. Intransitive verbs split lexically as to whether their subject is encoded the same way as a transitive agent versus a transitive patient. Additionally, the language marks focus with enclitics which reflect grammatical relation, and a focused intransitive subject is marked the same way as a focused patient. Various adverbial phrases (place, manner, time etc.) are presented in “Syntagme adverbiaux” [157-163]. The penultimate chapter presents the converb [165-176], which is a reduced verb form marked for subject and aspect, but lacking mood inflection, and which (unlike finite verbs) does not come clause-finally. “Propositions subordonnées” [177-184] outlines sentence embedding: relative clauses, temporals, conditionals and others. Two texts [185-192] are provided along with translation and interlinear glosses, and an extensive appendix [193-236] provides verb inflectional paradigms covering various roots. A French-Beria glossary [237-274] gives about 1,000 words.


Aspects of the lexicon of Runyankore, a Bantu language of Uganda, are presented here. The main part of the book is a vocabulary of 1136 numbered entries covering 500 pages. The entries are semantically arranged, beginning with ‘head’ and ending with ‘thank you’, so that body parts are presented, then animal terms, then fruits and so forth. Each entry may contain a number of words, for example ‘flower’ contains two apparently synonymous nouns *ekirábyo* and *ekimuri*, as well as the more specific term *obuga:ra* ‘papyrus flower’. Thus, the entry ‘species of bird’ contains 37 specific bird species. Words are glossed in English and Japanese, and numerous examples are provided to illustrate phonological and grammatical properties. Since there are extensive phrasal phonological alternations especially in tone, nouns are given in numerous contexts to document these alternations. Noun class information is also provided; en-
tries for verbs also include nominalizations. Following the main vocabulary are three indices, in English, Japanese and Runyankore, with words followed by the entry number. Preceding the vocabulary is a 20 page grammatical synopsis explaining the phonemes and allophones, phonological processes, the noun class system, and verb derivation and inflection.


The Chimwini dialect of Swahili, historically spoken in the town of Brava (Mwiini) in southern Somalia, is the topic of this volume. The book begins by explaining the goals and organization of this lexicon followed by a 23 page morphological and phonological sketch of the language. This is followed by the 530 page Chimwini-English lexicon, organized alphabetically according to the stem of the head word; there are approximately 10,000 headword entries. Each headword entry encompasses some number of related words, each marked for grammatical category and includes relevant derivational and inflectional information. Thus noun entries will indicate noun class and also give the plural, and verb entries will give the perfective stem and numerous derivational forms such as the reciprocal, causative and applied. Words are very often exemplified sententially, and as such, the data of the book will be very useful for the study of syntactic conditions on Chimwini’s famous vowel shortening rule. In addition, accent, which is lexically predictable but morphosyntactically complex, is widely marked in the data. Because Chimwini draws its vocabulary from both Bantu and Somali sources, information on source language is often given, including a page reference to one of the major lexical publications on Swahili or Somali.


This volume treats Klingenheben’s Law, a sound change historically affecting syllable-final consonants in Hausa. The book is composed of two parts. The second part [71-102] provides an annotated translation of the original article “Die Silbenuslautgesetze des Hausa” published almost 80 years ago by August Klingenheben, which is the fountainhead for later work on what has come to be known as Klingenheben’s Law. Besides making the article more widely accessible to linguists who do not read German, this translation provides a transliteration of Klingenheben’s Arabic examples from the original Arabic script. The first part [1-69] provides Professor Newman’s critical analysis of the law. After a preliminary explanation of transcription conventions and the phonological basics of Hausa, the book gives an overview of KL, which roughly speaking weakens syllable-final consonants: it is argued that word-medial contexts form the primary context for KL and that application word-finally is a secondary development. This section then treats exceptions to KL: geminate consonants are exceptions (a fact which has
been exploited in various theoretical phonological accounts of the phenomenon), as are ideophones and loanwords. Section 3 [12-39] makes up the bulk of this part, and analyzes the 4 separate changes which make up Klingenehenbein’s Law, carefully scrutinizing examples and contexts of the rules’ application. This section covers such oft-neglected questions as the development of the two r’s and the question of how sibilants fit into KL. Section 4 covers the changes to syllable-final nasals, and the fifth section discusses the relative chronology of these changes. The sixth and seventh sections lay out the synchronic consequences of these rules, which have resulted in some synchronic alternations especially under reduplication.


The first part of this book is an extract of a manuscript by Werner Vycichl (1909—1999), a leading specialist in Berber historical linguistics, which was intended to provide a comprehensive overview of Berber historical linguistics, phonetics and morphology. This publication presents part of that work in the form of article-like chapters in the first part of the book [1-151] written in German. The first chapter provides information on Berber from ancient onomastics; the second deals with historical phonology; the third presents a study of historical morphology. The fourth chapter gives sketches of Berber languages from Djerba (Qellâla) and Aith ‘idhel. The second part [155-258] presents an English sketch of Siwi Berber, the easternmost Berber language. Following a couple dozen pages of background information on ethnography, history of study of the language and accounts of the author’s years of personal experiences with the language, this section covers phonetics and etymology [179-195] and grammar [196-255], primarily noun and verb morphology, concluding with a short story.
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Note on Forthcoming Supplement

Volume 34 will include a supplement, West African Linguistics: Papers in Honor of Russell G. Schuh guest-edited by Paul Newman and Larry Hyman, approximately 250 pp. The volume will be available for $10 to all subscribers of volume 34. The non-subscriber price will be $20 plus shipping.